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I 
-PETITION.-
To t~e Honorable ·Chief Justiceamd Justices of the Supreme 
. Court of .Appeals of Virginia: 1 
'l .. 
,, 'lfqur. p~tition.er, J. A. Pruner, respect~ully represents that 
he is. ~ggr~ev~cl by ~judgment-and deere~. of the. Circ~it Court 
o£ Ru13sell County rendered ~t the Septep!ber term, 193.8; and 
entered on th~ .. 6th of. Octob~r, 1938, in th~ cause therein.-p,en~~ 
h;tg of Sta.te_ High.way Commissioner v. 3 . .A. Pruner, on ~he 
p~tition _of, Stat~ Highway Oom~~sio11erf which judgment. and 
d~cree Y9llr. p.eti~ioner aHeg~s to. be erro~eous, and sh,ould be 
. rev~rs~~ f:tnd an~ulled forth~ reasons s.e~lforth in this petition, 
and oth.~r reaso~s ~o. be hereafter assigned. A transcript of 
the record is hereto ·attached. ; -, . 1 
On :the ·28th of. March, 19.38,' the said Highway Commis~ 
s.io1;1er- ~led hjs petition agains~ YiOUr p~tltioner, J~ A. Pruner, 
alleging that he is empowered and authorized- by the law of 
Vi:r;ginia t9 c9nd@ln land in fee simpl~ or. any interest· or 
'estate therein and rights of way, for tfe uses of the State 
I 
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Highway Commission of ~Virginia, for the •construction, 
2• alteration, maintenance and repair of all roads embraced 
in, or to be embraced in, the State Highway Road System; 
that, in the construction of State Highway No. 19, in Russell 
County, Virginia, project 1141-A, it becomes necessary to 
cross the lands and property of (among others) petitioner, 
J. A. Pruner, and that he has been unable to secure the neces-
sary right of way and title to said property by reason of the 
fact that he had been unable, after repeated efforts, to agree 
with your petitioner (J. A. Pruner) upon price and terms 
for your petitioner's interest in said land therein specifically 
mentioned and described (R., p. 2); that said parcel of l~d 
is, in his judgment, necessary, suitable anq requisite for the 
construction, reconstruction, alteration and maintenance and 
repair of that portion of the said highway embraced in the 
State Highway System and known as Route No. 19, project 
1141-A, situated in the County of Russell, Virginia, and more 
particularly described therein (R., p. 2). 
The petition of the Highway Commissioner further alleges 
that he has filed in the Clerk's Office of Russell County, Vir-
ginia (among others), a blueprint showing the strip of land 
proposed to be condemned, as well as the center line of the 
road; that the cuts, :fills. and bridges, and a full and complete 
description of said tract or parcel of land sought to be ac-
quired therein fully and clearly appears, which blueprint is __ 
marked Exhibit'' A-1 ", as a~ part of his said petition. 
The said petition also exhibits a certificate, marked "B-1 ", 
giving a description of the tract or parcel of land sought 
to be condemned; also, exhibits a memorandum, marked ''0", 
giving the name and residence of your petitioner as the owner 
of the strip of land from whom the said parcel or strip 
a• of land is sought; and *alleges that the interest or estate 
sought to be taken or acquired is the fee simple title ; that 
he, the State Highway Commissioner, had made a bona fide 
effort to purchase the aforesaid tract or parcel of land from 
your petitioner and was unable to reach an agreement with 
him, on the price or terms thereof; that said strip or parcel 
of land sought to be condemned is necessary and suitable 
for the construction, reconstruction, alteration, maintenance 
and repair of a portion of the road embraced in the State 
Highway System, as aforesaid; and that the said parcel or 
tract of land is wanted fo1• the uses and purposes of the State 
Highway Commission of Virginia as a part of its public high-
way, as aforesaid. 
The said petition prays for the appointment of Commis-
sioners, as provided by law, to ascertain what will be a just 
I 
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compensation to your petitioner (among· others) .for his land 
and property, as aforesaid, proposed to. be condeJDn~d ·by thi's 
proceeding, and to award damages, if any,. resulti~g to the 
. adjacent or other property of your petitioner, or to the· prop-
erty of any other person beyond the peculiar benefits that 
will accrue to such property from the construction and opera-
·-;-- ... .,,~ 
~ 
tion of said highway. 1 •• 
. Afte~;wards, and after notice to your, petitioner, on ~pli- .· _:;,.: 
cation of State Highway Commissioner, to the Judge of the· 
Circuit Court of Russell County,:·4he sa~d Judge, on the 8th 
.of April, 1938, by his order, appointed J.!Roy Purcell,. Thomas 
B. Ferguson, C. M. Holmes, Floyd Vi~rs and H. 0. Pratt, 
five distinterested freeholdets residing irl said County of Rus-
. sell, any three· of whom might act, for the purpose of ascer-
taining a just compensation for the land described in these 
proceedings, and to award the damages~ if any, resulting to 
the adjacent or other property of the owner, or to the prop-
erty of any other person, beyond : the enhancement in 
4• value, if any, *resulting to the adjacent or other prop-
erty of the owner or to the propertY,. of· any other person, 
beyond the enhancement in value, if any, that will accrue 
to such property, from the construction, r~construction, altera-
tion, maintenance and repair of said road, and designating 
the 12th of April, 1938~ between the hours of 9 A. M. a.nd 6 
P. M. for the Commissioners to meet I upon said premises 
on Route 19 from W. C. L. of Lebanoitl to IIansonville, in 
said County of Russell. ' 
Pursuant to said order, on the day and between the hours 
mentioned, four of the said Commissio~ers, namely; ~urcell, 
Viers, Ferguson and Pratt (Commissioner Holmes being pre-
vented by sickness), met on the land of your petitioner 
through which the said strip or parcel of land is sought to 
be condemned, having been sworn, as required by law, in the 
presence of counsel and representatives of the State High-
way Commission, and petitioner and h~s counsel; and after 
having on that day completed their view of your petitioner's 
said land and the lands -of others thro~gh which a strip or 
parcel of land was sought to be conde~ed, met by appoint-
ment on the following day, namely, the I 13th of April, 1938; 
and after having on the last named daYi heard the testimony 
introduced before them by both your petitioner, J. A. Pruner, 
and the State Highway Commissioner, and the arguments of 
their respective counsel, the said Commissioners retired and 
made up and filed their report on the 1 -same day last men-
tioned, by which they allowed your peti~-ioner, J. A. Pruner, 
for the strip or parcel of land ''through I the lands of the said 
I . 
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J. A. Pruner and other property so·taken'',-$1,500.00; aild.for 
~~~ 1.~in~ges ·beyond ti:~ . ~~aitce~e~~. l~. the ~dj3;ce~t apd . 
. other prop~rty of the said owner and to the property,of otlier 
pe~~ons 'who will be damaged i~ "their property by rea~on 
~· of~&. ·co~~truction,_ ·•reconstruc~ioh, a~t~r~tion, mainte-. 
· na;nc~:·an<;l. repair of s.aid highway,· $750;00 ·tR:, p. 19). · · 
On the: 5th of May; 1938, yortr petiti'oner :filed~$ exceptions. 
to th~ said rep.qrt of the said Comp1issioners; wh,icn exceptions 
are ~£-out .iri.tlie Record .on page~ 2p-21. ,--~ , · .' . . · 
' The cause qame on to be lieard before tl\~ Court on your 
petitioner's except~ons to the said 'C,ommi~sione~s' report .at 
~~e ¥.ay te~,~ ~938, o~ .sai~ po~r~, )Jam~ly ,. on the 28t~··o~ ~I~y :;· 
and; ~fter certain teshpt.o-ny 'vas 1ntroduced by your petitioner 
and eertain testimony ·w~s int~o.d\lced by th.e State Highway· 
CorP,mi~sio~~r; before the. hearing· 9f~ the ~vidWJ,~ w~s cQID:.; eiet~d the Cou~t inter~upted the. hearing abruptly; ~as fo~lows i 
. '·'·~e ~ourt wi~,~~jo,uqt··this ~~~rip~ vPtil some thne when 
the .Court t~es ~- not~on ,to,h~ar It (R., p. :131).·. . . 
i . . \ . t\ '- • . . 
, The ci;>ntinnc:t~ heariHg of the caps_e O:ij your petition~r's e~-
Qe.ptions t~ sai~ Commiss~oners' repo.rt bef()re.the Cour.t, h~~-. 
mg bee_n :r;e~ume4 at tlt~ S~ptember term, 1938;. namely, Qf!. 
~he ,5th .of Qc~9ber, the State Highway C9mmi~sioner .pro-:-
ceeded -with the introduction of his. testim~ny, aft~r which 
your petition~r, being confin~d to his home by illne$S, intrO.. 
duced ~s a witness in. _hj.s stead, his so-p, G~orge A. Pn1ner ~ 
upo:q._ -t.Qe conclusion of "whose testimony th~ State. Highway 
Commissioner moved the Court to. strike out all of the testi-
mony ~f. the s~i~. Georg.e A. Pr~ner, which motion the Co~r.t 
susta~ned, and s_~ruck out all of the testimo.nv ·of the ·said 
()-eo:r;ge .A. P:rnn~~. To this_ rulipg ~n.d action of ·the. Court, W. striki:ug ont aJI of the· testimony~ .of the :s~id George A. 
Pruner, your pe9-tioner then arid th~re excepted and season-
aJ?.tv ~endered his: BUI of Except~.ons No. I,· which was duly 
signed ~nd seale4 by t~e Judge. of the said Ce:urt on t4e l!Jth, 
of Octq_ber, 1~38. . . · · ... 
6* ~After all ,.the· p~oceed.il}gs, 'Yere had and . all. the testi_":" 
~· . Iil9.ny ha,d ··b~en.inh:od-qced by th~ respectiv:~ parties, beth 
before the Commis.~ion.~,r~.and be:fore.·tlle Court,.ariifthe Oo:tu;:t, 
~a.d . stru~k out' t~~- testimq:Q.y__. of G;~or~~' 1\.~ I;>rqD:e:· p.~, s~t ~er~h ~above, an:~- UI _yonr p~etihon·'·er 's Blll. p.f .. ~x.crp.tion~;r1~o: 1;. ~~d. ~he 9fluse w~s snb.IA~-t~ed t.9~ :t~e, ·Gpprt for.,Its dec~sion 
on yourt peti:~ioner '~ · ex~eptions ·to·· said CQh;un~!;!sioners' report, 
the C~urt tJJerenpo~ rendered. its d~cisiOif ov~rruling all of 
your petitioner's ~xc~ptions tQ said Commissioners' report, 
~~~ I 1 J -v ' 
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and entered its judgment and decree in favor of State High-
way Commissioner. To this decision, tuling and action of 
the Court your petitioner, by his counsel, then and there ex-
cepted and seasonably tendered his Bill 9f Exceptions No. 2, 
which was duly signed and sealed by the Judge of said Court 
on the 19th day of October, 1938. 
It is earnestly contended by your petitipner that the rulings 
and actions of the Court in striking out :au of the testimony 
of the witness, George A. Pruner, introduced by him (pe· 
titioner's Bill of Exceptions No. 1, R., p~ 22), in holding the 
same to be inadmissible upon the ques,tions raised by pe· 
titioner 's exceptions to the said Com~ssioners' report, in 
oyerruling a~l of petitioner ''s exceptions to said Commis-
sioners' report, in confirming said report and rendering the 
said judgment and decree in favor of State Highway Com-
missionAr (Petitioner's Bill of Exceptions No. 2, R., p. 162) 
are erroneous. Petitioner is advised and submits that the 
Court should not have so ruled and held, but, on the con-
trary, should have overruled the said motion of the State 
Highway Commissioner to strike out the testimony of George 
A. Pruner, and should have sustained petitioner's Exceptions 
to said Commissioners' report, set the same aside, and 
7• appointed other Commissioners to fix the value •of pe-
titioner's land to be 'taken and assess the damages to the 
residue of his said land, on the basis of its greatest value and 
most advantageous and profitable use to petitioner, namely, 
its adaptability for a sub-division into ~own lots. 
STATEMENT. 
I 
The object of this proceeding is to condemn a strip of land 
of the mean width of 66 feet except at~ the base of the :fill 
where it widens to 90 feet, taking approxhnately three acres-
to be exact, 2.94 acres-running diagonally with some curva-
tu~·e through a 19-acre tract of land o:Wned by petitioner, 
J. A. Pruner, lying partly within, but !mainly immediately 
contiguous to and beyond, the corporatJ limits of the town 
of Lebanon, on the west, in order to mak~ a change in the lo-
cation o~ the present State Highway N oJi 1~, in the west en~ 
of, and JUst beyond the west -end of, the j:sald town-the new 
construction beginning at the south side tor curb of the main 
thoroughfare through the town in· the vrest end of the to,vn, 
which is also the northeast corner of petitioner's tract of 
land, and runs diagonally in a southwesterly direction through 
petitioner's tract for a distance of 106 rTds to the southwest 
corner of petitioner's land, at which p ,int it passes on to 
the Bundy land. , . 
I 
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Where this piece of new construction leaves the main 
thoroughfare of the town at its southern side or curb and 
at the northeast corner of petitioner's said land there'begins 
a :fill extending from that point on to the corporate limits 
of the town at the branch and beyond, 19 feet deep at the 
branch; and where this fill ends beyond the branch there be-
gins a cut from 13 to 16 feet deep, at its deepest point. This 
:fill and cut are all on petitioner's said tract, and from where 
the fill begins in the town at the northeast corner df 
s• •petitioner's land to where this cut gives out on pe-
titioner's land is 875 feet-the most valuable part of, 
petitioner's land because in and immediately contiguous to the 
corporate limits of the town. The blueprint, on a scale of 
100 feet to the irich, and the testimony of George A. Pruner, 
show that where the cut gives out the distance between the 
new construction and the present road is only 143 feet, 
scarcely the usual depth of a town lot, which is not less than 
150 feet, and that this distance between the new location and 
the present road diminishes rather abruptly until at a dis-
tance of 605 feet from the starting point of the new construc-
tion, this distance is only 50 feet and continues to diminish 
until the distance is only 26 feet, widening out again at a 
curve in the present road at the bottom of the 19 foot fill to 
101 feet, but narrowing again from this point to the vanish-
ing point where the new construction begins. The acreage 
in this narrow and irregular strip of petitioner's land between 
the new construction and present road is 11;2 acres. (Testi-
mony of Geo. A. Pruner, R., p. 151.) 
Petitioner's tract of land is now practically rectangular in 
shape, containin~ about 19 acres, and borders on the present 
road on its north side its entire length from the beginning in 
the west end of the town on the east, to the Bundy property 
on the west. The land all along the opposite side of the present 
road from petitioner's land has been divided and sold in lots, 
and on all but perhaps one or two of these lots substantial 
residences and a store and :filling station have been con-
structed. On the Bundy side of petitioner's tract at the west 
end of it is the attractive Bundy residence; and the town is 
built right up to its eastern boundary line. So, the land ad-
joining petitioner's land is built up on three sides of it, north, 
east and west, with substantial residences. (Testimony of 
Geo. A. Pruner, R., p. 136; testimony of J. A. Pruner, R., p. 
117.) 
g• • A tract of land owned by Mrs. Wilson, the west end of 
which is on the north side of the main thoroughfare of the 
town, is only about 52 feet across this thoroughfare from 
the east end of petitioner's land on the south side of it. About 
I 
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~ '%, acr!ls of this !'9'ilson tract was sold !within the last yea.r 
or two In lots, haVIng 25 feet frontage, ·fpr $5,220.00. (Testi-
mony J. A. Pruner, R., p. 117.) Petitioner sold a lot about 
100x100 feet at the bottom of where the 19-foot fill will be, 
some years ago; for $1,700.00 (R., p. 44); and a lot across 
the present road from this lot, in a triangle at the intersection 
of the present road, and a road leading off to the railway 
station at Cleveland, 83x83x94 feet, was :sold a few years ago 
for $1,300.00, without any building on it. ! (Testimony Geo. A. 
Pruner, R., p. 139.) A 1/ 4-acre lot directly across the pre~ent 
road from the narrow strip of petitioner's land between. the 
cut and the fill in the new construction and: the present. road 
described above, not as favorably situated ·and less valuable 
than a lot o:ti the same size on petitioner's side of the present 
road in its present condition, sold within the last year or so 
· for $410.00. (Testimony of Geo. A. Pruner,· R., p. 1~0.) 
Much of the population of the community centering in ana 
about the town of Lebanon lives in different directions out-
side of the corporate limits oi the town.· (Testimony of Geo. 
A. Pruner, R., p. 146.) ·· · · 
There is filed with the testimony of Geo. A. Pruner (R., pp. 
145-6) a list of buildings, with the character and approximate 
cost of each, that have been built in and around the town of 
Lebanon within the last year or so. ·There are also filed with 
the testimony of Geo. A. Pruner excerpts from recent issues 
of the weekly newspaper published in lthe town, remarking 
upon the rece~t growth of the town, the amount •of 
10• building going on, and the need and demand· for suit-
able locations for new residences and other buildings. 
ARGUMENT. 
Bill of Exceptions No,. 1. 
I 
I 
Petitioner, J. A. Pruner, was introduced as a witness by 
the plaintiff (Highway Commissioner, "tho will be called the 
plaintiff in this petition), in the heariilg on petitioner's ex-
ceptions to the Commissioner's report, ~fore the Court, and 
subjected to a prolonged examination in an attempt to show 
the limited size, the slow growth, the lJick of activity in the 
way of new construction and building, fand the comparative 
unimportance of the town of Lebanon,! as bearing upon the 
value of land in and around the town, and the need and de-
mand for suitable building sites. The I testimony of George 
A. Pruner, who testified in the room and stead of his father, 
petitioner, who was confined to his home iby sickness, is, there-
1 . 
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fore, it is submitted, not only relevant and vecy materia!,. 
but is plainly admissible, whether he be treated as ha"i~g 
been recalled in petitioner's stead for further examination 
or cross examination1 whichever it may ·be called, or as a 
witness in :rebuttal, at the conclusion. or plaintiff,_s evici.ence; 
and its exclusion by tile 'Court was manifest error and plainly 
prejudicial to petitioner. 
BILL OF EXCEPTIONS NO. 2 . 
.A.daptab~1itg for a Subdivision Into Tuwn Lots. 
The adaptability of petitioner's tract of 19 acres, prac-
tically rectangular in shape, and bordering throughout its 
entire length immediately on the south side of State High-
way No. ·19, as it is now located, for such a subdivision, 'vould 
seem obvious from the above statement oi facts, the town of. 
Lebanon having already been built up directly to the eastern 
·IJI!boundary line of petitioner's said tract, which eastern 
11:11' boundary is inside of the corporate limits; on the north 
and opposite side of this highway, as it is now, through-
out the entire length of petitioner"s tract, the land has already 
been divided and sold in lots, all of which, except possibly one 
or two, have substantial and attractive residences on them,. 
now occupied; and on the Bundy side of fhe "rest end of pe-. 
titioner's said tract, is located Mrs. Bundy's attractive resi-
dence and surrormdings. 
There is, however, other cogent. evidence, which, when added 
to. the above named facts, establishes this proposition, it is 
submitted, beyond all contest. 
Petitioner testifies that he has had propositions made to 
him time aiter time to divide his land into lots for a sub-
division (R., p. 45}. This testimony not only is not, but can-
not be, contradicted; and it proves two important facts: (1) 
that his· said tract is adaptable for a subdivision into town 
lots~ because if it were not so ad3;ptable l1e would not hav~ 
had any such proposal, much less-~inany proposals ; and (2) 
that there is a demand, immediate, or at least in the reason-
ably near future, for such building lots, else he would have 
had no such proposal, much less such proposals, time arid 
again. 
'That isn't all. Mr. H. J. Tate, who has resided in Lebanon 
a number of years, owns a farm in the l\{occasin Section of 
Russell County, has served eight years as Treasurer of his 
County., has represented his County in the Honse of Dele-
gates of Virgin1a-an outstanding citizen of his town and 
County-has had 10 or 12 years, off and on, of experience in 
I 
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recent years in subdiViding land into tots, and selling the 
lots, and is familiar with petitioner's said tract of land, tes. 
tifies that, "it is a very desirablej piece of latl:d for .a 
12tt *subdivision into lots'', and that he does not know of any 
other piece of land in Lebanon, -or near Lebanon, or ad-
jacent to Lebanon, as suitable as petitioner's said tract for 
subdivision purposes (R., p. 50). 
Mr. C. E. Mullins, who lives in Bristoll:}.nd whose occupation 
and main ·business for the last several ye~rs bas been auction--
ing real estate, testifies that he has had /Sixteen or seventeen 
years of experience in subdividing tracts or parcels of land 
into lots for the purpose of putting on! lot sales-has been 
engaged in subdivisions and sales around the town of Le-
banon; that he knows petitioner's said ·piece of property-
has passed along it on many occasions-"was over it yester-
day, not down at the far end but at this end and about half 
way down"-the cuts and fills were pointed out to him, a 19-
foot fill at the end next to the town and a 13- to 16-foot cut 
beyond that in the rising ground for some distance, diminish-
ing as you go towards the remote corner of the tract; that, 
to give his exact words, "Well, I have always thought it would 
make a high class s'U.bdivision" (R., ];)· 68). 
Jbema;nd for JBuilding Aots in and ~roun-d habtuU>1-l. 
Petitioner, who is President of the First National Bank 
of Lebanon, and served as Sheriff of ills County for a number 
of years, asked to state whether or not there has been a very 
considerable advance in the value of·properties in and around 
Lebanon in recent years, testified-to use his own language-
"Why, certwinly,. I suppose 'most everybody knows that. 
Building property is hard to get. Ptop~rty is scarce here''. 
(R., p. 63). . . 
Mr. H. J. Tate, whose testimony is quoted from above, asked 
as to the demand in and around Lebanon and the community 
of Lebanon among the business people and others for build· 
ing lots, testifies-to use his own language : ''There is a 
great de·mand" (R., p. 51}. i 
· *Further, on this point referenc,·: is here made to the 
13* detailed testimony of George A. Pruner and the ex-
hibits filed by him with same (R., pp. 144-6). 
I 
Value of Petitionet·'s Tract for a, Sub-Division Into Lots. 
I 
This is reflected in prices brought b]. 11 othe. r properties in 
the immediate vicinity of petitioner's 1aid land, mentioned 
above in the ''Statement", in the testim 1ny of petitioner (R., 
. 1' 
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p. 117),.and in the testimony of George A. Pruner (R., pp. 
139-140); and is further shown by the following testimony: 
Mr. H. J. Tate, with his knowledge of petitioner's tract of 
land in question, living near it as he has for a number of 
years, testifies that the entire tract in its present condition,, 
as a suitable tract for a subdivision into lots, is worth $500.00 
or $600.00 an acre-more valuable as you approach the 
· present road and less valuable as you approach the back 
side of the tract. 
Asked what valuation he would put on that part of the 
land lying next to the present road, says : ''As it now lies, 
and the way property has been selling, it would average 
$1,000.00 an acre for lots through there.'' He further testifies 
that lots near the town would probably sell for more money 
(R., pp. 52-53). 
Mr. C. E. Mullins testifies that there is no other property 
in the vicinity of Lebanon equal to petitioner's tract in ques-
tion for a subdivision into lots, and places the value of the 
tract, taking it all over, for that purpose at $700.00 or $800.00 
per acre. 
Depreciation in JT alue of Petitioner's Said Tract of Land for 
a Subdivision Into Lots by the Construction of the New 
Piece of Highway Through It as Laid out. 
Mr. H. J. Tate testifies that he has noticed how the pro-
posed road is staked out diagonally through this piece of 
ground, and says if *that road is established through 
14* there with the cuts and fills to it that it would detract 
from the value of the entire tract around 50%, he thinks. 
His attention :being called to the 19-foot fill where the road 
passes over the branch in the west. end of the town at its 
boundary line, and the 16-foot cut on the hill above the brancl~, 
reaching some distance through the tract and diminishing 
as it approaches the lower end of the tract, he says it would 
destroy that part of it considerably-two-thirds, probably; 
that the lots nearer the town would probably sell for more 
money; and that the way he understands it, the high fill and 
deep cut are on the part nearest 'the town. 
He further testifies that the narrow strip of land on the 
hill just above the branch between the cut in the new road 
and the present road, 270 feet long, varying in width from 
50 feet to 26 feet, will be destroyed (R., p. 53). 
This strip of land figures out about a quarter of an acre, 
having a mean width of about 42 feet; and attention is here 
I 
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called to the fact that on the opposite siqe -of the present road. 
a 1/4-acre lot, not as well situated or las valuable as a lot 
of the same size on petitioner's side of the present road in 
its present condition, has been sold within the last year or so 
for $410.00. (Testimony of George A. P;runer, R., p. 140.) 
Mr. C. E. Mullins, of Horney Brothers, Land .Auction Oo., . 
testifies that with the proposed road; running diagonally 
through petitioner's said tract of lan(J;, with the cuts and , 
fills-the way the road is m~pped out through there-it will 
affect its value materially fro:QJ. a subdi'rlsion ·standpoint-"! 
would say from fifty to sixty p~r·cent''·: · 
15• •Most Valuable and Profitaible Use of Said Tract of 
Land to Petitioner. 
The most valuable and profitable use to I?etitioner of his 
said tract of land through which the new p1ece of highway 
has been laid out, it is submitted, is fgr a subdivision into 
town lots, its adaptability for which is shown in this Record 
by an array of uncontradicted and indisputable evidence, both 
direct and circumstantial. , 
That its value and use to petitioner for that purpose is far 
greater than its use or value to him for :farming land, or any 
other purpose, it is submitted, cannot, 1 with any show of 
reason, be, and will not be, attempted to, be disputed, because 
too obvious for any such contention. 
ln a Con-dem1wJion Proceeding,· Such as This, Petitioner Has 
the Unq1testionable Right to Have His Damages Assessed 
on the Basis of the Greatest Valu-e:and Most Profitable 
Use to Him of lfis Property Soughtlto be Tal(:en or Dam· 
aged., o·r Both Taken and Dam.aged. 
The soundness of this proposition \vould seem obvious, 
since to assess the damages to a piece of property on the 
basis of its adaptability for a minor use instead of a major 
use-the most valuable use for which it is adaptable-would 
amount to a denial to the owner of the full and exact equivalent 
as compensation for his property taken. or damaged or both, 
guaranteed by constitutional mandate.! There is practical 
unanimity of authority in support of this proposition. 
In Charles v. Big Sandy &c. R. Co. !(142 Va.), 12'9· S. E. 
384, 'it is held (8th Syllabus headnote) :I 
I 
'' 'Full and exact equivalent,' under statute givin~ just 
compensation for land taken, requires ~king into considera-
tion adaptability of land for railroad ufes, and courts ruling 
I 
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that present market value and not uses to which it might be 
put was measure of damages was error., 
In the opinion in this cas-e, at p. 388 of 129 S .. E., Judge 
Campbell; for the Court, says: 
16• .. "The language 'full and exact equivalent', as applied 
to the case at bar, means taking into consideration the 
adaptability of the.l&nd for railroad purposes as an element 
in estimating th'tinarket value thereof, and not merely confin-
ing its ·use to an .. agricultural proposition. In other words,. 
the cost of the grade work is not to be taken as a separate item 
of damage,. but the inquiry should be, considering its avail-
ability for value uses, what is the property 'vorth in the mar-
ket! 
"In Richmond R. Oo .. v. Chamblin, 100 Va .. 409, 41 S. E. 751,. 
the rule is thns stated: 'In determining the value of land 
appropriated for public purposes, the inquiry must be, what 
is the property worth in the market from its availability for 
valuable uses, both now and in the future?' Citing Bomn Co .. 
v. POitterson, 98 U .. S. 403, 25 L. Ed. 206." 
In Boom Co .. v. Patterson, just above cited, tl1e jury found 
a general verdict, assessing the value of the land at $9,358.33,. 
but accompanied it with a special verdict assessing its value,. 
aside from a.ny consideration of its value for boom purposes, 
at $300.00, and, in view of its adaptability for such purposes,. 
a further additional value of $9,058.33; whereupon, the com-
pany moved for a new· trial and the court granted the motion 
unless the owner would elect to reduce the verdict to $5,500.00. 
This the owner elected to do, and judgment was entered for 
that amount. This judgment was affirmed by the Supreme-
Court. of' the United States in an opinion by Mr. Justice Field,. 
whose opinion is quoted from by this Court in R. !EM. R. Co .. v .. 
Humphreys, 90 V a .. , at pp. 437 and 438, viz. : 
''The position of the ti1ree islands in the Mississippi, fitting 
them to form, in connection with the west bank of the river,. 
a boom of immense dimension, capable of holding in saiety 
over 2()-,000,000 feet of logs, added largely to the value of the 
lands. _ The Boom Company would greatly prefer them to 
more valuable agricultural lands, or to lands situated else-
where on the river; as, by utilizing them in t:be manner pro-
posed, they would save hea:vy expenditures of money in con-
structing a boom of equal capacity. Their adap.tabilit"y for 
boom purpose·s was a ci'rcum.st·ance·, therefor·e1 which the- owner 
I 
I 
I 
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had a right to insist upon, as an eleme.Jl,t in estimating the 
value of his lands." I · 
. Following up this citation from the op~nion of Mr. Justice 
Field in the Boom Con1pany case, this Court, at page 438 of 
90 Va., says: · · 
I • 
''The principle thus applied is, beyond all question, a just 
one, and Mr. Justice Field's argument in support of its ap-
plication is unanswerable. The same principle applies .with 
even greater force to ""the case here under consideration; 
17• for, in that ease, the property condemned was taken as 
it came from the hand of nature, while here the valuable 
earth-work and masonry on the land ta~en by the appellant 
company had been erected for railroad purposes and was 
adapted to such purposes.'' 
Judge Campbell also cites in Charles v. Big Sandy &;c. R. 
Co., supra, .Appalaahia;n Power Co. v. Johnson (137 Va. 12), 
119 S. E. 253, in the opinion in which .c~se Judge Sims, for 
the Court, at p. 357, says : : 
"It is true that, if the prospect of the town of Narrows 
building out to the property in question had in fact an effect 
upon the present fair value of the prop~rty proposed to be 
taken (that is, upon the fair market value, at the time of the 
proposed taking), or if the prospect of such improvement was 
so reasonably expected in the immediate. future that it could 
be estimated with reasonable certainty what was the present 
fair market value of the property, in view of the uses for 
~hich it was naturally adaptable unde* the circumstances, 
'vhich were reasonably expected to be btought about, not in 
the remote, but in the immediate, future, the commissioners 
could properly have taken. into considevation, in estimating 
the damages, such expected development ~1. of the town of N ar-rows; that is to say, existing wants of a community, or such 
as may be reasonably expected in the ililJllediate future, may 
be taken into consideration by the commissioners in arriving 
at the fair market value of a property to be taken for public 
use." Citing Boom Co. v. Patterson, s~pra. 
i 
It is submitted that every condition laid down by Judge 
Sims in the ahove citation to have warranted the Commis-
sioners, in estimating the damages, to ihave considered, if 
there had ·been such expected development of the town of 
Narrows, as he describes, is proven berond all question in 
I 
I 
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this case. It is an open, obvious fact that the town of Lebanon 
is already built up to the eastern. boundary line of petitioner's 
land; that'the land all :along;the'pr~seni_ road 'On the 'side Op-
posite to petitioner's land has been sold in lots and ·all but 
perhaps one or two have substantial residences on them·; and 
at the west end is the attractive residence of Mrs. Bundy. So 
not only has the town .of· Lebanon been built right up to this 
property, but the land on: three sides has been sold in lots 
and built up with substantial residences~ · · ·' · ' · ·: · 
It is proven 'arid not contradicted; and cannot be eontra-
: .. : dieted, that there is at the present time ·a· great demand 
18* for building iots ·*in Lebanon; and' that such property is 
' .. ' . scarce· alid hard to get;; there having been d. marked 
growth of the· to"\\Tll in the past few years, during which time 
expensive buildings have gone up. • 
The fair market value of tllis property by reason of its 
adaptability·for a ~nbdivisio~·into lots for business· and resi-
dential purposes-the best adapted and most suitable prop.: 
erty for a subdivision in an'd around Lebanon-is· proven by 
direct positive evidence of what other property in clos.e 
proxin1ity to it has been, and is, selling for, for building 
purposes. · 
·'·It is further proven by the mosf competent and uncontra-
dicted ·evidence what petitioner's 19-acre tract is worth for 
a· subdivision per acre in its present condition, a~d the per 
cent to which that value 'vill be re-duced by the construction 
df the new section of road, with its cuts and fills, ·runni!rg 
diagonally through it, the greatest -damage being done to the 
most valuable ·part of the land lying within, and nearest to, 
the corporate limits of the town. So, it is· submitted, this 
case conies squarely within the opinion of this court in Ap-
palachian Po·w·er Co. v. Johnson, supra. • 
-·-In the opinion in the case just cited, Judge Sims also cites 
20 C. J., Sec. 229, p. 774, which is, viz.: 
·''Adaptability for Building Lots.-It may be shown that 
the ground is adapted to be cut up into city .lots and used for 
city improvements, or that it may be sub-divided into smaller 
building lots. It is immaterial that the iand is not at the time 
built upon, that the owner bas not filed a town plat, or that 
the land :is used by the owner only for farming or dairy pur-
poses. If the land is suitable for another· purpose, as well 
as for being adapted to division into city lots, the owner can-
not be compelled~ to elect whether he will prove the value for 
one purpose or the other. Evidence as to the number of'lots 
into which the tract of land in question can be divided and the 
value of each lot is inadmissible; it is proper to inquire what 
r 
I 
I 
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the tract is worth,: having in·:· view: the !l·purpo·ses for which 
it is best adapted; but it is the tract, n~t the lots into which 
it may be divided, that is to be valued.~' 
In C.ity of Los .Angeles v. H'IJ,ghes (Clll.), 262 P .. 737, held:. 
• ~ ' • I • ' ' 
"Where acreage being condemned is! reasonably a!dapted 
to "'subdivision, that fact shou~d be considered in Dring 
19• value. : 1 • • • Jr. 
· ''Value of land being condemned was valu~ as it 
stood, plus increased value due to . suitability . for subdivi· 
sion, but value was not to be fixed by what could be obtained 
after subdivision.'' 
· In 8. W. Ohiaago Drainage Dist. v. McMahon (lll.), 160 
N. E. 750, held: . 
''Land condemned is to be valued at highest and best use, 
even if not being pu_t to such u~e. '' 
, • • ' 4 • : I : ~ 
In Emmons v. Utilities Co. (N. H.), 141 A. 65, held: 
·.:"Land under flowage ··act should ,be !appraised for most 
profitable purl?o~e to whic~. it_ .. could be .fut." 
In Brack v. City: of Baltimore (Md.), 97 A. 548, held: 
' . 
. . 
''In considering availdbility for special· purpose of p·roperty 
sough~ to be condem:ned, it is ,not nece~sary to .. be in actual 
use for that purpQse at the time of condemnation;: but'there 
must be some probability that it ma.y be used within a reason· 
able time.'' 
. I 
; ·In Chica.qo D.-~ C~ Grand Trunk Junction R. Co. v. Simons 
(~Iich.), 166 N. l~. 960, held: 1 
. . .· "i' ·_; . • .. -•. : ; 
''If parcels of land sought to be ·con~emned for 1•ailroad 
are more valuable for platting or subdi*ision purposes than 
. for farming purposes~ owners have the!! right to ha.ve dam-
ag~s a~sessed on ~ore ~avora;b~e ~~sis.:''!: . . . r 
1 
_ , 
· IitSt. L. Im.· <t Sr. Co. v. Theodore Maxfield Oo. {Ark.), 12e 
S. W. 835, held : 
I 
· ''Where land is taken or· dep!eciated or a public~ use, the 
owner ~s ;measure of damage is· its; mar et value: determined 
not solely by the uses to which the pr :perty has been put 
--~ 
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or is put at the time of the condemnation proceedin;g, but 
by all the purposes to w~ch it is adapted." 
In re Simoos {125 N .. Y. S. 687), 98 N. E. 1129, held:: 
''Where 5everal tracts soug.ht to be taken by New York 
City for additional water supply purposes were valuable as 
building lots, and their value as lots could be. ascertained 
with reasonable certainty, the award of damagea was prop-
erly based upon their value as building lots..,.,. 
In Westchester County v. Wakefield Park. Realty. Co .. , 129 
N.Y. S .. 30, held: 
''The owner of land taken for a public use is entitled to 
have it valued for the mnst valuable available use for 
20"'' it if it is then *marketable, and it is immaterial that he: 
may not have actually put the land to such use, or that 
it. is. entirely unused .. ' ' 
In Miinln,eapolis-St. Paul Sa'fllitary Dist.. v.. Fitzpatrick 
(Minn .. ), 277 N. W. 384, held: 
''In determining. sum to which owner of property taken 
for public purposes is entitled, highest and most profitable 
use for which property is adaptable and needed, or likely to 
be needed in the reasonably near future, is to be considered 
to extent that prospects of demand for such use affect market 
value while property is privately held.'" -
In the matter of Firman StreetT 17 Wend. 669; cited with 
apprGval by the West :Virginia Court inN. & W. Ry. Oo. v .. 
'Davis, 52 S. E., at pp. 725 and 726, the Supreme Court of 
New York said the proper inquiry was: ''What is the value 
of the property for· the most adva11tageous uses to which it 
may be applied?" 
In Ry. Co. v. Longworth, 30 Ohio St. 108, the Court in pro-
ceedings to appropriate land, says: 
''In Gffering testimony on this issue,. the owner was not 
limited to any pre-existing use of the land. If it was of little 
value as a farm or for common use, and was of great value 
as mineral land or a town site, that fact might be shown, 
though it had never been so used.'' 
The evidence reviewed above and the undisputed and in-
disputable facts above pointed out, it is submitted,. show 
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ov~rwhelmingly, and indeed without contradiction or corl.iro~ 
ver~y, that petitiqn~r's t-ract of ~9 acres is 'adapted" for a 
sribdivisio'n into builditig lpts'; that thereis an~'iminediate de: 
mand :for such lots; and that the greatest value ·arid most" ad~· 
van,tageous use. of this·_ property to petitioner is its adapt~ 
ability for ·suGh a· subdiVisi(;rn. This mosttadvaiitageous use is 
an element of value to petitioner's land ~hich; he ;has ·a right 
to have· ·evahfated, :taken into account, and included in the 
assessment of damages to his property in this proceeding by 
the Commissioners; and its exclusion frbm their assessment 
of his damages vitiat~s their attempted finding apd report of 
. his damages in this proceeding,, and '~·entitles him 'to hav~ 
21• their r~port annulled and.,set .asid~. . . · 
. , . In the excerpt from the opinion of Mr. Justice Field 
in Boom Co. v. Patterson, quoted with approval by this Court 
in R. d M. Oo. v . . HJ,tn~phreys, 90 Va., at pp. 437 and 438, it js said: . · _ ·-· . · .· · _· · · · 
' "Their adaptability for boom; purp~ses .wa~ a' circU'mstance, 
therefore, which the owner had a right to insist upon, .as a;n 
~~e1nent in estimati1ig the value of ltis Z(Jinds.'' 
In Ohio Valley Ry. db Tenni·nal Co. Y. Kerth, 30 N. E. 298, 
at p. 299, the Indianf,l, Court, through Olds, Judge, says:· 
.. . 
"Inst"ead of endeavoring to have witnesses explain to the 
jurors its adaptabi.lity for platting as addition to the town; 
how many lots it could be divided into, arid the location of the 
streets and alleys, .. the appellee sought 1to place before the 
jury a profile of the land pl3;tted by_ actual measurement, 
sho:wing how it could· be platted, the. number and size of the 
lots, the .location of the_ streets and alleys .. It was not coli-
tended that the land. was platted, or that the appellee was 
entitled to recover for it .as platted land; but it was con-
tended that one ~lement of valtte that the tract of land had 
was its looation .in close proximity to a large a;nd growimg 
city, and its susceptibil.ity to be platted amd ·Ltsed as residence 
property made it more valuable than· it I othe'l"'lvise 'WOUld be. 
We think the adn~issi01~ of the plat in evidence was clearly 
proper. In the case.of Boom Co. v. Pat~e1·son., 98 U. S. 403, 
the Court says : 'So many and varied are the circumstances 
to be taken into account in determining the value of property 
condemned for public purposes that it is perhaps impossible 
to· fQrmulate a rule to govern its appraisement .in all cases. 
Exceptional circumstances will modify I~ the most carefully 
guarded rule; but, as a general.thing, we would say that the 
compensation to the owner is to be estirated by references 
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-to the uses for which the property is suitable, having regard 
to· the existing business or wants of the community, or such 
:as may be reasonably ~xpected in the immediate future.' This 
-rule clearly authorizes the jury to take: into· con~ideration the 
-~value of the land to be platted as an -addition·Jo the·.Qity of 
·Evansville now or in the immediate future, and it wa~s proper 
for the appellee . fo snow its adaptability for 'that ptitpose, 
and this could be more clearly demonstrat~d by ·the ~a~· of a 
map or rplat .made. fr~m actual measurements "than by mere 
parole ·statements of witnes_ses. 'In the, case. of ·Ry; _-Co. v. 
LongUJorth, 30 Ohio St. 108, the Court, in proceedings to ap-
propriate land; says: 'In offering testimony on this issue, 
the owner was not liinited to any pre-existing use of the land. 
If it w.:as .of little value as a farm or for common use, and 
was of' great value as mineral land or a town site, that fact 
might be shb.'wn, ~hough it' had never been so used.' '' 
The soundness of this proposition, if further support were 
needed, ·is· fully established by the decisions cited above. 
Now; l~y down by the side of this proposition the admirable 
summary of Mr. Justice Holt in ·Talbot v:. City-of Norfollc 
22* (158 Va. 387), *163 S. E., at p. 102, after referring to a 
number of decisions of this Court, ·in which the effect 
to be given to reports of commissioners in ·condemnation pro-
ceeding~, is considere~ as fol~ows : 
''But' these cases likewise make it plain that this quali-
fied" (riot absolute) '-'immunity of commissioners' findings 
has no ·application when based upon erroneous principl~s. If 
it includes some improper element of damage, it should be 
set aside, and it should be set aside if some proper element 
is excluded.'' · · · 
r 1 • r .-
'' 
It follows from the&e statements of· the· ·law,. so ·directly 
and pointedly applicable in this instance, that unless the com-
missioners assessed petitioner's damages on- the ·oasis· of its 
greatest and most valuable use to him of his tract of land in 
question, namely, its adaptability·for a subdivision into-build-
ing lots, their finding of' damages to petitioner's land is 
erroneous and should be set"'aside. · ·· 
That is exactlv what the commissioners did not do. ,Qn the 
contrary, they assessed petitioner's damages ·on the· basis of 
its use as. farming land, tlie less advantageous and valuable 
use to petitioner. 
In the hearing before the Court on petitioner's exceptions, 
Floyd Viers, one of the co~missioners, testified that, in as-
sessing the damage to Mr. Pruner's land, he thinks they 
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' 'looked at it from a farming standpoint". "I was consid_er.;. 
ing it from an agricultural standpoint": (R., p. 74). On his 
cross examination, he reiterates the statements above quoted 
from his examination in chief (R., p. 81h ;. ~ · · ,·,· '. 
Mr. Viers further testifies that if he: had· taken into ·con-
sideration the adaptability of petitioner'~ land for a lot p-topo .. 
sition, for division ·into ·Jots, be ·would have made the dam-
ages larger- than the damages· :fixed by 'them. in their· report (R., p..-.-7:5). r• • . •. : 1 
Roy (J. R.) Purcell, another one o:t the commissionera, 
testified to the same· effe·ct as Mr. Viers. He says:· ''Why, 
we considered it as ·a farm proposition;" (R., ,p. 9..2).:-'"' And 
. he :further testified· (R., p. 99) ·that- if they had taken 
23* .into consideration the adaptability *of" petitioner's land 
for subdivision into· lots, he 'thinks they would have given 
greater damages than they did . 
. · T. B.' Ferguson, anothc·r of -the comm,issioners, introduced 
by the plaintiff· (Highway Commissioner), testified vety 
briefly, and says nothing as to any basis on 'vhich the damages 
were assessed (R., pp. 131-133). 1 
H. 0. Pratt, the other commissioner who acted, introduced 
by the plaintiff, is wholly indefinite as to any basis on which 
he assessed the damages. It is very clear, 'however, that he 
did not assess the damages· on the adaptability of petitioner's 
land for a subdivision into lots. It seerils rather that lie·was 
thinking of the land as farming land,. wh!en .he :was compa'-ring 
the instant case with the case of some :farm land, in the open 
country ten miles from Lebanon through~ which a strip of land 
was condemned :for a highway, ·as· shown by his ·remark while 
viewing the premises·: "I thought it was ruining those fel-
lows up through our country, but I believe it helped them_ all. 
Take the Stuarts and Snodgrass-it looked like it w·as ruin-
ing- them; but if didn't" (R~, p. 29). ' .' .. , 
This ,~witness (Pratt)' ori his .. cross exa;mination, reveals an· 
other thing that was highly prejudicial to .. this petitioner, 
which he knew nothing about and h·ad ·n6Lmeans of contradict- · 
ing or ·removing· from their minds the e#tirely erroneous im-
pression it inade oli the minds of the Qommissioners, as re-
flected. in the· amount of the damages they allowed petitioner. 
Com~issioner Pratt testifie~ o~ ~ross 1· examination (R., p. 
129), In answer to the question If It wa;s stated to the -Com- · 
missioners while they were considering the assessment of 
petitioner's damages that a friend of Mr. Pruner's had ~stated 
that he thought Mr. Pruner (petitioner): wotild take $2,250.00 
and be satisfied; that M. r. Viers ~11aised that argume·n.t 
24"" and said that *'a man in the b · said Mr. Pruner 
wouldn't be satisfied unless he g . $2-,500.00; that Mr. 
I 
,., - .. . . 
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--------- nade that statemen~,. .and he (Pratt) !ollQw;ed that 
statenrenf, and shid, ''I 'know: a pretty cldEJe 1friend of his :and: 
h~ thought he would be satisfied with $2,250.00.' '·· 1, 1 ·- I 
. So the Commiss'io.~ers P,ut down petitioil'er's total damages; 
. including ·land t~ken, at precisely these ·n~res-$2,-250.~a 
finding b&sed upqn hearsay and the. mere opinion of an Uil-' 
laiowi::J. soniebooy, ·o.f which 'this petitioner knew!nothing until 
it came; to. light after the commissioners.' repe>rt w~s :filed~ 
a.nd whiGn his whole' attitude in this pi·o~eeciing completely 
scouts and contradicts. .. . . · 
It is intere~ting and . instru~tive to analyze this tot~ I find-: 
ing of $2;250~00, as Judge Card~ell,_for ~IIrs eontt, analyzed 
the damages found in the case of Williamson v. Reed, 106 Va. 
~53, at pp. 455-456, a qase similar in many respects to f4e c_as¢l 
a.t bar, to which we here refer the Court : : _ . .. 1 . - " · 
Total damages a~arded by Conimi8si'oriers . . . . . . $2,259-00 
Allo.wed for land taken .................. $1,5,00.09, 
First' c<Jst of bnil<!ing 2lf ·rods of fence 
( (106 ro'ds -'on each side) (R.,-p.,_46). @. ' 
' $1~5 • . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. • .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 266.00 
Cost' of gf!.tes {e~jmR:~~d) ~ .......... ~, .... :: 35 .. 00 
270-foot strip oilan.d between preserit road 
and. cut irl· proposed· road, ·varying in 
width from 20 to· 26 feet, making l/4 · 
'I 
of an acre. praGtieal~y d~t~yed~ ...... ~. 450.00 _ $2,251.0~ 
It is not clear that the b'oD:nnissioners .co:p.sfdered specially 
the 270-foot strip practically destroyed; but _if tl1ey did, it is; 
shown (testimony_ O:~o. A. Prune:r, R., p. 140) that a .1/~ 
acre Iot across the present road from this 270-foot strip, not 
so well Iocated----:above. a IQ-foot bank-spld within. t.he last 
year qr so for $410.()(), so this strip in its present condition~ 
without the new· section· of' :r.oad, . is 'vorth the · $450.00 or 
more; and counting this 270-foot strip, which Mr .. Tate testi-:-
, :ties is destroyed. by the· new construction, as a *part o~. 
2() 41v the $2,250.00 damage.s allowed petitioner, there remains 
~"nothing for dama-ges to,. the residue of pe~itioner 's .said 
tract .. , -He is all awed nothing 'for. damages_ to tiie rest of 
~he strip. of land conbiining I~ peres between. the pre&erif 
road. ancl'tlte proposed road rr:om wh~re the cut giveS' .<rut 87~ 
feet f'r.em where the propos.ed road begins: at the west o( tbe 
to~;· yrujirig in ~:idth f:rolli· 142_ f~ef wl)ere· t:pe cut giv~s' 
out to 26 feet at the narrowest J)oitifin tfie 270-foo't sfrip and 
widening out again for a short distance at the bottom of the 
19-foot fill to 101 feet, which is destroyed, as far as a sub-
I 
I 
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division is concerned, and of little value for any purpose; 
and that is the most valuable part of petitioner's land. for 
lots, because nearest to the town; and Mr~ H. J. Ta.te testifies, 
as noted above, that petitioner's land all along the present 
road is worth $1,000.00. per acre, the part nearest the town 
having the greatest value. ! 
They allow nothing for the damage to petitioner's land for 
its most advantageous and valuable use to petitioner, namely, 
a subdivision into lots, which the uncontradicted evidence of 
Mr. Tate and Mr. Mullins, referred to iabove, shows to be 
worth for that purpose, in its present cot\dition, from $500.00 
to $600.00 per acre, according to Mr. Tate, and $700.00 or 
$800.00, according to Mr. Mullins; and that the proposed road 
through it, the way it runs, and with the cuts and fills, depre-
ciates its value for that, Its major use, from fifty to sixty per 
cent-petitioner's greatest element o~ damage. 
They failed to . allow petitioner any damage for the bad 
shape in which the proposed new construction leaves his said 
tract of 19 acres, which, besides the fills and cuts, divides 
petitioner's land, now in the shape of a: rectangle, the most 
desirable form for any purpose, into twortriangles, with four 
acute angles, the most inconvenient · and *undesirable 
26"" shape land can be gotten into for any use. 
They allow him nothing for the inconvenience in pass-
ing from one side of the road to the other, necessitating the 
maintenance of four gates, and other inconveniences men-
tioned by petitioner in his testimony. · 
. WEIGHT AND EFFECT OF COMMISSIONERS' 
REPORT. 
Notwithstanding the weight usually given to the report of 
Commissioners in proceedings of this sort, it is submitted that 
they cannot close their eyes to what is open and obvious to i: 
ordinary observation, nor hold a deaf ear to uncontradicted -.~ 
and uncontradictable evidence, and arbitrarily assess dan;1.:. 
ages according to their own notions and I· on mere ~umor ar,d 
hearsay outside of the record, and the t¢stimony introduced 
in the regular, lawful way before them.!: 
This question was before the West Virginia Court in a 
recent case, C . .lf 0. Ry. Co. v. Allen, et· als., 169 S. E. 610. 
That Court, in a well considered opinion, speaking through 
Judge Hatcher, at p. 612 of 169 S. E., says: 
''The jury viewed the premises in ques,tion. We are aware 
that this Court usually accords especiat weight to verdicts 
in such cases. We cannot assume that jrpry consisted of ex-
t 
I 
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perienced contractors or competent real estate salesmen. Be-
sides, the jury is not a mere enlarged set of commissioners 
who may rely upon their own notions entirely. The very 
appeal from the award of the commissioners is for the pur-
pose of having the case tried according to the law and the 
evidence of witnesses, and under the supervision of the Court 
The statute does not contemplate converting the jurors into 
~silent witnesses', who, in the absence of substantial evidence, 
may supply the sa1ne from their own impressions and de-
ductions, the accuracy of 'vhich is not tested by cross exami-
nation and the relevancy is not approved by the Court. The 
object of the jury view is 'to acquaint the jury with the 
situation of the premises and the location of the property, 
so that they may better understand the evidence, and apply 
it to the local surroundings of the case'. Fox v. R. Co., 34 
W. Va. 466, 478-480, 12. S. E. 757, 762. They may properly 
consider what they observe, which is ancillary to the record 
evidence. State v. McCausland, 82 W .. va. 525, 96 S. E. 938. 
But their view is not for the purpose of providing essential 
evidence de hors the record. 'If the rule were otherwise,' 
said the Supreme Court of California in Wright v. Carpenter, 
49 Cal. 607, 610, 'the jury might base its verdict wholly on 
its own inspection of the prenlises, •regardless of an 
27• overwhelming weight of evidence to the contrary, and 
the losing party would be without a remedy by motion 
for a new trial.' · 
''We are not unmindful of the legal generalizations "?hich 
favor upholding the verdict. We are reluctant to disturb the 
verdicts of juries, but reluctance. must yield to duty, when-
ever the record affords no substantial evidence to support 
the quantum of the verdict; as in this case. Judge Thomp-
son made the following declaration as one 'which could be 
safely stated': 'Courts of error or appeal will set aside the 
verdict in every case where the record discloses that there 
was no substantial evidence to support it.' Thompson on 
Trials (2d Ed.), Section 2273. We can say here, as would 
tl!e Supreme Court of Indiana in the case of Pittsb~trgh, etc., 
Ry. v. Martin, 61 Ind. 539, 583, 584, 28 Am. Rep. 682: 'Upon 
the whole record, it seems plain that substantial justice has 
not been done between the parties. An affirmation of the 
judgment, we think, would approve a judicial wrong, while 
the reversal denies no right to either party, but simply re~ 
quires a new trial according to the law of the case and 'the 
facts proved.' '' 
In M auvaisterre Drain,age (JJnd Levee Dist. v. Wabash Ry. 
~~ c~-:/ J. A. Pr~ner v. State Highwa:y O~ssioner. ~ 
Ca., 132 N. E. 559, at pp. 566 and 567b the :pli~ois Oourt. 
speaking thr,ough Carter, Judge, says: I 
''Counsel for appellant insist that seve~al instructions give~ 
on behalf of appellee were misleading and erroneous, among 
others, instructions 8 and 9, because they inferred that cer· 
tain 'vitnesses (necessarily those on behalf of the appellant) 
l1ad magnified or exaggerated the damag¢s t~ land no~ take11, 
and the jury might disregard such evidence and give such 
damages as th~y thought proper, and iil reaching this con-
clusion they might take into consideration the entire testi-
mony, including their own inspection df the premises. It 
is insisted that these instructions were wrong, first, becaus~ 
there is no evidence in the record justifying the court or 
jury in concluding that any pf the witnesses had exaggeratec;l 
the damages to the land not taken. We are of opinion that 
the instructions 'vere subject to the charge of being mi~lead­
ing in this regard. It is also insisted thatithey were erroneo-q.s 
because they justified the jury in thinlqng that they had a 
right to disregard the evidence on behalf Qf the appellant in 
the record· and base their verdict on their view of the premises, 
since there was no evidence introduced ·by appellee on this 
point; that practically the only testimony given on this ques-
tion was presented by 'vitnesses for appellant; that its wit-
nesses on tl1is question testified that the damages to the main 
or Hannibal line 'vould he from $12,000.~0 to $17,000.00, ~nd 
to the Keokuk line from $25,700.00 to $26,600.00, and that, as 
the jury returned a verdict of $2,000.00 damages to the main 
line and $2,500.00 to the Keokuk line, they could not have 
obtained this result from the evidence offered, as it was not 
anywhere within the range of the testimony actually intro-
duced, but must l1ave based it on their own view of the 
pren1ises. 'To allow jurors to make up t}.leir verdict on their 
individual knowled~·e of disputed facts tnaterial to the ca~~ 
not testified to in Court, or upon their ptivate ·opinion would 
be most dangerous and unjust. It ~puld deprive the los-: 
28fi< ing party of *the right of cross · ~xamination and the 
benefit of all the tests of credibilitv which is the law 
of evidence. Besides, the ev~dence or srlph knowledge, or of 
the grounds of such opinions, could not be preserved in a 
bill or exceptions or questioned on app~al. It would make 
each juror the absolute judge of the accuracy and value of 
his own knowledge or opinions.' Washb.ur·n v. JJ,filwattkee ~ 
L. W. R. Co., 59 Wis. 364, 18 N. W. 328. ! 
' 'While the personal view of the premises by the jury in 
a condemnation case is in the nature of erdence, yet the jury 
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may not ignore all the evidence and :fix the compensation and 
damages directly contrary thereto, and only where the evi-
dence is conflicting may the jury draw their own conclusions 
from a personal view. 
''The verdict must be supported by the evidence, and can 
in no. case. rest solely npon the personal examination of the 
premises by the jury, however well convinced they may be 
that their examination furnishes a more reliable basis for an 
assessment of damages than the ~estimony of' the witnesses. 
·Peoria Gas Light Ca. v. Peoria 1.'ernr.imal R. O'o., S'l&praT 146 
Ill. 383, 34 N. E. 553, 21 L. R. A. 373', and cases there cited; 
Chicago City ·R. Co. v. Allen, 169 Til. 287, 48 N. E. 414; Chi-
tago &; St. Line R. Co. v. Klme, 220 Ill. 334, 77 N. E. 229. 
''The instructions were subject to criticism and should 
not have been given in this case. 
u Appellant also objects that these instructions 11 and 12 for 
the petitioner are subject to the criticism that they might be 
interpreted by the jury as authorizing them to go outside of 
the evidence and ·base their verdict on their· view of the 
premises. These instructions a.re fairly subject to this criti-
eism and should not have been given. 1t 
That, it is submitted, is just what the Commissioners did 
in the case at bar. They went outside of the evidence intro-
duced before them and assessed petitioner "s total damages 
at the exact amount which Mr. Pra.tt, one of the Commis-
sioners, testified somebody had said they thought Mr. Pruner 
would be satisfied with, and the effect of a road through farm 
lands of Stuarts and Snodgrass in the open country ten miles 
from Lebanon. 
Another Commissioner testified (R., p·. 84)' that they heard 
Mr. Pruner had ·been offered $500.00 an acre for the said 
tract of land, and that is where· the $500.00 per acre for the 
land taken came from. They plainly paid no attention to the 
evidence introduced before them in assessing petitioner's 
29*' damages, but this action in *doing so was influenced and 
c·ontrolled by what they had heard outside of the evi-
dence. 
The Court in his comn1ents (T. R., p. 82) says: 
"The witness is rather clear that both sides of the contro~ 
versy were presented to the commission, and the commission, 
under all the circumstances, took the view that it was propel~ 
to treat it as agricultural or farming land proposition. I 
think the witness is rather clear on that.'" 
The court further on (T. R., p. 89) say~: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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"He ha,s said t4ey consid!)red it as a ~arnling propQsition, 
~:pd th~t is wh.at you s~y in your ~xceptiQps they di_d ~o. N ~~' 
tbere lS ~Q du;;agreemellt t4~re. rrh~ 9nly quf3Stlon fQ:r the 
Po!lr~ 'tq d~Giq~ rs· 'w4~th~r· Of :q.pt tl~at i~ the t~ing fp~ them 
to have done, or whether or not they should have · con~uqer~1f 
it the other way.'' , · ,, -
The Court further (T. R., p. 107) says: 
~ ~ *' • • Qn tHe qu~stio:p. pf )Vltefll~r !?.~ ~ot th~ .~f<>,p~rty 
should have been treated as town property or farm~)lg :P,fQP· 
erty, the Court is of the opinion, as heretofore' 'annou·nced, 
th~t that was a question that was open
1 
to be considered by 
the 'commissioners. They could treat it either way, and how-
ever they elected to tr~at it this Cqurt would be bound un-
less there was something to show that they acted improperly, 
or were unduly influenced, or that it was such a gross abuse 
of their discretion as to shock the conscience of·. the Court. 
* * * " 
It is confidently believed and submitted that there can be 
no question but 'vh~t ~~~ ~n~i~p~ted e-vf4ence 4isclose§, ~:P.!l 
so treated by the Court, that the damages fixed by the Com-
missioners were ·based upon a considera;tion of the la:pd~ for 
farming and agricultural purposes,·· and ·without regard· to 
its value and demand for building purposes. 
It is further submitted that it was error of the Court under 
the uncontrov'erted facts to confirm a report of damages based 
upon a less valuable use, and deny the owner of the property 
th~ da.~~ges ~a:~eq uppn the mpst valuable use. 
30=Yf *For the erro1~s above set forth and such others as 
. . ~~y ~e ~ssign~d, petttiq:r:H~r pi·ays 
1
for an appeal f:r,QW, 
~~ writ of error tq, the juqgm~nt, calle,d decree (whichever 
may be proper), complai~ed of, and that the same may be r~-
vie,ved and reversed. · 
Petitioner avers that a ~q~y p~ t~is p~tition was delivered 
to the opposing counsel in the trial cour~, on the 13th day of 
Dece~b~r, ~938. 1 
Petitioner adopts this petition as his liniginal brief. 
Respectfully srbmitted, 
GEO. A. PRUNER, 
ER~A. Q:a,I:trf~'Illf, 
A. T. G R!F:FITH, 
Pou~~el for Petit~o.~er. 
J. A. fRUtN"ER, :P,etitioner. 
By Pounsel. 
---,-
~ . 
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I, A. T. Griffith, an attorney practicing in the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia, do hereby certify that, in my 
opinion, there are errors in the judgment (called decree) com-
plained of, for which the ·same should be reviewed and re-
versed. 
A. T. GRIFFITH. 
' January 4, 1939. Writ of error awarded by the court. 
Bond, $300. 
M. B. W. 
RECORD 
.VIRGINIA: 
In the :Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of Russell County. 
State Highway Commissioner, Petitioner, 
'V. 
J. A. Pruner, Defendant. 
PLEAS before the Circuit Court of the County of Rus-
sell, Virginia, at the courthouse thereof, on the 6th day of 
October, 1938. 
BE IT REMEMBERED, that, heretofore, to-wit: On .the 
28th day of March, 1938, the petitioner, State Highway Com-
missioner of Virginia filed his petition in this case against 
the defendant, J. A. Pruner, which said petition is in the 
words a.nd figures following, to-wit: 
PETITION. 
In the Circuit Court of Russell County, Virginia.. 
State Highway Commissioner, Petitioner, 
'V. 
J. A. Pruner, Dora L. Newman, Ellen P. Jackson, Everett 
Jackson, J. C. Hawkins, S. V. Jessee, Miles Gibson, W. JJ 
! Hawkins, and E. K. Garrett, Defendants. 
To the Honorable A. A. Skeen, Judge of said Court: 
I 
Your undersigned petitioner, State Highway Commissioner, 
r 
I li 
r 
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·is empowered and authorized by the law of Virginia to con-
demn land in fee simple, or any in~erestor estate therein and 
rights of way, for the uses of the State Highway 
page 2 } Commission of Virginia, for the construction, ·of, 
reconstruction, alteration, ma~ntenance and repair · 
of all roads embraced in or to be em;braced in, tlie State 
Highway Road System ; that in the construction of State .High-
way No. 19, in Russell County, Virginia, project 114i-A, it 
becomes necessary to cross the lands apd property of J. A. 
Pruner, Dora L. Newman, Ellen P. Jack~on, Everett Jackson, 
J. C. 1-Iawkins, S. V. Jessee, Miles Gi~son, W. J. Hawkins, 
and E. K. Garrett, and your petitioner has been unable to 
secure the necessary rights of way and title to said properties 
by reason of the fact that he has been unable, after repeated 
efforts, to agree with the said defendants or any one of them, 
upon price and terms for their respective interests in said 
lands hereinafter specifically mentioned and described; that 
all of said parcels of land are, in your petitione.r,s judgment, 
necessary, suitable and requisite for the construction, re-
construction and alteration and maintenance and repair of 
that portion of the said highway embraced in the State High-
way System and known as Route #19,1 project .1141-A, and 
all of which is in the County of Russrul and State of :Vir-
ginia, and more particularly described a~ follows: 
J. A. PRUNER LAND. 
I 
Beginning at a point on the centerline of Route 19 from 
0.1098 mile east of W. C. L. of Lebanon to Int. Rt. 71, shown 
on plans as being Sta. 778+20, the point of encroachment; 
thenc·e to the left on a 8° curve 368.9 ft .. to sta. 781 plus 89.9 
Back=1 plus 04.9 ahead; thence S. 55 degrees 04' W., 1,052.7 
ft. to Sta. 11 plus 57.6; thence to the left on a 2 
page 3 } degree curve 462.4 ft. to the I point of digression, 
being sta. 16 plus 20 .. 
~he l~nd t~ be acguired hereunder befng a .strip or parcel 
of varying ividth lying on the south (left) side of and ad-
jacent to the hereinabove describe.d ce~.~ erline and being 33 
ft. wide at Sta. ·779 plus 00; thence wideEing to 40 £t. at Sta. 
779 plus 50; thence widening to 50 ft. :at Sta. 780 plus 50; 
thence narrowing to 49 ft. at Sta. 780 plus 80; thence nar-
rowing· to 33 ft. at Sta. 2 plus 00 (781 p~us 89.9=1 plus 04.9)' 
and continuing 33 ft. wide to Sta. 15 plus 1 90; thence diverging 
from the said centerline and narrowing with the property 
line of. T. L. Bundy to 0.0 ft. at a point 38 ft. opposite Sta. 16 
plus 20. Also. a strip or parcel of varyi~g width lying on the 
no~h (right) side of said centerline and ring 0.0 ft. wide at a 
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p9int 8 ft. 9P,posit~ St&. ~78 plus 20; thep~e widening to ~2 ~t .. 
at a poi~t 8 ft. pnpo~it~ ~ta. 778 plq·s 38 and continuing ~2 
~i~ ·Wid~ '·at a pQi~t 14 :ft. oppOSlte· Sta. 779 pl11S no; thence 
wide¢ii.g'to 26 ft and becoming adjacent to the said center-
line ·~t -Sta. 77~ Plll~ oq; th~nc~ \vi~ening t<> 35 ft. at Sta. 779 
plus. _5.pj _th~nc~ widel~ing to 40 ft. ~t Sta.. 7~Q plus 80; thence 
:n~rro~g t~ ~~ ft. at Sta. 1 plqs· ·~q (781 pl~s 89.9-1 plus 
04.~ )-; ~ t1ien¢e wide:p.ing to · 45. ft. at St~. ~ ~lu~ 00; thence ilarr'o)yi~g· t~ ~3 'ft .. a~ 'St~~ ~- :p.~p~ Q9 .an4 CQntinuing 33. ft. to 
Sta. ~q ~~11~ ~; t:tl~Ilc~ na1:r~wn~~ ~v~th tlle prop~rty l~ne of 
T. L. Bundy to ·o.o ft. at Sta. 15 plus 90. 
The ~PlQY~ ~~~c~iQ~d; S~l'~ p~ ~~ t)ar~el's CP¥f~¥ 2.94 acres,. 
~Qr~ ~r. ~e~.. . 
page * ~ r our petition~r wqtlld. f~rther ~pow ~nto your 
· I!onor t~at h~-4~s :Ql~d iii the Olerk's Office of ~us-~el~ pq~~y;'virgini~;-tl1e. fqllowi~&-~ ' · I · , · · 
(1 ~: ]\H:q~ blu~print~ s~qwing e~~t£ stpp of land ~b9:v~ 
def?Grib~~' and prpppsed to p~ cond~wn~q, qs well as the center-
li~e of' th~ rQ(iq; tllat the,. cuts, fills ~Ii4 bridge~, anq a full 
ap~ qonip,let~. descnptiqn' 'of ~ach' 'of sal'd tracts 0 or parcels' of 
la~d sought to pe ~cquireq, 0 in gach instance as aforesaid 
therein fully and clearly respectiy~ly' app~ar; that the~e blue-
prints are ·marked for identification, as exhibits '' A-1 ''., 
"A-2", "A-3", "4-4~', ~, 4-5", "A-6", "A-7", and "A-8'",. 
which are prayed to be read and considered along with and 
a~ ~ part of this petiti911; 
(2)'. Nine cerpficates of your petition~r giving descriptio:us 
of eac:Q trq-~t or parcel of Ian¢!, aforesaid, showi:qg the quan-
tity of land ·or interest sought to b~ condemned, marked for 
identification as exhibits "B-1" ''B-2" · "'B-3" "B-4.':' 
' ' • • • • ' 0 0 ' ' ' , ''B~5", ~'~-~~', '~B-7", and '~B-~~,., wl1ich ar~ pr.ayed to be 
r~ad a~q c~nsic}~red alo~g with, and as ~ part of this pe-
tition; ·. · · · · · · · · · 
(~). A m~znoranduw, setting forth U1e. names and residences 
~f ~ach ~wner o~ t~9 lands ftom 1vh~m ~ach pqrcel or strip 
· of land ~s soug~t; m&rk~d Ex~l~~t "0"', and prayed 
page 5 ~ to be read and cons~dere¢1 ~~~g \vith and as a part 
· ~f th+s petition. · · 
¥o¥r petition~r woulq further ~l1o'v a~d all~g~ that the in-
t~r~~t or estli~~ ~p~~ht !o be ~~ke:p. ~n¢£ aGCJ.~ired b,y t~is pro-:-
c.~~c1~~.~' q~ af'or:~s~pd, ~s the.+~~ SlQlPI.:e title;: anq th~d the 
matepal fact~ upon wl1tcb t{n~ pr.oce~dtng are based for t:P,e ~PP9~tme~~ of · Oom~s~ion~rs; in ac~orcla~ce with· law· in 
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such cases made and provided, in so far 3jS not already stated, 
follow: 1 
(a) That your petitioner has made a bona fide effort to pur-
chase the aforesaid tracts or parcels of htnd from the respec-
tive owners thereof, as aforesaid, and was and is unable to 
reach ail agreement with them, or any bne of them, on th~ 
price or terms the:reof; (b) that said strips or parcels of land 
sought. to be condemnec1- .are necessary ~d suitable for the 
construction, reconstruction, alteration, ¢aintenance and re-
pair of a portion of the road embraced in the State Highway 
System, as aforesaid; and (c) that said I parcels or tracts of 
land are wanted for the. uses and purposes of the State High-
way do~ission of Virginia, as a part of its public highway 
as aforesaid. 
Therefore, your petitioner prays for the appointment of 
Commissioners; as provided by law, to as®rtain what will be a 
just compensation to each of the above named defendants for 
their respective land and property, as aforesaid, proposed 
to be condemned by this proceeding, an~ to award damages, 
if any, resulting to the adjacent or other :property, of the re-
spective owners, or to the pr<)perty of any other 
page 6 ~ person beyond the peculiar benefits that will accrue 
to such properties respectively from the construc-
tion and operat~o.n of sa~d highway. 1 
And your petitioner w1ll ever pray, etc~ 
State of Virginia, 
County of Russell, to-wit: 
H. G. SHIRLEY, 
State Highway Commissioner. 
This day A. G. Lively personally appeared before me, James 
A. Todd, a Notary Public, irt and for the County and State 
aforesaid, and made oath that he is the ag~nt and attorney for 
the State Highway Commissione:r;, whos~~ name is signed to 
the foregoing petition by him, and that he is duly authoriz.ed 
to sign and swear to said pet~tion on behttlf of the said Stat~ 
Highway C()mmissioner, and that the thatters and things 
stated in said petition are true, to the be$t of his knowledge 
and belief. : 
Given· under my hand this the 28th day bf March, 1938. ~Iy 
Commission expires September 2, 1941. 1 
Notarial Seal 
.JA~ES.' A. TODD, 
.r a~s A. Todd, . 
I N otaty Public. 
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page 7 ~ And on the same day, to-wit: 
On the 2Rth day of 1\;Iarch, 1938, the following Exhibit was 
filed, which Exhibit is in the words and :figures, following: 
The State Highway Commissioner of Virginia declares 
that it is necessary for the construction, reconstruction, 
alteration, maintenance and repair of a portion of road em-
braced in the State Highway System, Route 19 Russell 
County. Virginia, to acquire in fee simple a strip of land 
through the lands of. .T. A. Pruner, as shown by lines on a 
blueprint rna p o.f a portion of said road, identified as Sheet 
3, Project 1i4.1-M1A Route 19. on file in the. offic~s of the· 
Department of Highways, at Richmond, Virginia, a copy of 
which is attached hereto as a part hereof and to be :filed in 
condemnation proceedings for said strip of land to be in-
stituted in the Circuit Court of:. said County; that it is requi-
site and suitable that the said strip of land through the said 
lands be of thP width and on the routes and grades as shown 
on said blueprint map. 
Th~· said strip of land is described as follows,.all being in 
the County above stated: 
·Beginning at a point on the center line of Route 19 from 
0.1098 mile east of W. 0. L. of Lebanon to Int. Rt. 71, shown 
on plans as being Sta. 778+20, the point of encroachment; 
thence to the left on a 8° curve 369.9 ft. to Sta. 781 +89.9 
Baclc--1 +04.9 ahead; thence S. 55° 04' W., 1052.7. 
page 8 ~ ft. to Sta·. 11 +57 .6; thence to the left on a 2° curve 
462.4 ft. to ·the point of digression, being Sta. 
16+20. 
The land to be acquired hereunder being a strip or parcel 
of varying width lying on· the south (left) side of and ad~ 
jacent to the hereinabove described center line and being 
33 ft; ·wide at Sta. 779+00; thence widening to 40ft. at Sta. 
779+50: thence widening to 50 ft. at Sta. 780+50: thence 
narrowin~ to 49 ft. at Sta. 7R0+80; thence narrowing to 
3~ ft. at Sta. 2+00 (781+89.9=1+04.9) and continuing 33 
ft. wide to Sta. 15+90; thence diverging frpm the said center-
line and narrowing with the property line of T. L. Bundy 
to 0.0 ft. at a point 33 ft. opposite Sta. 16+20. Also a strip 
or parcel of varying· width lying· on the north (right) side 
of the said r.enterline and being 0.0 ft. wide at a point, 8 ft. 
opposite sta. 778+20; thence widening to 12 ft. to a point 
8 ft. opposite St-a. 778+38; .and continuing -12 ft. ·wide .at· a 
point 14 ·ft. opposite S.ta. 779-1-00 ; , thence widening .to 26 ft. 
and becoming adjacent to the said centerline at Sta. 779+00; 
J. A. Pruner v. State Highway C~mmissio:ner. 
I 
~.l. 
I 
thence widAning to 25 ft. at Sta. 779+5q;; thence widening- to 
40ft. at Sta. 780+80; thence narrowing to 33ft. at Sta. 1+50 
(781 +04.9) r. thence .. wideni.np;·to· 45 ft.-~~ ,S.ta. ·3+,00; then~' 
narrowin~ to ~~ ft. at Sta. 5+00 and co~tinuing 33 ft. to, Sta. 
15+60; thence narrowh1p;. with the property line of T. · L. 
Bundy to 0.0 ft. at :Sta. 15+90. . 
The above des~ribed strips or parcel~ eon~in 2.94 acres., 
more· ·o1· less.. • 
page 9 } The State Highway Com~issi~Iier hereby. ap-
points A. G. Lively, his attorney in. ti,t_i~ :r:!l~1t<lr... fill4 
authorizAs him to bring and conduct condemnation proceed-
ings to secure said sb·ip of land in fee simple in the name of 
and .op 'behalf .. of the 8tate .Highway Commissioner, ·11nd ~s 
his attorne:y to make oath to tb.e petition, all in accord with 
the statutes in this State in such cases mad~. and provided. · 
, H. G." SHIRLEY, 
State ·Highway Co~ssioner of Virginia. 
·· DatP.d at Richmond, Va .• March 24th. ,1938. 
page 10} -NOTICE. 
To: .T. A. Pruner. Dora L. Newman •• Ellen P; Jackson, 
Everett Jackson, J. •C. Hawkins, S. V. Jessee, Miles Gibson, 
. W. J. Hawkins, and E. K. Ga.rrett. · 
· You, and each of. you, a.re hereby notified of the intention 
of the State Highway Commissioner of iVirginia~ who· is au-
thorized -under the laws of the said state to condemn land 
or any interest or estate therein, and rights of way in fee 
simplH for the usAs of the StatA Highway Oonuni.ssion of 
Y.ir~ini.a~ that the undersigned will, be~een the hours of 9 
o'clock . .A. :\1.. and 4 o'clock P. M. on the 8th day of April, 
1938. anply to tl1e Circuit Court of Russell County, Virginia, 
or the .Tudge thereof, at his office in th~ courthouse of rDick-
enson County, Virginia, at ·Clintwood, firginia, for.. the. ap-
pointment of· f1ommissioners to ascertain. what will be a just 
compensation for the strip or parcel of I$d required for right 
of way purposes in f.ee simple throng~ and ·over youl.': re-
spective lands and properties, which ·is~ proposed· to be con-
demned for ·the uses ·and .purposes of I the State Highway 
Commission of Virginia. and to award. ~he damages, if any., 
resulting· to the adjacent or other property of the owner; 
o1· to the property of any other personi beyond the peculiar 
benAfit and enhancement in value, if aty, that. will accrue 
I' L 
-,, 
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to yo:u; o:.; your respective properties~ from the construction;. 
reconst:ruction,. alteration,. change, maintenance and repah of 
· ~ . the· said road; the ownership:~~ loeation and de-
page: n. }: scription of your said lands,_ respectively, which it. 
is proposed by this proceeding· to be condemned,. 
and' the particular nature of the construction~ and operation 
proposed9' wil1 mo:re fully appea1· by reference to the petition 
and exhibits. filed therewith, all of which were filed,. as re-
quired by the. law in the Clerk's office of the ·Circuit Court 
~f Ru·ssell ·County,. Va., and were so filed on the 28th day of 
March,_ 1938 .. 
H. G. SHIRLEY,. 
State Highway Commissioner .. 
By co tinsel= 
BURNS & LIVELY. 
pa.ge- 12 ~ And on another day, to-wit: 
On the 8th day of April, 1938, the following Order was 
entered, which Order is in the words and figures, following: 
·Circuit Court of the County of Russell on Friday the 8th 
day of Aprq,. in tl1e year of· our Lord,. one thousand nine hun-
dred and thu-ty-eight. 
Present= The Honorable Alfred A. Skeen, Judge .. 
State Highway Commissioner, Petitioner 
1J. 
J. ·A. Pruner, Dora L. Newman, Ellen P. Jackson, Everett 
Jackson, .T .. C. Ha.wkins. S. V; .TessP.e, ~files Gibson and W .. 
J. Hawkins,. and E. K. Garrett, Defendants. 
ORDER. 
This case came on to be heard on the 8th day of April, 1938,. 
and it aJ?pearing to the court. that ten days notice of the 
time and place of the State Highway Commissioner's inten-
tion to apply to tllis court, for the appointment of ~commis­
sioners to-· ascertain wl1at would be a just compensation for 
the strips or parcels of land described in the petition in this 
case, proposed to be condemned .in these proceedings for the 
uses of the Highway Commission of Virginia, as a. part of 
State Hi~liwav No, 19, and to award the damages, if any, 
resulting to the adjacent or other pro_perty of thP. owners 
II 
I 
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or to the property of any other person,! beyond the enhatl.Q~­
nient in value, ~£ any, that will accrue to said propert.ies,. r~­
. . spectively, from. the construQtion; reconstruc~io~, 
page 13. ~ alteration, maintenance .and ;r~pajr of said roaq, 
has been given to .J. A. Prun~r. Dora L. N eWm.an, 
Ellen P, .Jackson, Ev~rett Jackson, J.! C .. Ha'v~ins,. S. V. 
Jessee, :.Miles Gibson and W. J. Hawkin$, and E._I{. Gar:r;ett, 
by personal service of notice by the Sh.eriff of this cov.nty, 
copy of which is filed with the papers in this case, that on the 
28th day of.Match, 1938, the State Highway Commissioner 
file a in the Clerk's Office of this .court a plat, certificate, mem-
orandum and pe~ition, in compliance with the provision of 
law for such cases made and provided, 'which strips or par-
cels of land sought to be condemned in :the!3e proceedings is 
wanted for the uses and purposes of the State Highway Com-
mission in the construction~ reconstruGtion, alteration, main-
tenance arid repair of the said road; that the said strip~ ~r 
parcels of land for said h.ig·hway lies wj.thin the Coun,ty. of 
Russell, the Court doth adjudge, order and decree that this 
case be docketed. and .doth appoint J. Roy Pur.cell, .rh.oyp.fl.s 
B. Ferguson, 0. M. Holmes, ],loyd Viers and II. 0. Pra~t, five 
disintArested free holders residing in s~id County 9f. Ru§-
sell,. any three of 'vhom may act,-for the purpose of f\Scer-
taining a just compensation for the lands described in. ~hese 
proceedings, and to award the damages, if any, resulting to 
the adjacr-mt or other property of the owner or to the prop-
erty of any other person, beyond the enhancement in value, 
if any, that will accrue to such properties, respectively, from 
the construction, reconstruction, alteration, maintenance and 
repair of said road: the court doth designate th~ 
page 14 ~ 12th day of. April; 1938, behyeen the hours of . 9 
A. 1\L and 6 P. M. for the sa1.d ·Commissioners to 
meet 1ipon said pren1ises on Route 19; from W. C: L. of 
Lebanon to Hanson ville, in Russell Co"(Inty, Virginia. 
I 
page 15 ~ State of Virginia, . 
County of Russell, to-wit: .
1
' 
' I I. E. F. Hargis, Clerk of the Circuit ~ourt in and for the 
County of Russell and State of Virginia ~o certify that Floyd 
Viers. ~J. Roy Purcell, Thomas B. Fergu~on and H. 0. P1;att, 
have this day made oath before me tha~ they will fajthfully 
and impartially ascertain what will bP. a j~st compensation for 
the strips ot parcels of land for State ;Highway No. 19, in 
the 'County of Russell, State of Virginia~ through the lands 
of J. A. Pruner~ Dora L. Newman~ Ellen P. Jackson, Everett 
.Jackson, ;J. C. Hawkins, 8. V. Jessee, 1\ ,·Jes Gibson and W. 
! 
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J. Hawkins and E. J{. Garrett, and to award the damages 
if any, resulting to the adjacent and other property of the 
said owners and to the property of any other person, beyond 
the enhancement in value, if any, that will accrue to such 
properties, respectively, from the construction, reconstruc-
·tion. alteration, maintenance, and repair of State Highway 
No. 1.9, over said lands, and will truly certify the same. 
Given under my hand this the 12th day of April, 1938. 
E. F. HARGIS, 
Clerk, Circuit Oourt of Russell 
Cou~ty, Virginia. 
page 16 } And on another day, to-wit: 
On the lHth day of April, 19R8, the following Report of 
Commissioners was filed, which Report of Commissioners is 
the words and figures~ following: 
State Highway Commissioner, Petitioner, 
v . 
• T. A. Pruner, Dora L. Newman, Ellen P. Jackson, Everett 
Jackson, .T. C. Hawkins. S. V. Jessee, Miles Gibson and W. 
J. Hawkins, and E. J{. Garrett, Defendants. 
REPOR.T OF COM1\1ISSIONERS. 
We. H. 0. Pratt .• T. R .. PurcP.ll, Floyd Viers and Thos. B. 
Ferguson, four of the five Commissioners appointed by an 
order entered on the .... day of April, 1938, in the Circuit 
Court o-f Russell County, Virginia, to ascertain what will be 
a just compensation ·for the strips or parcels of land for 
.State Hi.~·hwav No. 1.9. through the lands of J. A. Pruner, 
Dora L. N P.wman. Ellen P. .T ackson. Everett Jackson, J. C. 
Hawkins, S. V. J essP.e, l\1iles Gibson and W. J. Hawkins, and 
E. K. Garrett, in Russell County, Virginia, and for such other 
property as is proposed to be taken by the State Highway 
Commission of Virginia, and to assess the damages, if any, 
resulting to the adjacent or other property of the owners, 
or to the property of any other person, beyond the enhance-
mP.nt in value, if any, that will accrue to such properties, re-
spectively. from tl1P. construction. reconstruction, alteration, 
maintenance and repair of said Highway No. 19, 
page 17 } through said lands of ,J. A. Pruner, Dora L. New-
man, Ellen P. Jackson, Everett Jackson, J. C. Haw-
kins. S. V. Jessee, Miles Gibson and W. J. Hawkins, and E. 
K. Garrett, do certify that on the 12 day of April, 1938, be-
·} . 
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tween thB hours of 10 .A. M. and 6 P. M., the day designated 
in said order .. we met together on the said lands of the said 
.T. .A.. Pruner, Dora L. Newman, Ellen; P. Jackson, Everett 
.Tackson, .T. C.liawkins, S. V. Je'ssee, Miles Gibson, and\!{ . 
• T. Hawkins! and E. K. Garrett, and the· strips or parcels of 
land, in fP.e simpl~,. needed by the Highway Commi~sion of 
Virginia, in the construction, reconstruction; maintenance, 
and repair of. said highway, was shown and described to us 
as follows. to-wit: · 
TR.A.CT #1. 
J. A. PRUNER LAND. 
Beginning at a point on the centerline of Route 19 from 
0.1098 mile east of W. C. L. of Lebanori to Int. Rt. 71 shown 
on plans as being Sta. 778 plus 20, the point of encroachm·ent; 
thencP. to tbe left on a 8 degree curve, 369.9' ft. to sta. 781 
plus R9.9 Back=1 plus 04.9 ahead; thence S. 55 degrees 04' 
W., 1052.7 ft. to sta. 11 plus 57.6; thence to the left on a 2 
degree cnrve 462.4 ft. to the' point of digression, being sta. ' 
16 plns 20. 
The land to be acquired bP.reunder being a strip or parcel 
of varying width lying on the south (left) side of and ad-· 
jacent to the hereinabove described centerline and being 33 
ft. wide at sta. 779 plus 00; thence widening to 40 
pagP. 18 } ft. at sta. 779 plus 50; thence! widening to ·50 ft. at 
sta. 780 plus 50: thence narrowing to 49 ft. at sta. 
780 plnR 80; thence narrowing to 33 ft. at sta. 2. plus 00 (781 
plus R9.9=1 plus 04.9) and continuing 33 ft. wrde to sta. 15 
plus '90: thence diverging from the said centerline and nar-
rowin~: with the property line ofT. L. Bundy to 0.0 ft. at a 
point 3R ft. opposite sta. 16 plus 20. Alf?O a strip or parcel of 
varying width lying on the North (righ~) side of said center-
linP. and being 0.0 ft. wide at a point 8; ft. opposite 'sta. 77~ 
plus 2n: thence widening to 12 ft. at po~nt 8 ft. opposite sta. 
77R plus 3R and continuing 12 £t. wide !at a point 14 ft. op-
posite sta. 779 plus 00: thence widenin~ to 26 ft. and becom-
ing adjacP.nt to the said centerline at sta. 779: plus· 00; thence 
widening· to 35 ft. at sta. 779 plus 50; thence widening to 40 
ft. at sta. 780 plus 80: thence narrowini to to 33ft. at sta. 1 
plus flO (781 plus 89.9=1 plus 04.9); thence widening to 45 
ft. at sta. 3 plus 00: thence narro,ving to 33 ft. at sta. 5 plus 
00 and continuing 33 ft. to sta. 15 plus 60; thence narrow-
ing 'vith the property line of T. L. Bundy to 0.0 ft. at sta. 
15 plus 90. 
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The · abovP. described strips or patce.ls eontain 2..94 acres 
more- or less~ 
page 19 } . And afte:r;. beirig duly· sworn, upon a view of 
. the said lari~ and of the adjacent and other prop-
erty of .the said owners and t~e property of other persons 
who will be damaged in their property by the construction,. 
recohf!tme.tion; alteration,. maintenance and repair of the said 
Highway,.. and upon snch evidence as wa:s before us, ·we are of 
the opinio-n and do ascertain that for the- strip or parcel of 
land,. bein~ Tract No .. 1, .f.J. A. Pruner Land) on the said 
Highway No. 19, through the lands of the said .T. A. Pruner,. 
and for tlte other property so hikcii, $1,500.00 will be a just 
e0mpensation; and the dama~es beyond the enhancement to-
the adjacent antl other prQperty of thP. said owners and to 
the prdperty of other persons who will be damaged in their 
property by reason of the construction, reconstruction, al-
teration, maintP.riithce and repair of said highway will b~ 
$75(}.0.0; . . 
And we fnrth.P.r are of tiie opinion that it would be. other-
wise impracticable; without ·unreasonable expense, due to the 
e0nforma tion of the country to construct and maintain said 
highway 0n .any 0ther location. 
. Given under· our hands: this tlie 12 day of April, !938. 
H. 0. PRATT, 
J. R. PUROELL, 
FLOYD VIERS, 
T~ B. FERGUSON, 
<Jommissioners;,: 
page 20 f Aria on another day, to-wit:-
.. On the 3rd day of ~fay, 1938, the following Grounds of' 
Exceptiori WP.re fiH~d. whici1 Grounds of Exception are· in tlie 
words and fi~res~ follo,ving: 
Highway Co:iniriissioner of Virginfa: 
. v .. 
J. A. Prnner· and othP.rs .. 
C01\TDEMNATION. PROCEEDING'. 
. . 
__ •L A; Prtmer excepts to the report of Commissioners Rov 
J; Purcell; .J~ T; Ferguson, H. 0. Pratt and Floyd Viers, filed 
in the above entitled proceeding on the 13th day of April, 
19389 and assigns the following grounds of exception : 
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1. The Commissioners ignored or omitted to investigate 
and consider some of the proper elements of damage; 
2. ThA award was based upon an arbitrary determination 
by the Commissioners in opposition to the testimony intro-
duced before them; i 
3. They adopted· an erroneous principle of, and basis for, 
estimating t~e damag~s to exceptor. ; . : 
Counsel for thA Highway Commission pbjected to the con-
sideration py. the Commissipners of. the adaptability of the 
land for- a s11:l;ldi.vision into building lots ~nd to the evidence 
offered to that effect, which objection in the absence of a rul.-
ing by the Court, was calculated to influence; and this ex-
. ceptor insist~ did influence, th;e Commissioners in, 
page- 21.~ their failure to consider. or if considered at all, to 
. give just and .proper cons~deration to .this mos~ 
imp~rtant ·element of damage to the r~si4ue of the tract .. 
4. The Commissioners. failed to allow exceptor for a strip· 
of land 270 feet long an.d less than 50 fee~ wide .at any point, 
lying between the present road and the .proposed new roa4 
nearest to the town limits 'vhere the land is most valuable, 
which strip of land is practically destr6yed and rendered 
v.alueless by the. new construction. -. 
page 22 ~ BILL OF EXCEPTIONS NO. 1. 
. Be It Remembered that. after the 1Com~issioners, namely: 
.T. :a,. Purcell, .J. Thomas· Ferguson, Floyd Viers and H. 0. 
Pratt (Commissioner C. 1\i. Holmes being unable to act on 
account of sickness). had· bP.en sworn in manner and form ·as 
in such cases made and provided by lawt they proceeded to 
view the .defendant's, J. A. Pruner. 's premises, and heard the 
followinp; remarks and statements by the respective parties, 
their counsel and representatives, pending· the view, in words 
and figures following : ' 
''Virginia: 
I 
In the Circuit Court of Russell County. 
State Highway Commissioner, Plaintiff, 1
1 
V. I 
J. A. Pruner, Dora L. Newman, Ellen P .• Jackson, Everett 
Jackson •. T. C. Hawkins, S. V. Jessee~ Miles Gibson, W. 
J. Hawkins, and E. I{. Garrett, Defend~nts. 
-," 
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CONDEMNATION. 
This case came on to be heard on this the 12th day of April, 
1938, before Floyd Viers, J. R. Purcell, T. B. Ferguson anq 
H. 0. Pratt, Commissioners, duly appointed to serve as Com-
missioners in the above styled condemnation proceedings by 
the Judge of the Circuit Court of Russell County. The Com-
missioners aforesaid 'vere sworn by the Clerk of the Circuit 
1Court at the Court House in Lebanon, Virginia, and from 
the1•e proceeded to the p-roperties to be condemned for a view 
of the proposed right of way. 
page 23 ~ Appearances: C. C. Burns, Esq., of Lebanon, 
Virginia, A. G. Lively, Esq., of Lebanon, Virginia; 
,Counsel for the State High,vay Commissioner. 
W. vV. Bird. Esq., of Lebanon, Virginia, Geo. A. Pruner, 
Esq., of Lebanon. Virginia, Counsel for J. A. Pruner. 
GP.o. A. Pruner, Esq.~ of LP.banon, Virginia, Counsel for 
Mrs. Dora L. Newman . 
.A. T. Griffith, Esq., of Lebanon, Virginia, Counsel for J. C. 
Hawkins. ~files Gibson. W. J. Hawkins a.nd E. K. Garrett. 
J. E. Johnson, Resident Engineer, Lebanon, Virginia, J. E. 
McSpadden, R.ight of Way Agent~ Virginia Department of 
Highways. 
Whereupon, the following proceedings were had on the 
land of .T. A. Pruner: 
By a Commissioner: vVe are on about as good land as there 
is in this c.ountry. 
Ry 1\fr. Rird: I helie'rp we had better come back this way. 
By a 'Commissioner: This is tl1P. finest set of clover I have 
saw-the finest I have seen this year. Is that the outside 
stake Y 
Note: All through the evidence introduced in these proceed-
ings the CommissionP.rs, counsel, parties and engineers, are 
pointing out and indicating various objects as they pass over 
the proposP.d rig·ht of way. 
page 24 ~ By ~Ir. J. A. Pruner: I reckon it is. Twenty-
six feet so that man told me from fence to fence. 
It starts over here about the corner of that house where that 
stake is, and comP.s across by that apple tree in there. 
By a Commissioner: Does it miss the garden? 
By ~Ir .. T. A. Pruner: .Just comes across the edge. It comes 
up here twenty-six feet 1\ir. Preston told me from fence to 
., 
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fence. That is what he told me. A.nd there is a 13 foot cut 
throug·h here. 
By Mr. Bird: Is this stake here a center stake Y 
By ~Ir .. T. A. Pruner: Yes. 
By ~Ir. Bird: Is that the lower part of the right of way 
there~ 
By lVIr. ,J. A. Pruner: Yes.. He told me they widened out 
here 'vhere this cut is and take in more than the 66 feet, and 
go about seventy-some feet up there. That is what this man 
told mP. .. 
By thP. Commissioner: Where does it leave the other road 7 
By ~It. McSpadden: A.t that alley there.· Tliey come in 
there about at that alley. 
By Mr. J. A. Pruner: They said the lower edge of the road 
would be about at that old apple tree. 
By Judge Lively: Is that garden on your IandY . 
page 25 } By h1:r. J. A.. Pruner: No. 
By .Judge Lively: You start at the garden 
fence? 
By Mr . .T. A. Pruner: Yes. 
By :Nir. Bird: I reckon that is n. lower. stake there t 
By lVIr. Pruner: Yes. They widen tl1e road so that up at 
thP. cut it is about seventy-five feet wide .. 
By .T udge Lively: Where is the center line, Mr. McSpad .. 
den? 
By ~Ir. 1\fcSpadden: I am standing on it right here. 
By Judge Lively: That is the center: line? 
By Mr. J\ticSpadden: Yes. 
By 1\Ir. Geo. Pruner: The outside ones have "RW'' on 
them. 
By Judge Lively: It comes through there along about that 
telephone pole? 
By 1\fr. McSpadden: If you will get here you can see the 
stakes. There is one right over the :fenee there and one be-
yond it. It curves to the right there. 
By Judge Lively: You can see the stal~es from here. Where 
is the upper edge 1 ' , I 
By 1\ir. McSpadden: There is 33 feet•!', on each side of the 
center line. • 
By lVIr .. T. A. Pruner: I have a lot in the triangle there. 
It takes in that storehouse there. It runs across to the Cleve-
land road and takes in that point. : 
By 1\{r. Geo. PrunP.r: Mr. McSpadden,:how deep is this cut 
through here? , 
page 26 ~ By Mr. McSpadden: What is the station num-
ber and I will tell you? 
l 
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. By .. T udge Lively: ·You can see the·· center lin.e~ · stakes 
through here. There is one about the middle of that panel 
of f:ence, and then one up on. the hill below the garden. 
:By a Commissioner: It . takes in th~t garden! 
By Mr .• J .. A. Pruner: That is not my land. 
, By Mr. McSpadden: About 81h feet here. 
By Mr .. J .. A. Pruner:· Mr.. Preston told me it was 13 feet 
deep. . . _. . 
By Mr. McSpadden: That is .at the deepest ·point. 
By ~Ir. GAo. Pruner: \VherP. does that run out Y 
By Mr .. McSpadden: It is grade line at Station- 6. 
By M:r ~.Bird: Let's go down here and see where it begins~ 
where the cut begins. . . 
By Mr. · ~f:cSpadden : This should be on~ plus fifty. The 
cut begins about twelve· feet·.:fr<?m here down .. · The cut be-:-
gins about here. 
By J\II r. Bird: There is a fill in there. What is the depth 
of the fill in there! . . 
By 1Yir. McSpadden: At the deepest point it is about 1~ 
feet to the bottom of the branch. · 
By Mr. J. A. Pruner: You have to have a bridge or some-: 
thing,in- there. 
By Mr. Bird : There is a 19 foot fill t9 the bottom of the 
branchf ·. . 
· By Mr. McSpadden: Yes. 
By Mr. Bird: I suppose· there will be .a culvert for the 
branch there f . 
. By Mr. ~IcSpadden: A 6'x6' box is required there. · . 
' · . By Mr. Bird:, .And it is 19 feet deep. Ho'v does 
page 27 ~ it vary from there? It begins I suppose about 
· ~- . - . ·even with the road ·where it turns off from the old 
macadam road Y 
By Mr. :M:cSpadden = .No, there is. a -little cut at the upper. 
end .. · about three feet at that bank. 
·By Mr. Bird: A three foot· cut. where it leaves ·the other 
roadf · . 
By Mr. l\1:cSpadden: Yes. sir,-at station 8 plus 14. the cut 
is back on the old street there. 
By Mr. Bird: He says there is a three foot cut up ther~ 
at the road. 
By Mr. McSpadden: It is approximately a three foot cut •. 
We commence it just about the fence at. the bank. · ·. 
By Mr. Bird: About the lower part of the garden fence Y 
By Mr. McSpadden: No. We are dropping down the bank 
on an eight per oont grade. 
li 
I 
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By Mr. Bird : WherP. does the fill beg~n 1 
·By Mr. McSpadden: Just about the fence-just about the 
alley~ 
By 1\{r. .T. A. Pruner : This side of this lot there will be 
right smart little height there. 
By Mr. 1\{cSpadden: At the lo,ver side of the lot. we have 
got nearly a six foot fill . 
. By Mr. J. A. Pruner: You can't pass from here over 
there .:without some kind of a 'va'¥ to get over there. That 
cuts them lots in two, and .that branch goes plumb dry down 
there in tl1e suirimei; and fall. . . 
By Mr~ 1vicSpadden: There is a 6'x6' box there: 
_ By Mr; .J. A. Pruner: When you put a fence across the.re 
how a_:r:e ybu going to g·et through 1 --
By Mr. McSpadden: Turn in thi;ough there. Let the cattle 
pass through thP. box thei·P.. . 
page 28 } By 1\i.r .• T. A. Pruner : You couldn't get a car 01~ 
wagon through there. 
By Mr. McSpadden: Of course you .. could do it,. but it is 
inighty close to .. drive a team. through a 6'x6' box. I have seen 
fellows drive thein throu,g·h but it is pretty close. . 
By Mr .. T. A. Prnner: Those lots up there, Mr. Bird-
By Mr. :Bird: We will get to tha.t later. . 
By 1\Ir. Grady Pruner: It ki)lder makes a curve right in 
there so Mr .. T oh.nson said. Let's walk on across here so yori 
can get a good view of it; . 
By 1\{r. Geo .. Pr11ncr: You stand at the upper stake and I 
will stanq_at the lo,ver one and we 'vill show them how wide 
this is. Gentlemen, watch rig·ht here. llere is the outside 
stake here and there is the upper stake up there, and there is 
the center stake in that creek there. That makes a fill 19 feet 
high from the bottom of that. branch straight up. Here is the 
outside of the right of way here. . . 
By 1\ir. Grady Prunfn·: That is 90 f~et there-supposed 
to be ninety _feet .. '\Ve will get on the out~ide stakes and show 
you how wide it is there.. . ; 
. By a Co:mlnissioner: They said it left about seven acres 
here. . . I· 
By a Commissioner: The actual roan takes about three 
and a half acres here.· ! 
By .a Commissioner : It is a pretty v;alua.ble place, awful 
good land. 
Bv a Commissioner: It is wider where the fill and cut is. By Commissioner Viers: . It is a long strip through here, 
longwise out to the end of that patch. 
1 
By Mr. Pruner: Come back this way and you can see back 
-~ 
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this other way. 
page 29 ~ By Commissioner Pratt: Does the road hit you 
any, Mr. Viers Y 
By Commissioner Viers: Yes, it hits me pretty badly but 
I settled with them. It hits me in four different places. 
By Commissioner Pratt: I thought it was ruining those 
fellows up throug·h our country, but I believe it helped them 
all. Take the Stuarts and Snodgrass-It looked like it was 
ruining them, but it didn't. 
By Commissioner Ferguson : Whose garden is this? 
By Mr. George Pruner: l\{r .• Jessee's. 
By Mr. Burns: That is not part of it? 
By Mr. Geo. Pruner: No. I want to point out one or two 
things: When they make a fil119 feet deep, they won't have 
any access from the lower lot to the lot above only through 
that cattle pass. In wet weather wl1en the water flows down 
through there you won't be able to get the cattle driven 
through there, or in taking stock of any kind from one lot to 
the other. 
By Mr. Grady Pruner: That branch goes dry in the fall 
and summer, perfectly dry, and there is no 'vater on the up-
per side anywhere. 
By Commissioner Viers: Do they make approaches any-
where? 
By Mr. Gradv Pruner: No. You can't get cattle through 
there except through that cattle pass. 
By Mr. Geo. Pruner: WherP. you are standing up there is 
the outside edge, and the other stake is about where Judge 
Lively is walking. There will be a narrow strip of land there 
that is practically thrown away-about twenty-six feet, so 
Mr. Preston said. 
By l\ir. Gradv Pruner: I think 1vir. 1\IcSpadden said that 
out there a few minutes a~:o. 
By 1'fr. GP.o. PrunP.r: The cut a.t the deepest 
page 30 ~ point is approximately thirteen feet, and it slopes 
on out to bP.yond where ,Judge Lively is standing. 
Mr .. Tohnson~ can you show us how the road goes through 
here. 
By Mr .• T ohnson: It makes a curve out there and then goes 
straight through that gap. 
By 1\{r. Geo. PrunP.r: Another thing I want to point out 
to you. in 1925 my father sold a lot to Mr. Steve Fletcher 
right down here east of where the branch is. There is the 
old foundation. part of it tl1ere yet. It was 100x90 I think. 
I can give you the exact dimensions of it.· 
By 1\{r. Grady Pruner: That is what it was-100 feet long 
and 90 feet wide. 
j', 
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By lVIr. Geo. Pruner: It was sold in }ugust, 1925, and ran 
back 102 feet from the State Highway, and was 100 feet wide 
in front. .He sold it to him for $1.700.00 cash in hand. In 
1928, three years after that, my fatheri bought the same lot 
·back from him and gave him the same consideration for it-
$1,700.00 for that lot right down there, 
By Commissioner Pratt: This road doesn't touch this 
lot? . 
By Mr. Geo. Pruner : No. The end of the '1ot he sold him 
is there about those stones. 
By :Commissioner Pratt: It leaves tl:~at building lot clear. 
By 1\tir. Geo. Pruner : .Another thing I want to point out 
to you, if a man should divide this land, I want you to con-
sider the desirability of it for building lots. After that 
nineteen foot cut goes through here, the lower side down here 
would be 19 feet below the top of the road, and there will be 
a fill on over into the meadow over there. 
I believe lVIr. Bird pointed· out the fact that store lot ad-
jacent to this land here is owned by my father. 
page 31} By Commissioner Pratt: :That lot is now cut 
· off by the othP.r road. 
By Mr.-·Geo. Pruner: Yes, the corner where the store is 
over there. 
By Commissioner Viers : The old road will stand where it 
is at from now· on 1 
By lVIr. Geo. Pruner: That is our UJ:l,derstanding. About 
this 1vatP.r business. after this road goes through here that 
·meadow will absolutely be cut off from water. As it is now 
·there is a gate over here on the back side of that meadow 
that von ean turn the stock throug·h there and they can go to 
. Little Cedar Creek. It has accPss to that creek. After this 
road goes throng·h there the upper part will be cut off and 
no way to gP.t 1vater in there at all from that cr-eek. There 
will be no eattle passes on out through there anywhere that 
will give ar.neRs to it for stock. 1 • 
By Nlr. Rird: I believe you said th,re 'vas a three foot 
cut bAr-e and then the fill begins and it: takes ninety feet at 
the branch f f. 
By ~fr. Geo. Pruner: This farm is roportioned so that 
there is so much cultivating land to ma, ch the grazing la~d, 
and the farm is pinched now for cultivating land. They take 
the 2.94 acres through there-that is the! amount of land they 
take. , 
By Commissioner Viers: How much land does it leave on 
this side of the road t · 
By Mr. Geo. Pr11ner: Between six a d seven acres in the 
meadow out there. 
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By Commissioner Viers : It takes 2.94· acres¥ 
By Mr. Geo. Pruner : Yes, sir, nearly three acres.: 
By Commissioner Viers : The road takes that Y 
By Mr. Geo~ Pruner: The right of ·way. 
By Commissioner Ferguson: Then that leaves a strip on 
that side~ 
page 32 ~ By IYir. Geo. Pn1ner i .Y.es; sir.; 
. By Commissioner Ferguson : It takes pretty 
near three acresY 
By Mt~ , G~o.: Pruner: Yes, sir. These lots lire usually 
used for-~razing purposes, and by cutting it up here we al-
most los~ 'the use of this upper lot. Yon 'von 't b~ able to 
get a wagon from tile lower part to the upper part due to the 
:fill here.: _ 
I wm1ld like to point out this fact to yo:u; that it leaves 
the land on both sides of the road running into points. Out 
there adjoining ~1r. Bundy it will be a j3oint, on the south 
side of the new road there will be a point, then the narro'v 
strip it lea-yes here near tl1e ,C"ijrve of tile old road. . 
By Mr. Gra.dy Pruner : ·where the fill runs ont in that 
swag- . . 
By M,r. George Prnn~r: W ~ -will qring· tl!at up. when we 
get out there. I be1iev.e tl1ey s,aid the fill would be about eight 
feet at. the corner of this garden? .. 
B.Y ]}{r. Grady Pruner: Eig·l1t or nine feet. .. . . 
. By Mr. Geo. Prnner: Here. you cari get a vi~w of' ti1e lo't 
that. wits sold off. It started a.t the corn(}r of that bridge 
up there and ran. back to about thes.e rocks here, and the.n to 
about here, and then from me qn.out to the road there. Show 
them how far it is from the stake over to .the road. 
By Mr. Johnson : H-ere is one· stake and here is one here. 
By ~fr. Pruner.: There is the upper lin~. . . 
By 1\IIr •• J. A. Pruner: There is a road coine in at that 
gate there~ . _ . 
. By 1\fr. McSpadden: TI1at is betw·een Station one and two.: 
It turns off between here and that 50 stake there-it runs 
through those two. points. . . . . 
By Mr. Bird: The road cnts oif leading froni 
page aa } thP. new road to the old road. That is between 
this stake here and .that onP. down there. Wbat 
is t~e width of it. Mr. 1\icSpadden T . . . . . . . 
By_ .~Ir. McSpagdc;n: It doesn't show tile widtl1, but I 
sl1onld say thirty feet. . . . . . . . 
By 'Mr .. T. A. Prnner: Soinebody said the other day it was 
fifty feet. . . 
By Mr. :M:cS-padden: It doesn't show on this but I should 
say thirty feet. 
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By Mr. Johnson: It is thirty feet wi~ening out to about 
forty, but that is on the right of way. , 
By Mr. GP.o. Pruner: What is that th~re 1 
· By Mr. McSpadden: That is fifty feet. 
By Mr .. Tolmson: There will be a connection here to 64 
instP.ad of running on out there. It wid~ns out to fifty feet 
on either end and has a "Y'' both wa.ys. 
By ~1:r. McSpadden: It cuts this strip in. two between the 
two lots. It ·runs off on that grade point between the two 
lots. The:re won't be any :fill on that side but some on this 
side. · · · . 
Ry Mr. Geo. P·runer : H;ow much fill on this side? 
·. By Mr. McSpadden: I should fi~ure on this side a four 
or five foot cut. 
. By Mr .• T ohnson: It won't b~ hardly that much. 
By J\!Ir. Geo. Pruner: Mr. AicSpadden, is the land taken 
for this· cut through here? Is that included in the 2.94 acres 7 
By Judge Lively: The description will show. that. I don't 
know. 
· ·By J\IIr. McSpadden: · It just says here with the rig·ht to 
make that connection. I don't suppos~. it; is ove:r twenty feet 
wide .. Here is the right of .way line-abo~t hventy-seven feet 
wide. That is .the width of tbP. strip. · · 
page 34 ~ By Mr. J. A. Pruner: I think that is what.Mr. 
. Preston said. He said twenty-six fP.et. 
· By Mr. Grady Pruner: Do they include that in the thr·ee 
acres? . 
. By 1fr. Johnson: It is not in there~ It is not included. 
By Mr. Geo. Pruner: I wonld'like to call your. attention 
to this fact: I told you gentleme·n there were· 2.94 acres 
taken. That .does not include the strip.connecting the old and 
the new roads. _ · · 
By Judge. Liv.ely: That isn't in this .condemnation' pro-
ceeding, and shouldn't be included in your consideration. If 
that is acquired it will have to be· done .later on in another 
condemnation pro.ceeding, or by purchase . 
. By Mr. Johnson: .That is not included. 
By Mr. Bird: It is not included in thi~ condemnation but 
it is a question for 1\{r. Pruner. ) 
By .Tudge Lively: But that is not p~operly before the 
Commissioner. That is not being condemned. 
By Mr. Bird: I understand that. It may not be condemned, 
but it 'viii be an opening there. 1 
By Judge Lively: That will have to Qe adjusted by· con-
tract or a new condemnation proceeding. :It is not a question 
for thesP. commissioners. 1 
By :Mr. Geo. Pruner: The bank left on the upper side, it 
II 
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is rather high and during freezes and thaws it would be the 
natural tendency for that bank to chip off, to crumble off. 
By Judge Lively: Objected to because argument. 
By ~{r. Bird: How deep is this cut here? ·You say it is 
eight feet? 
By Mr. Johnson: Something like that. 
page 35 ~ By l\{r. Bird : Show us how the cut runs through 
there. 
By 1\tir. McSpadden: There is a thirteen foot cut here. 
By JYil·. Bird: How much 'is it on the· upper side? 
By Mr. l\1:cSpaddP-n: Be about ~ighteen feet up here. 
Bv l\fr .• T ohnson: About fifteen here at the ditch line. 
By Judge Lively: What will be the distance from the top 
of the slope back to the edge of the right of way? ' 
·By J.\.Ir. Johnson: We are getting an additional right of 
way there to take care of that. There 'vill be a one to op~ 
slope there. 
By l\.fr. Bird: The cut extends from 13 feet to 15 feet in 
the middle to how n1uch nt the upper end? 
By JYir. l\{cSpadden: About here is where the top of the 
slope will be~ It will slope down sixteen feet down there, 
slope down sixteen feet twenty feet back from the stake. · 
By :Nlr. Bird: The right of way comes in there? 
By Mr. Johnson : Yes, sir, we take an additional width tq 
take care of the slope. 
By Mr. Bird: You say the cut varies from. thirteen feet 
to how much? 
By l\Ir. Johnson: It is a sixteen foot slope at the ditch line, 
which is hventy feet back from this stake. T-here is about a 
sixteen foot slope on back. If you have got a sixteen foot 
slope at the ditch line it slopes back on a one on one. We 
round off these slopes back as far as the right of way. 
·By l\{r. Bird: But the road is supposed to be level? 
By lVIr. ~Johnson: That doesn't affect the depth of the cut. 
What you are interested in is that this will be approximately 
sixteen feet. It will run back not from here but there will 
be a sixteen foot slope twenty feet from the cen-
page 36 ~ ter line, then it slopes up on a one to one and then 
it is rounded off at the top. It comes out like this: 
The road is lPvel t•ight. here. Here is the center line, ·and 
the road bed is hventv feet on each side. Here is the cut. 
Then it starts back like this. on a. o~e to on~ .s,Jope. "When 
you get to the top of. course we will gradually round that over 
like that, and run it. out to that stake there. It is twenty feet 
off the center line "rhere the depth will be and it runs. out tq 
nothing here. It is on a one on 9ne slope. 
1: ' 
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By lVIr. J. A. Pruner: The cut. is tw~nty feet deep at the 
deepest place? · · · · · · ·· · 
By Mr. McSpadden; Six~ en feet at the deepest point, 
which 'is twenty teet from the stake do~ there. · ~ 
By J\1:1-. .T ohnson: ' Right here is \vliere ·the depth of the 
~ut will be measured from. It sfarts ]iere 09- ~ on~ to one 
slope and is rounded off-to the edge oflthe tig~ ~o, w~y. 
By ~Ir. (}P.o. Pruner: Wh~ t is the distance from that ~tak~ 
to the road over there 1 · · - · .. \ 
By hir. Johnson: : I don't know. )Ve are not interested 
in that. · .. 
By lVIr. Geo. Pruner: We are though. 
By lVIr. McSpadden: Twenty-seven feet. 
By lVIr. J. A. Pruner : Down there is where Mr. Preston 
~aid it was twenty-six feet. I guess that is about right. 
By J\{r. Bird: Ho'v far does that sixteen foot cut ext~nd? 
By Mr. 1\IcSpadden: It begins to drop down there. It 
begins to play out here. I am on grade here. It g~ts lighter 
all along. Then it is five feet rigl1t here. .. "" '' 
By lVIr. Grady Pruner: A five foot cut here? 
By ~f:r. ::McSpadden: The lower side ,is approximately on 
grade, g·entlemen. 
page 37 } By lVIr .. J. A·. Pruner: Wh~re does it run out? 
By Mr. 1\icSpadden : 100 feet further on from 
that. · 
By ~Ir. J. A. Pruner : Do you make any fill out there? 
By ]Jir. ~icSpadden: No, sir, it is approximately on grade. 
Just a slig·ht fill at one place. Right along here is approxi· 
1nately gTade line. At this lowest place we have got about 
a one foot fill in here at this lowest place. Here is the ap-
proximate gTade, gentlemen, and there is a little bit of a ·fin 
out there. 
By ~fr. Bird: About a foot fill? 
By 1\Ir. Grady Pruner: Do you make a cut here? 
By 1\Ir. l\fcSpadden: Where 1\Ir. Johnson is there is a 
little cut. illhis is approximately grade ll1ere and th~r~ is a 
little cut where 1\{r. Johnson is. 
1 By Mr. Bird: How much cut is ther~ i 
By 1\Ir. McSpadden: Not quite a fo~t rig·ht there. Not 
quite a foot eut down through here for tliis next one hundred 
feet and then it commences cutting a little deeper. At the 
next stake you have got approximately athree foot cut. The 
ground rolls over a little there. 
By 1\Ir. Grady Pruner: Don't you hate a right smart cut 
in here? 
1 By Mr. McSpadden: About a~three fopt cut on the center 
line. I haven't got the cross section 1th me. At Station 
··t' 
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12 you have got about a two and a ·half foot cut here. · Where 
Mr. Viers is, is approximately one grade. The high point 
of the bank is about five feet. 
By Mr. Geo .. Pruner: What does it run ·out·t.o up hereY 
By M1i. McSpadden: About seven feet at the ditch line. 
By Mr. Geo. 'Pruner: ],rom the top ot the bank down to 
the ditch linP. is about seven feet. · 
page 38 ~ By Mr; Grady Pruner: There is a seven foot 
bank there. 
· By Mr, McSpadden: At station 13,. it is three and a half 
feet .. 
By Mr. Bird: How much is it up there where George ist 
By Mr. ~{cSpadden: About six feet. Well,-·back at the 
ditch line about :five feet, but on that side it is approximately 
on grade. · · 
By Mr. Bird : ·What is it here! . 
By Mr .. McSpadden: At Station 14, that is grade right 
there. ' · 
·By Mr. Bird: It comes down to gradeY 
By Mr. McSpadden: Yes.- _ 
By Mr .. Johnson: It runs on out at grade to the end of the 
line. 
By ~Ir-.·McSpadden: No, there is about a one foot :lill there .. 
By Judge Lively: You hit ~Ir. Bundy there at the line t 
By J\tir. J. A. P'runer : .At those cedar trees. 
By Mr. McSpadden: There is a foot fill about the lowest 
point, ther:e at that lowest stake. 
By Commissioner ·viers : This is the outer line f 
By Mr; McSpadden: No, that ·is the center of. the fill. 
By }.{r~ Pruner: What is it. on the upper side here? 
By Mr. 1\{cSpadden : I should say fourteen or fifte-en inches 
right here, just making an estimate on it. · · 
By Mr. Geo. Pruner : I want to call the attention of the 
Commissioners to the point that is left here. It runs down 
to a point right here. ··· 
· By Mr. Grady Pruner= Where does it hit down there f 
Down about that red gate? 
By }.{r. Johnson: Yes. _ 
By Mr. Geo. Pruner: Where does it leave this fillY 
· By Mr. Johnson: . It is 33 feet. from that stake 
page 39 ~ on the center line. · · . ' 
By Mr. }.fcSpadden: You are just about on the 
center of the right of way. It cuts off this little corner here. 
By Mr. Bird: Where is tlie upper linP-Y 
By Mr. Johnson: It leaves this fill right here, and that is 
the upper line at that stake. The lower side is on over there. 
By 1\Ir. Bird : Then it will strike the old road out here Y 
l: 
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By Mr. Johnson: This side of Arnold Thomas'. It comes 
in out there about the top of that tree. It comes in this side 
of Ar~old Thomas' place. · 
· · By ~Ir. Geo. ·Pruner·:· I would like to call attentiqn tq th~ 
distance through here from 'vhere we sbnted at ~:Ir. Jessee's 
ddow~ to here. Is ~h~t a_~o~t ~ne-thi~·d of f.L mile, 1\{r. l\fcSpad-
eni · 
By ~Ir. J. A. Pruner: They told me it was 106 pqles. 
By Mr. Peo. :rruner: ~F·rom 'vhere it leaves the Bundy 
line to the Jessee residence at' the macadam road,. · · · 
I By Mr. ~IcSpadden: It takes 106 rods on each side, or 
212 rods . of. fence to fence it solid on both sides-approxi- . 
mately one-third of a mile, and two-thirds of a mile o'f fence 
to be erected. That is a ·solid fence frqm here to the· ~ast 
end of it. · · 
By Commissioner Viers : On both sides? 
By Mr. McSpadden: Yes. 
•By Mr. Geo. Pruner: I call your atte~tion to the fact that 
it cuts this ·upper tract off entirely froip.· 'rater. · · · 
By Mr. Bird : Are there any questions ariy of you Com-
missioners want to· ask at this point? ' · 
By Judge Lively: Is there ·any wat~r in this :fi~~d ~ny-
where? ' 
page 40 ~ By 1\fr. Geo. Pruner: The 
1
branch ou.t th~re. 
By ~1:r .• T .. A.. Pruner: We just open that g~t~ 
and stock can goo right down to the creek. 
By Mr. Geo. PrunP.r: The w0st line fence of the farm runs 
right along· here. It runs clean back on in yonder and around 
there. The creek there runs plun1b thrpug·h the farm. Is 
there anything you Commissioners 'vould like to ask¥ 
By Commissioner Viers : I can't think of anything_. 
By l\{r. Bird: I think we have sho,vn you the situation 
pretty 'vell. You can view it over again as much as you like. 
(Note: This concluded the view of the ~ight of way through 
the property of l\:Ir. J. A. Pruner, which was concluded on 
April 12th.) i 
And after having viewed the premise~ of the defendant, 
J. A. Pruner, tl1e defendant, to maintaih his claim for the 
value of the laud taken and damag·es td the residue of his 
tract, if any, beyond the benefits to be de-rived from the con-
struction of the highway throug·h his ptemises, if any, in-
troduced the following evidence before :the Commissioners 
when they met for that purpose on the 13th day of April. 
I 
I 
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''.T. A. PRUNER. 
One of the Defendants, being first duly sworn, testified as 
follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bird: . 
Ql. Mr. Pruner, I believe you are the owner of the tract 
of land the Commissioners began with out at the west end 
of the town here, the east end of where the road starts? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q2. State whether or not a corner of that land 
page 41 ~ is within the town limits of Lebanon? 
A. Yes, sir, to the branch. 
Q3. The branch is the line Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q4. The land beyond is adjacent to the town limits! 
A. It is all the same tract of land. 
Q5. Mr. Pruner, I believ~ you were on the ground with 
the Commissioners yesterday? 
A. Yes, sir, I 'vas. · 
Q6. I bP.lieve they show the road divided your land ap-
proximately into two triangles with cuts and fills. I will ask 
you to speak please as to the new road as established through 
your land with the cuts and fills, and describe the difficulty, 
if any, in passing· from one triangle to the other in which it 
cuts your la.nd, taking into consideration the cuts and fills 
as a matter of convenience or inconvenience? 
.A. It affects in the way of convenience and valuation con-
~iderably to cnt off tl1e water, and I will have to build more 
fences and gates. It depends altogether on where yQu go 
across the road. There are some deep cuts and you couldn't 
cross them. There are places you could pick out a place to 
cross. That is beyond the branch. This side of the branch, 
there is about a sixteen or eighteen foot fill in there, which 
would of course obstruct the way in passing from one lot to 
the other. Yon conldn 't get across it. couldn't get over it. 
Q7. How many gates do you estimate it would take in pass-
ing from one strip to the other? 
page · 42 ~ A. Four gates. I will say this: They are going 
to put in, my understanding is, a culvert there that 
you could drive through there. That would be a very un-
handy way to get through that culvert, down through the 
branch, a.nd with the branch up-or even when it was down, 
it would be a. muddy place to go through. I just want to 
mention that. 
I 
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QS. What is your experience in going through culverts of 
that kind Y 1, 
A. I never had much experience, only passing through other 
peoples' culverts. They arc not desirable and of course I 
would rather not have them if I can get by without them .. 
Q9. Will there be any other passway: suitable up at this 
end of the new road by which you could pass from the up-
per section of land to the lower section 'in which it cuts your 
~df ' 
By Judge Lively: Objected to because leading and sug-
gestive, and because it asks for a conclusion of the witness. 
QlO. Just state the facts. 
A. I can't see any. 
Qll. Where would you have to go to get from the upper 
end to the lower end Y 
A. Have to go around the road and ~ome down the alley 
by ~Ir. Jessee's property. : 
Q12. How is the lay of the land thereY Is it a hill 7 
A. One place it is terrible steep. , -
Q13. You would hav_e to go down that alley and go doWil 
the hill to get to the lo\ver part that way! 
J.l. 1les, sir. I 
Q14. How far would you have to go to get to it the other 
wayY . 
A. Havn to go a good distance out there to get there. 
Q15. To get from the upper piece to the lower t 
page 43 ~ A. There is no way except to go out the road 
and cross the road. : 
Q16. That is what I mean. I believ.e
1 
it has be~n pointed 
out on the ground yesterday, and I thu:(k the engineer .com-
puted the distance between the new ro~d and the old. road. 
There seems to be a narrow strip of approximately 270 feet 
of ground between the two roads, and ~pe distance between 
the two roads is less than fifty feet. Wh~t would be the effect 
of the con~truction there on the v~lue o~; that strip? 
A. I beheve M:. McSpadden said the~e would be about a 
thirteen-foot cut In the road- I 
By :1\'Ir. ~icSpadden: At the highest ~oint. 
A. (Continuing) That leaves that strip of land there set-
ting up there on a high ban~ and it is ~ very narrow strip 
between that and the old road. It is to1) narrow to build on 
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and you coul~'t cultivate it with any satisfaction. The 
Commissioners ·saw it ahd lknow as much about it as I do. 
Q17. Wh~t, in your opjni9n, ~vould be the eff~ct on that 
strip pf l"-11-d t · · 
A. W~ll," qfcour~e it would have a little value,. but nqt much. 
It wouldn't ·Qe yery much~ · ' · · 
·. Q18. ])own near the branch is where the fill is which I be-
lieve it was stated ~s a nineteen-foot fill down to the bottom 
of the branch ·there~ · · 
A. Yes. · · 
Q19. Haye· yon in recent ye~~ ~old a lot there¥ 
.. K. I sold one just above that place. · 
page 44 ~ Q20. You mean on this side of the branch? 
A. Yes, sir, right opposite that storehouse there. 
Q21. What did you sell that lot for? · · 
A. Sold that to S. A. Fletcher for $1,700. 
Q22. How long ago has that been 1 
A. I expect it has been fifteen years ago. 
Q23. What size lot 'vas that 1 
' A. I can't give you the exact dimensions. I would say 
something near 100 feet square-not over that I Irno,v. 
Q24. Does the present fill there take any part of that lotf 
A. No, it doesn "t reach up to that lot, but it is on that part 
that it cuts up. 
Q25. The fill is back of itf 
A. It is below it. 
Q26. I believe the fill there ·takes ninety feetf I believe 
that was pointed out as ninety feet on the ground there? 
·A. Where' 
Q27. Where the fill goes across the branch at this end f 
A. I don't know. I 'vasn 't do'vn there. 
. . . 
By Judge Lively: You can determine tl1at from the papers. 
That is all available to the Commissioners in the papers. 
Q28. A lot there now would be cut off from the ne'v road 
by that fin· as I understand itf 
A. Yea, the fill would be way up ov.er it. 
Q29. It would be on the old road? 
A. It would he as I1igh as the top of a ho;use if you set it 
on the g-round. 
page 45 ~ Q30. I-Iave y.ou figured out the damage to your 
property? Have you had frequent proposals to 
divide y.our !~~d up into lots or divide your land along there 
for a subdiVIsion f 
· 4~ qp, 'j·es~ 
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By Judge Ltv~ly: That -is objected to. It is purely ~pec~­
lathie a·nd thQ1;e'is no founaati~n shownlf9r it. · · · .t"· ·' 
A. (Continuing) I have h~d proposit~ons time after time 
made to nie.· .. ··;;.' '" .. ' - ·: . . . . . . ., , .. , 
Q31. Have yQu had any assurance as to what the lal!d co~ld 
b~ ~·old ~~?r· ·~~·~~~ l~~r~··h(a subdiv,is~oti ~~t~ 'lo~s f v : 
By Judge Lively : Same objection. 
A. l have had them say it would bring me a thousand dol-
lars an acre. · ~ .. r 
Q32. T~& t la:q~ along th~re? 
A. Yes,' ·sir. · · .. ~: · · 
By Judge Lively: A further objection :is because it details 
hearsay. 
Q33. Have you made any estimate as 1 to the qamage y,ou 
would sustain th~re QY the construction of this- new road 
through your prop~rty, GO·~!?idering the · inconv.enie:pc.~s and 
the shape in which it leaves your· propei~ty, cl}tting ·it into 
two triangles as it practically runs dh1g9nally tprol.lgh that 
boundary? · · : · ~ ·· 1 
1 
-A: It would be pretty hard for a man to make an accu:~:ate 
estimate. I have figured on it right smart. I would think'lt 
would be considerable damage 'cutti~g 'it off diagoilally and 
leaving the land in bad shape to use-you ,eau 't use machin~ry 
on it to satisfactiqn. It cuts 1 tlie water' off, and 
page 46 ~ there is about two-thirds of a mile of fence to build 
a:q~ gate;:; to puild a11:d put locks on th~m, to keep 
people <utt qf tbel·e tl~at iiear to· town. · I 1 have had s~me nice 
off~rs sti·aighf9ut for.lots oti it. ·I have peen offereq a~ ~ig:Q 
as five hund1;ed ·aona·rs an acre out there tirrie and again.· 
. I . . 
By tT uclge Lively: Objected to bec~u~J irrelevant and ~m­
ma:terial· and' not 'responsive ~p th~ qrie~tr, n, and ~ca~se i~-
prOf>er ~ · ~~ 
Q34. I~ th~r~ any pth~r f~~t i~ ~o:qnq~t~9~ ,vith t~e prpp-
erty there ·and the location of tlie new road that' ·you would 
like to can·to' the· attention of the Comwssioners;. · ·.' . 
·A. Row's. that'? · ·· 11 ~·· · .. • 1 - · 
q3~. l~ t~e~e a~y ~t~1e~ f~~t ~?u WO,l~l9 like to 1llention in 
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connection with the location of the new road that you want 
to direct to the attention .of the Commissioners Y 
A. I could mention several in regard to the old road, if I 
,am allowed to speak out and tell what I proposed to do and 
all that. 
Q36. I mean any other fact in connection with the location 
of the new road and any other item of damage or incon-
venience you would like to call to the attention of the Com-
missioners? 
A. No, I reckon not-no U}Ore than what they could see 
there. 
By Mr. Bird: They saw it yesterday. All right. 
CROSS EXAl\1INATION. 
By Judge Lively: 
Xl. You say you sold a lot -for $1,700? . 
A. Yes, the deed is in there to show it. 
X2. Then you bought it back? 
page 47 ~ A. Yes, sir, I bought it back. 
X3. For what price 1 
A. After Mr. Fletcher died. 
X4. Was there a building· on it at the time you bought it 
back? 
A. Just a boxed up building. 
X5. A good sized building? 
A. A large building. 
X6. And you bought it back? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X7. What did you pay for the lot and buildingY 
A. I just couldn't tell you exactly what I :paid. I believe 
I gave his boys $500 and finished paying it With the lot. He 
deeded it to the boys. 
XB. You mean you paid $2,200 for the lot and building? 
A. I think five hundred and some dollars, and paid them 
back for what he paid for the lot. · 
X9. You paid them back $1,700 and they still owed you 
$500.00? 
A. Yes, maybe a little over five hundred-! don't remem-
ber the dollars-it's been about fifteen years ago. 
X10 .. So you really paid $2,200.00 for the lot and build-
ing? 
A. I paid that, if not more. There were a lot of other con-
siderations in it. 
I 
I· 
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Xll. Is the building on it now~ 
A. No., it burned down. 
Xl2. Was it insured' 
A.· No insurance.. 
X13. There was no insurance on the huildin.g! 
A. Not a dollar. ' 
page 48} X14. So you just have the l~t back at this timet 
A. That is all. I 
X15. This road cuts your land into two pieces-! mean it 
divides your land, runs through your boundary and makes 
one boundary on the north side and one on the south side 7 
A .. Yes. 
X16. There is only one branch that runs through that 
boundary, isn't there? 
A. There is a branch on the extreme western end when it 
rains, but it is gone the next day no ~atter how hard it 
rains. : 
;K17. Th~re. is only one depen~able .. so-q.rce of water on itY 
A. Well It IS not dependable-It drtes up completely. 
Xl8. The nearest to a dependable source of water is the 
source out here at this end of town? i 
A. Tl1a t is correct. 
X19. That road going across that branqh leaves the branch 
on both the upper and lower side of the l.·oad,, does.n't itt 
A.. The upper side will hold water considerably longer than 
below that. Just below the fence there it will last longer there 
than anywhere else. 
X20. The road goes across the branch t 
A. Certainly. 
X21. Whenever there is water in that branch there is water 
in both of these boundaries? ' 
A. Certainly it waters both boundaries.! 
Witness stood aside. 
I 
page 49} H. J .. TA'l'E, ! . 
the ne:xt ~witness called by and 9n ~ehalf of the De-
fe.ndant Pruner, bmng first duly sworn, 1lestrfied as follows : 
1: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bird: ! 
Ql. Mr. Tate, where do you live 1 
A. I live here in Lebanon. i 
Q2. You own, I believe, land, a farm i 
the County down on Moccasin? : 
the lower end of 
~ ~uf;~~~~ Co~~~ ?·f 4P¥~~~ ~f Y!r~~i~ 
· H. f. T~te.~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q3. 1\tir. Tate, I will ask you to stat~ pl~ase 'Yhet~er or :qot 
in recent years you have had experie'¥c~ iri ~u~dividing. land 
into lots and selling the lots t · ~ · · · ·- · · · · · · 
A. I hav~. 
Q4. How many years experience have yo~ had in that~ 
4.. vV ~ll, l s~ppo~e ~bout ten 'ol:· tW~lv~ years off ~nd ~n .. 
Q5. I believe· as you· say' 'you live heie in LeQanon-I sup·-
P.9S~ you are f~li~r with t~~ pi~~~ of g1;q~d 1\llr. Pruner 
o~~~ 'ju~t lfdjoiiliD:g ·the' t~w~· ~~d ·partly· in tlie· "v~st en4 ~f 
tlie tow1i'' of LebiHtori. Are yoif ianUliat with that tract' of land f ' · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · ;. · ·- · -· · .·. · · · ... · · · · · · ' '· ' 
A. I ~m. Q"6. r·~v111 ask you to state please, if you h~ve gone over 
t~~ ~3:~~ ~i~~e t~e ~~w ~oa~ ~~~ p~en lai~ oi}-t ~hrough' ~t, 'not 
~onstruc.ted, but ~~r~ed o~t ~llroug~ there w1th st~kes t Hav~ 
you gorie over if since. that was done'? . . . . 
A. J ~~Y~~'t ~e~ ~ver ~~~.la11:q~ ~ ~Hlw about it. 
Q7. -~ ~e.~n ·~Y t~at ~ave yo~ ~e~~ ~?W t~e prqpo~e~ road 
1s tp ·be r~n t~roug~ 1t, diagonally through ·Itt 
page 50 ~ · A~ y' es. · · · - · · ~ · · · · ' ·. 
Q8. Let me ask you to speak please as to the 
d~sira'Qility or ~~d~sirabiltty ~f th~t piece ~f ·groun~ belo}lg-
i:hg ~~, ¥,~. ~~Ullel· . as a tract 0, f gr!l~d for subdivision i~to 
lotsf .· · · · · · · · · 
1' .. • 
By Judge Lively: That is objected to because it seeks to 
elicit purely speculative valu~s and damages without any 
foundation or proper showing· to entitle thi$ inatt~r· to b~ g~ne 
into. . . 
A. It is a very desirable pieGe of land for a subdivision as it now lays. · · · · · · · _. ' · · · · 
Q9. I will ask you to state please wheth.~r Qr: nqt you know 
of any other piece of land in Lebanon. or near Lebanon or 
adjacent to Lebanon as suita~le or more suitable than that 
fq:r ~Tf~d~~~ipn p~~"P~~e~ 1 · · · 
By Judge Lively: Objected to as irrelevant and imma-. 
teriai, and becaus~ ~t ~e~~s ~Q ellG~t ~n imprqper comparison .. 
A. I do not-
QlO. I will ask you to state please as to the demand in and 
around Lebanon and the community for lots' among· the· busi-
ness· people and . others ior bUilding lots; i·esidence . lots . or 
~ • • ' , • t 
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hqsl.ness lots in and around the community of Lebanon here, 
whether or not there is a demand or lack
1 
of demand for prop-
erty of that sort 7 I 
By Judge Lively: Same objection as that lodged in the 
two preceding objections. ' 
page 51 ~ A .. There. is a great demand. 
Qll. With your knowledge of this tract of land 
living near it as you have for a number of years, what valua-
tion would you put on it on an acreage basis on the tract of 
land owned by Mr. Pruner through which the road passes 
diagonally as above mentioned 7 What consideration would 
you put on it as an acreage value of it, being a suitable tract 
for subdivision into lots? 
By Judge Lively: Objected to for the reasons above as-
. signed. · 
A.· You mean the entire tract? 
Ql2. Yes. . 
A. Five or six hundred dollars an acre. 
Q13. In its present condition? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q14. Wo:uld it vary in value as the present road i~ located, 
as you go farther back from the present road would there he 
a variation in value on an acreage basis for the purpose 
stated T I.n other words would it be more valuable as you ap-
proach the presel).t road and less valuable as you approach 
the back side of the place? Is that what you mean? 
A. It would be. 
I 
I 
By J udg,e Lively: Objected to because speculative and asks 
for the opinion of the witness. I 
_Q15. What val~ation would you put on that part of the land 
ly1ng next to the present road; the prese~t macadam road? 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. I 
. i . 
page 52 } .A,. You m:ean just the part~ 
Q16. Just the pa:rt lying ne:it to the old road as 
it is now located, the old road? 1 
A. As it now lies, and the way propet~Y has been selling, 
it would average a thousand dollars an a :re for lots througli 
there. 
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Q17. I believe you stated you had noticed how the proposed 
road is staked out diagonally through this piece of ground Y 
A. Yes. 
Q18. If that road is established through there with the cuts 
and fills to it, to what extent would it affect the value of this 
land on an acreage basis 1 
A. The entire tract? 
By Judge Lively: Objected to because it asks for a con-
clusion of the witness. 
Q19. Yes, the entire tract, especially as to where there are 
cuts and fills? 
A. Well, that would detract from the valuation around fifty 
per cent I think. · . 
Q20. Fifty per cent of the value, the fills and cuts would 
detract that much? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q21. Would it affect the convenience or passing from one 
section of the land to the other-that is from the upper to 
the lower section of the land Y 
A. Well, of course it would affect the passing from what I 
beard. 
Q22. You understand there will be a 19-foot fill up there 
where it passes over the branch near this end at 
page 53 ~ the town boundary line, and on the hill above there 
would be a sixteen-foot cut reaching for some dis-
tance through there, and of course it diminishes as it reaches 
the lower end? , · 
A. Yes, it would destroy that part of it considerably-two-
thirds probably. . 
Q23. Which is the more valuable end, the end this way 
where the cuts and fills are to be, or the end at the lower 
part where the fills are less-I mean where the cuts and fills 
diminish? 
A. Well, I would say-
By Judge Lively: Objected to because it seeks vague, in-
defiilite and speculative information. 
Q24. Which is the more yaluable part of the land, the part 
. farther from town, or speaking with reference to a subdi-
vision should you take it as it is now? 
A. The lots nearer town would probably sell for more 
money. 
. r 
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Q25. However the high fill and deep i cut are on the part 
nearest town, is that eorrectY 1 
A. That is the 'vay I understand it. I 
Q26. It has been shown, and I belieye it was pointed 9ut 
on the ground, that there is a little nartow strip of land be-
tween the new road and the old road, and I understand it 
figures 270 feet out at this end where it: starts on top of the 
hill. What would be the effect of the construction of the new 
road on the value of that strip of land of 270 .feet? 
A.· For building purposes? i 
Q27. For any purpose. 1 
A. That would destroy that strip of land.· 
page 54} Q28. With the cut and fill ,on one side and the 
· old road on the other Y 
A. Yes. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Judge Lively: 
By Judge Lively: Motion is here m~de to strike out the 
testimony of the witness for all the reasons assigned in the 
several objections, and without waiving said motion the -wit .. 
ness is cross examined as follows: 
Xl. Mr. Bird in his examination directed your attention 
especially to the place where there was a: deep cut and a high 
fill, and that was what you were basing your statements on 
about the difficulties of passing and the amount of damages 
·I take it? 
A. That is one of the main reasons, yes, sir. 
X2. Is there any reason why at the point where the cut 
gi.ves out-the space between where the cuts give out and tlie 
fill begins there can't be a passageway across this road' 
, A. Why no. I suppose beyond thos~ there wop.ld be a 
passageway. : 
X3. There is plenty of room for a great number of passage-
ways across the road at convenient pla~s all along without 
undertaking- to make a passageway acr9ss a cut or a fillY 
A. Why of course, where there is no ctit or fill. 
X4. That is true to a large extent acro:ss this land, isn't it, 
if you know? · \ 
A. On the far end of this land I suppose it is. 
. X5. Isn't it true on this e:ild 7 Isn't it a fact 
page 55 ~ this fill that goes across the I hollow where the 
branch is does not extend up tQ Ellis Jessee's son's 
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house, and a passageway could be had there;. on the other 
side where the fill ends and. ili;e cut hegins, that passageway 
could be ·m~de there_ ·without difficulty! 
A. .At this end 1~: :T don't know how far the fill and cut go .. 
X6. You don't know about those things! 
A. ! don ;t know .. 
X7. You d~n;t undertake to say thn.t can't beY 
A. No, I don't. 
XB. I don't care \vhether you have cuts or. fills, it is trne 
no man has a passageway all ·along his field, does he¥ 
A. ·No.: 
·X9. He has ~ gate and entrance at a certain point,.. and an-
other· gate and entrance at another point~ 
A. Yes .. 
XlO. And as far as you kno\v equally available and con-
venient passageways can be erected after the construction of 
the road as would exist in any event t 
A. As far as I know it could be. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bird: 
Ql. Mr. Tate, I believe yon stated that where the cuts and 
:fills ~'ivB out it is fartherest from town and the land L~ less 
valuable down thete 1 
A. Yes, I think that is true. 
Q2. And in passing from the npper:-· 
By Judge Lively: I (£on 't like to interrupt you, but it ha:s 
been shown he doesn't knoiv about where any cuts 
pag.e 56 ~ or fills_ are. . . . 
. . By Mr. Bird: He has been over the land. 
By J' udge Lively : I understand; he has stated that he 
does not l{now where the cuts and fills are. 
By the Witness: I know where they were pointed out. 
Q3. Yon 1mo'\v where they were pointed out, don't you 1 
That is all anybody knows. That is where they we:te pointed 
out-
B·y Judge Lively: The Commissioners know that. 
Q4. Yon have had them pointed out to yon where they are 1 
A. Yes. 
By Judge Lively: I object to that because hearsay. 
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Q5. At the lower part of the land, in p~ssing from one side 
to the other you can pass fron1 one side'! of the lower end to 
the other? 
A. I think so. i 
By Judge Lively: That is objected toi because the witness 
has shown that he does not kno'v anything about the construc-
tion except such as has been pointed out to him; and there;;. 
fore is entirely hearsay and improper~ '1 
Q6~ But at the upper end of it-you were asked something 
about passing up here at this end. Does }Ir. Pruner have any 
passway at this end Y Isn't there a garden there or something 
there from where the fill begins, and so can he pass on the 
upper end? 
page 57 ~ A. If the fill extends all the: way up he couldn't 
without passing over the fill. . 
Q7. And he would have to pass over somebody else's Iandt 
A.. Or over the fill, if the fill extends p~umb up to the Ellis 
Jessee line. Of course he can't go over I his land. 
QB. You don't mean Ellis Jessee, but the lot where the gar-
den is at tlie end of town here. 
A. Yes. 
Q9. Does Mr. Pruner have any rig·ht to ~pass over that land 
to get to his land back of it f Does he have any right there 
to do that that you know off 
By Judge Lively: We object to the witness being inter;.. 
rogated about something he has shown he knows nothing in 
the world about, and about a matter the Commissioners have 
had pointed out to them arid they are familiar with. 
QlO. You were ~sln~d something about whether or not you 
could pass up there by 1\fr. Jessee's but I believe you ex-
plained that. That is all. j; 
Witness stood aside. I 
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being called, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bird: · . . . 
Ql. Sometping was said about a passway on the upper enq 
. -of yout·land, up next- to the town, where Jessee 
page 58 ~ lives. Would you have any right to pass from the 
present roadway, or from your land on the upper 
side along there where Mr. Jessee lives in the first house, to 
the lower s~de Y : 
By Judge Lively: Objecteq to pecause entirely immaterial. 
A. None, unless I come out into the main road and go down 
that alley. There is an eight-root fill there I believe that is 
what Mr. McSpadden said yesterday up against the garden 
there. You all seen that. 
Q2. Wh~ch side of the'.:fiU would that beY. 
A. That is on the sid.e next to Lebanon, the east side. 
Q3. How would you get to your land below the· fill? 
..A.. That is the only way I would have to get over there is 
to go around the alley or down through the culvert down 
there. That is the only way. · ·· 
Q~. ~ither that way or come through the maln roaq ancl 
on down the alley and get back on your land,~ · · · · 
A. That is the only way I can see· unless I pass over the 
top of the fill. You could crawl over tlie ~op of that I reckon. 
Q5. Pon't the fair grounds come in there somewhere? · 
A. It leads out into that. 
Q6. Could you get through ~hat way Y 
A. N:o, that is way off f.rom this, not connecteq at all. · 
' . . . 
CROSS E:U.MJN-4-TION. 
By J uqge ~ively .: 
Xl. There hasn't been any fill there heretof.ore has there Y. 
A. Never that I know of. · 
page 59 r X2. And you have ·never had a passway t~rougl;l 
there before? · · -~ ·: :· . : .! 1 ... • ... , · .... · 
A. Where.? ·· · ~· ~· · .' 
X3. Between. the l>rancb and, tl;le Jessee proper~y~ 
A. Yes, the whole thing was accessible. · · · · 
X4. There is a fence around itY 
A. Yes. 
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. X5. No· gate and no passway! 
A. There·is a gate down below. 
X6. Where1 . 
A. :On 'the south side of it. I have a fence and gate there. 
X7. Where is the gate from the right of· wayf : .: - :· .. : :. 
A. South.' · · .. i · • · 
A
XS.YY o:u ·me~n on sou~ of the new ~p~4 ~ 
. es. .
1 
X9. How far south 1· 
A. Well, l would say a couple of hu~dred feet. 
XlO. This new road does not interfere With your entrance 
into that -passageway7 · I • • • •• • • • 
. A. Nbt !rom the south side, but to get from the lower side . 
up there it does. . · · .. 
· · Xil~· You· have the entrance on the sauth side where you 
have always had· tQ get through there 7 ~ ·· · · · .. · · · · · · 
A. yes.. . . r . - \: ,I . 
X12: Is there anything to keep you £rom going through on · 
the upper side from the old road-I inea:n from the new road, 
from the present line of the new ro·ad, futo the strip cut off 
by the new road Y · · · ' 
· A. There is a fill there. 
· X13. What I am asking you about is to get down 
page 60 ~ into this strip that is cut off byithe new road--there 
is nothing to keep you from : going from the old 
road as. it now is on to the strip above the new roadY 
···A. ·Nothing at all. The road is there. . 
X14. You have the passageway, the same one you have 
always had to go into that partY 
1 
• · • 
~- If I want to pass from the lower I p1ece to the upper 
piece I couldn't get across there. : · · · 
X15. It is true that no person has a passageway along every 
available foot of a neld' I ·· · · · :: . : ·- · . 
A. No. 1 • 
. XA16y. You ha~e gates ~t cert~h~ )?Oin[s 1 
. __ es. 
X:l(. That is where your entrances a-re' 
A. Certainly. · - · · · · .. -· l ' 
X18 .. There is plenty of available sp~ce along this right 
of. way to have proper gates and entranpes Y 
.A.. I suppose there would be on out i~ the field after you 
get ·out of that cut, from there on there 1 would be. : 
· X19. Wouldn't there be between the ct!lt and the fillY 4-· No, it is a hillside there. ' · 
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X20. There would be a place there where you ·could go 
across on grade, wouldn't there Y 
A. I don't know how it will look after they get done. It 
will all look u~~Y aft~r they ge~ done. , .... 
X21. There Is a point there on the ground where the road 
is on grade bet,veen the cut and the fill t · 
.A. I suppose they have___.:.where the cut and fill ends you 
could get across. 
page 61 ~ X22. It wouldn't be difficult to have a passage-
way .theref 
.A. It is a veey a.~cessible place. . 
X23. And not ;y.ery far from the location of your present 
gateY 
A. Yes, quite a long way across the branch and over in 
that meadow. 
X24. I am talking about on this end out here-you could 
get across where the cut and fill meet¥ 
A. No, sir. 
X25. Why cotildn 't you Y 
A. A.t this end of the cut 7 
X26. I am talking about at the far end of the fill and this 
end of the cut. 
A. I understand you. 
X27. That would be a convenient placeT 
A. There would be a space you could get across. 
X28. And not far from your present gate and entrance 1 
A .. Yes, beyond the branch a right smart piece. 
X29. You have a gate beyond the branch now, the gate 
where we went in on to your. property. 
A. That is up at the road. I am talking about the one in the 
:field. 
X30. The preserit gate you have at the road that we went 
through yesterday would not be very far from the point where 
this cut and fill will meet f 
A. Have to come this way I imagine something like 300 feet 
along that narrow strip to get down there to it. . 
X31. It wouldn't be difficult to get across there and at other 
. places also? , . 
A. Mig·ht be right smart difficulty. 
, . X32. ·Yon have already stated about this six by 
page 62 } six concrete culvert that will be there_:_! believe 
yon stated that in your former testimonyf . 
A. I did. I stated that-I don't know whether it would be 
of concrete or what it would be ahd I dori. 't know the dimen-
sions of it, or how ,vide it is. 
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X33. Mr. Pruner, how long have you Qwned this property Y 
A. Well, I acquired this property in the year 1912-twency .. 
six years ago. ! 
X34. It has always been given in ~or :taxation and consid-
ered by you as farm property? 
A. Oh, yes, certainly. . 
X35. What is the taxable value of this property? 
A. Judge, I don't know. That land ~ong there is valued 
at different prices-the back land and all. 
X36. What is this land along there o* the road valued at 
for taxation purposes 1 
A. I ,don't know. I would say something like-just guess ... 
ing at it-I would say something like thirty dollars. I think 
that is about it. That is the field off the creek and all that 
belt through there. 
X37. The other is less 1 
A. Yes, it is more or less grazing land back there. 
X38. Is it also your understanding that land in this c.ounty, 
that it is the undertaking and effort of the taxing officials to 
assess land at one-fourth of its actual market value 1 Isn't 
that the rule that is followed in this county? 
A. I don't know about that. They raise the taxes to pay the 
current expenses. 
page 63 ~ X39. I am not asking about 1the levy. I am ask-
ing about the taxable value. ·Isn't it true that the 
officials in undertaking to fix the taxable value of property 
undertake to assess it at one-fourth of its actual market 
value? 
A. I can't answer that. I don't know, I wouldn't say. 
RE-DIRECT EXA.:MINATlON. 
By Mr. Bird: · ; 
Ql. In recent years state whether or ~ot there has been a 
very considerable advancement in the v~luc of properties in 
. and around the town of Lebanon 1 I 
A. Why certainly. I suppose most everybody knows that. 
Building property is hard to get. Pro~~rty is scarce here. 
Q2. As to the taxable value, is it tru~ that in a good many 
instances land is assessed at less than one-fourth of what it 
would bring on the market for taxation t 
A~ Well, they have been doing that. II don't know what 
their rule is, what they base it on. I know of property around 
Lebanon north, south, east and west that is worth about six 
or eight times more than what it is asse sed at. 
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Q3. Up to this time I believe you have bee:Q. using this prop~ 
e:r.ty as fat.m· property? · · · \, . · · · · · · 
A. Yes, sir.· · · · · · :· 
Q4. And: it has ·bee:Q. assess~d on the basis of farming pr9p~ 
erty? ·. · . ; .. 
A. Not all of it. I· don't know 'the basis· it is assessed 9n~ 
Q5. Anyway it ~as~'t been assesseq.on the basis' of what it 
wo-qld be worth to :subdhdde it and sell it as lots-~t' n~ver 
· has bee:Q. assessed that way? . . .. . 
page· 64 h ···A. Ali the land north of the creek is valued at. 
· a certain price, a:Qd the belt lying on beyond that 
back to t4e begi:Q.ning of those knobs. is assessed at anothel~ 
value, 'and -t}ie knob l~nd is anothe~ value .... ' ·, 
Q6. :As long as· the land is used for 'farmi:Q.g· purposes is it 
or not assessed on a basis of fatm land? ·. ·. 
, A .. Oh, certainly. . · 
Q7. Until it "is subdivided or cut off into lots? 
A .. 'rhat.is .what it is all assessed at . We all know that. If 
Y9ll win· allow :p1e to e~plain there, when 1 bQu.g4t this prop .. 
erty back, the boys told me there 'vas nothing against it, n9 
taxes, and I found out the deputy treasurer. was ·going to let · 
that lot be sold, and I said, "What is the matterY~' a!ld he 
said there were two or three years taxes back on. it., I knoW. 
I paid that up, some thirty or forty dollars, a~d the~ h<n1s~ · 
bu':r.ned down and r. tried to get .that· proper_ty_ Ifut 'back Jike 
it wa-s· originally and ·r finally g?t it ~own, but ~ was_p~y.ing 
pretty good taxes on.that lot until I d1d'get that don~ ... ·· .. 
QB. M~. Pruner, you were asked about an approach· at th~ 
point whe:re. t.he fill ends and the cut begins on the- other sid~ 
of the branch from here, as a means of passing from the~uppe1~ 
to the lower section into which yotir lart'd will be cut.·· Doesn't 
the cut begin immediately. where the fill ends? Is that--your 
understanding·? . . . _ · .. · · . ~ 
A. Yes, ~the judge e:x;plaiiled that. I think it does. When 
the cut 'DillS out it ru~S. on to t~e :fill-:that is the &teepest 
piece of ~he land there .is over th~r,e.- . . . · . · :. · ~. 
Q9. Isn.'t that· on a hill? ~ 
A. Yes ... · · 
page 65 ~ QlO. If you· make a ro-adway through ther~ state 
~ . 'vheth~r. 9r. .~ot ~t w~ll :r.equir.e .co:Qsider~b~e ~ ~~ca: 
vahonY · ·. . . . 
A. Of cour.se ·yol.1.-will hav.e to gi.ade i~ off. ~ ! ' 
Witness excused. · 
.,• 
(• . ' -. . . .., 
r . 
~· ..4- PfUI1eJ:" y. Stllhl Highway ~l>nunissioner. 
't • .. # • • .. • • , •l • • 
. I 
. 
.: , I ... t ,I 
I C. E. MULLINS, 1 
~ witness called by and on behalf of th:e Defendant Pruner, 
being· first duly sworn, testified as follows: · · - -· ·' 
~; , , . . . • • . . . . . • . . . : . • . , . I 
• 
0 
• • :· ; · ':-·:· ·:DIR-EC'l':··EX.!MINATION. I ... • I 
-· .l 
By Mr. Bird; · · ·- ··· ·-- . •-. 
; . · Ql. Mr. 1\fullin~, :w4er~. do you live_¥ . 
:. ·A. 1" live· in Bi;istot· ·.. '·" · · .. : . . . . _, . , 
0 Q2. I. will ~sk ·you to st~t.e please what has been y.our main 
bnsixj.ess and o~cu·pati~n in the hist se:v~ra.l yea~s t.~ . ... . .: 
. A. I have· :·pee:Q. in t~e· .~ttction_ busir!~ss, a.~etioiling real es,;. 
tat~. . . . . = ~ • . 0 l 0 • -~ • • 
: Q3~ · W#at, if\ anY, ~xperience ~ave you- had in subdividing 
tracts pr;parcels of land into lots for ~he purp.o~e of nl;ltting 
on ~lot 13~l~s1 · · . ··- ~ . · ~J __ _ 
t j I • .• •·•• ~::•; '• 1 ; ,', ~·,-,;~,'·•.\'•, 
: . By:Jpdge:·Liv.ely; mhis questipl}, and· ~11 similar qne~tiQns~ 
are obJec~ed t~ pe~aus~. '!1-~4qut _ftnY, prope~ .. foq~d.~t~_on o;r 
~bowing-· there is not anytliing at all to indicate the owner of 
this property intends or has )it any. time _interided_'to~·_us~ or 
~reat this property as town lots. On tHe other hand,. _!111 of 
the facts shown in this record indicate that he has not and 
does· n9t 9ontemp~ate any such use of it. Xs indicativ.·e of 
· · · . ·that the Court's attention and the -Commissionel!S~ 
page 66 } attention is called to the manner and the meth9d 
· in which it. has. been given in for taxation, to.'his 
successful effort to have the,one lot which was sold transferred 
from the class of a lot back to the class of farm hind for taxa-
tion,· and in. the. entire absence of anything at all to indic~te 
any intention, on the part of the land owner to use it for any 
other pur.ppse than tha:t for which it has been used~that is 
farming purporses. This testimony and all similar testimony 
i~ th~refqre · remot~, sp~milative ~nd obj~~tio~~ble,. ~d: jpo-
tlon Is here made to strike. out all the testimony of this lhnd 
and ~hara_cter heretofore· give.n, and obj~tion · ts here· tn'de 
td a~y such teetimony. .as may be hereafter 0 offered. 0 •••• 
·. By Mr. Bird:, In reply, Counsel fo~ Mit~ Pruner vigorously 
comb~ts anr. sue? p_ro~osition as tliat. a~. ~pplic.~ble J;r;t this 
~ase. mhe constltu~1on ~nd l~ws of VIr.~nia made ther~for 
absolutely prohibit the ta.:{ring of any ma~~s .property without 
just .compensation ·for the land taken and\ fo:r any datnag~·to 
the residue of the tract. The basis fori the .valuation: of a 
man's property taken for public uses by: cmidemnation pro-
~eedings is its value for all-purposes-to· which. it-.may,be put 
py the owner .. He is not bound to use it for agricultura~ pu~~ 
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poses if it is better adapted for other purposes, 
page 67 ~ and if its chief value to him is derived from other" 
sources than agricultural purposes by reason of 
its proximity to a town or other places where its value is en-
hanced by reason of its location and its adaptability for a 
subdivision, or for sale for market, or for any purpose to 
which it may be put for which it is available that would yield 
the largest return or would give to it its greatest value t() 
the owner of the land-that must be considered. Otherwise 
to take his property founded upon any other basis of value 
would be .. taking his property without just compensation be.:.. 
cause he . is fully entitled to the value of the land for any 
purposes. to- which it may be put by reason of its location and 
natural adaptability. ' 
A. Sixteen or seventeen years. 
Q4. Have you been engaged in subdivisions and sales arotmd 
the town of Lebanon f 
By .Judge Lively: Same objection .. 
A. I have. . 
Q5. D() yon know the piece of property owned by Mr. 
Pruner immediately 'vest of Lebanon under consideration in 
this case? 
A. 1res, sir. . 
Q6. Have you frequently passed along it, Mr. 1\'Iuliinsf 
A. Yes, sir, on many occasions. 
Q7. Have you been over it since the new road was staked 
out through it, or the road that is proposed to be 
page 68 } constructed through it was stalmd out? 
A. I was over it yesterday, not down at the far 
end but at this end and about hair-way do,vn. 
Q8. Were the cuts and fills pointed out to yon 1 
A. Yes. 
Q9. And the depth of the cut, a nineteen-foot cut over the 
ravine at this endr 
A~ A nineteen-foot fill, I believe. 
QlO. And a thirteen to sixteen-foot cut beyond that in the 
rising ground beyond that for some distance, which, I be-
lieve as yon go to·wards the remote comer of the lot, as vou 
approach that, diminishes. "' 
A. That is right. 
Qll. I will ask you to state, please, in. tile present condi-
tion of this land speak as to its adaptability for subdivision 
into Iotsf 
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A. Well, I have always thought it would make a high-class 
subdivision. · 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. 
Q12. There is no other property in the vicinity of Lebanon 
equal to it in that respect? 
By Judge Liyely: The same objection is made, and further 
because it asks for an opinion and conch~sion by the witness. 
A. No, sir. 
Ql3. For that purpose what do you consider its value per. 
acre, taking it all over in its present condition? · 
By Judge Lively : Same objection. 
page 69 ~ A. From seven to eig}lt hu~dred dollars. 
Q14. That is the whole tract? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q15. With the road proposed through it, with the cuts and 
fills, and running diagonally thro1,1g·h it a~ it is proposed to be 
located, 'vhat value would you put on it, or to what extent 
would it affect the value as a subdivision proposition Y 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. 
A. The way the road is mapped out to go through there, 
it will affect its value materially from a subdivision stand-
point. · 
Q16. IIi what percentage 7 
. A. I would say from fifty to sixty per cent. 
By Judge Lively: Motion is here made to strike out the 
testimony of this witness for all the reaspns above assigned. 
That is all. 
1
• 
"\Vitness excused. \ 
I 
By Mr. Bird: That is all, gentlemen. 'i 
And the plaintiff, to maintain the issu~ on his part, as to 
the amount to be. allowed the defendant for the value of his 
land to be taken by said highway, and th~ amount, if any,_to 
be ano,ved the defendant for damages tq the residue of his 
tract, beyond the benefits, if any, to be derived by him from 
tlw conRtruction of said highway throuih his premises, in-
troduced the following evidence : 1 
! 
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a witness called by and on behalf of the State 
Highway Commissioner, being first duly sworn, testified as 
follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Judge Lively: 
Ql.: ·Mr. McSpadden, I w~ll ge~ you to state as to the prac-
ticability of locating a passageway on grade at the point be-
tween this cut and the fill, on the west end of the fill and at 
the east end of the cut"? 
A. At one point t~ere, there is a grade point, no cut or fill, 
and it would be a simple matter-that is 'where our plans show 
the upper end connection between the old artd the new roads. 
It isn't shown on this plat. That is out of the picture here, 
but we show· one on the north side and it would be easy to put 
one on the south side. Also at the far end of the cut it is 
level for six or seven hundred feet, and you could make an 
entrance anywhere you want to ~~ ~ither si?e there. 
CRQSS ~XAML:t;{ATION. 
By M;r. Bird: . 
Xl. ·on this end of the cut there 'vould have to be consider-
able.excavation on the hillside there¥· · · ., · 
A. Not very much. · · · · · · 
X2. There would have to be some there f 
A. Be some, not very much. 
X3. You can't state how much. 
A. I ~ave never figured !J.ow much, but the ground there ~s 
possibly on a ten per cent gra(J.e t~ere. · · 
X4. It is right on a hillside and that is not a good place for· 
an approach f · · : 
page 71 ~ A. Most farms in southwest Virg~nia have them 
there. 
X5. That unfortunately may be true, but it is not a des~r­
able place to locate a passageway, and as it is now you can 
pass anywhere yon want toT · 
A. Yes. Now at the west end-
X6. I am ·:no~ ~al~fng about the west enq. That is the re-
mote end from town? ·. · ·: , 1 i · ~ · · ·. ·; · · · · 
A. Yes, s~r~ 
Witness excused.~' 
J. A.. Pruner v. State IJig~Wil,Y crlll.IIlj.ss~oner. 
J. E. McSpadden. I · 
And after hearing ·all the evidence above set forth, being 
all the evidence introduced before them, ~nd the arguments of 
counse~ the said Commissioners ·retired :and after some time 
in considering the matter made· and· :filed! their report'-in writ-
ing in the words and figures following, ~hich report was filed 
April 13th: . - ; . - . . . . , I • • _ • • • • .. , • • • • • 
'' 4-nd a~ter being duly sworn, upon a view o~ the sa~d }anQ. 
and. of the aldjacent and other property' of. the ~aid owners 
and the property of ·other persons wlioi Will be. damaged in 
their property by the ·construction, reco~struction;:alteration, 
maintenance and repair of the said Highway, and upon such 
evidence as was before us, we are of the opinion and do as-
certain that for the strip of parcel of land, being Tract No. 
~' (J. A. Pruner Land) on the said Highway No~·19, through 
the lands of the said J. A. Pruner, and for the other property 
so taken, $1,500.00 will be a just compensation; and the ·dam-
ages beyond the enhancement to the adjacent and othe·r prop.:. 
erty of the said owners and to the property of other pers·ons 
who will be damaged jn their property py reason of the con-
struction, reconstruction, alteration, maijitenance and repair 
of said highway will be $750.00.,' · 
( . 
To which report, as above set fortl:l, tpe defend .. 
page 72 } ant, .r. A. ·Pruner on May ·3rd, 1938,' filed the fol~ 
:·.. lowing exceptio~s i~ writing, to .. wit: 
'' J. A. Pruner excepts to the report of Commissioners Roy 
J. Purcell, J. r. Ferguson, H. 0. Pratt and Floyd Viers, filed 
in the above-entitled proceedhig· on the. 13th day of ApriJ, 
1938, and assigns the following grounds ·of exception: 
·- 1: 
1. The Commissioners ignored or omitted to investigate 
and consiqer some of the proper elem{nlts o~ damage;. ·· .. · 
· 2. The award was based upon an arbitrary determination 
py the Commissioners· in opposition to ~lle testimony intro:. 
duced be~ore tllem; · · · · · ' · · · · ·· 
3. They aqopted ·an erroneous principle of, an4 basis for, 
estimating the damages·· to"exceptor.· I · 
Counsel for tpe · ~ighway Commission :objected to the con· 
sideration by the Commissioners of the ladaptabilitv of the 
land for a subdivision into building lots ~and to the· evidence 
offered to that effect, which objection in the absence of a rul-
ing by the Court, was calculated to influen~e, and this exceptor 
insists did influence, the Commissioners!. in their ~ajlure to 
consider, or if considered at all, to give just and proper con .. 
• I ., i' . 
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sideration to this most important element of damage to the 
residue of the tract .. 
4 .. The Commissioners failed to allow exceptor for a strip 
of land 270 feet long and less than 5(} feet wide at any point,. 
lying bet,veen the present road and the prqposed new road 
. nearest to the town limits where the land is most valuable, 
which strip of land is practically destroyed and rendered 
valueless by the new construction.'' 
page 73 ~ ·.Andr thereafter, on the 19th day of ~{ay, 1938,. 
on.· a:· hearing of defendant's exceptions before the 
Court, the defendant, to maintain the said exceptions on his 
part introduced the following evidence:. 
(.Same appearances as above.) 
''FLOYD VIERS, 
the first witness called by and on behalf of the Defendant, 
J. A. Pruner, being first duly sworn, testified as follows~ 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bird: 
Ql. Mr. Viers, are yon the Floyd Viers named as one of 
the Commissioners in the proceedings to as~ess damages in. 
this case to the landowners through the land through which 
the road is being projected west of Lebanon¥ Yon are the 
Floyd Viers named t 
A. Yes. 
Q2. I believe among other tracts of land yon vie,ved the land 
of Mr. J. A. Pruner situate just west of Lebanon and in the 
west part of Lebanon? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q3. Mr. Viers, in assessing the damages to Mr. Pruner's 
land, I will ask you to state, please, whether or not you took 
into consideration in fixing the damages the adaptability and 
suitability of Mr. Pruner's land through which tl1e proposed 
road passes for subdivision into lots, town lots f 
By Judge Lively: That question and any answer thereto 
is objected to because it is undertaking to impeach the re-
port of the commissioners by the testimony of one 
page 7 4 ~ of the co1nmissioners, without any undertaking to 
show any misconduct on the part of the commis-
aioner or the commissioners. 
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A. vVell, I think we looked at it from~ farming standpoint. 
Of course it was talked about the lot bu$iness-it was talked 
some among the lawyers. 
By Judge Lively: That is objected to for the reasons 
above assigned, and further because lea?ing. 
Q4. In assessing your damages I 'vill ask you to state, 
please, whether or not you took into consideration the adapt-
ability of this land of lVIr. Pruner's through which the road 
passes as being suitable and adaptable for subdivision into 
town lots, or 'vhether you considered it from an agricultural 
standpoint or farming standpoint? · 
By Judge Lively: Objected to for the same reasons above. 
assigned. 
I 
A. I was considering it from an agricultural standpoint in 
basing our damages, while I say it was talked about the lot 
business, but I had always known it as. a farm place, and 
mighty good land. · 
Q5. If you had taken into consideration its adaptability 
for a lot proposition, that is for division into lots, state 
whether or not you would have made the damages larger than 
the damages which you did fix, and which were filed in your 
report: 
By Judge Lively: Objected to because it assumes as a fact 
that which has not been shown in evidence, and because it 
asks for a mere opinion and conclusion of the wit-
page 75 ~ ness, and does not ask for any facts, and for the 
reasons heretofore assigned. 
Note: Q5 was read to the witness. , 
I 
Q6. If you had considered it as being idaptable and suit-
able for subdivision into lots, what would~~ou have fixed1 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. 1 
I, 
A. I would, yes, sir. 1~ Q7. How much more, if you are able to state? 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. ' 
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.A.. Well, I didn't figure that. I wouldn't know how to fig-
ure that part of it. . 
QS. You didn't figure the amount but you would have made 
the damages greater from that standpoint y 
By Judge Lively: Objected to for the ·reasons above as-
signed, and further because leading and suggestive. 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Judge Lively: Motion is here made to strike out the 
te~timony of this witness because irrelevant and immaterial, 
and without waiving said motion, but relying and insisting on 
same, counsel for the Highway Commissioner cross examines 
as follows : · 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Judge Lively: 
Xl. Mr. Viers, the question of the availability of 
page 76 ~ this :property for lots was taken up before the Com-
missioners, wasn't it Y 
A. Yes, I said it was talked. 
X2. It was taken up in the way of evidence before the Com-
missioners 'vasn 't it? 
A. I said it was. 
X3. And at the time when you went over this land it wa.s 
repeatedly pointed out to you by Mr. J. A. Pruner, and his 
agents and attorneys, as to its adaptability for the purpose, -
wasn't it? 
A. Yes, I know it was talked. Yes, sir. 
X4. And in the argument of this case by counsel for the 
Highway Commissioner wasn't it also stated that it was en-
tirely immaterial with the Hig·hway Commissioner whether 
you considered it as a lot proposition or as a farming propo-
sition? 
A. Yes, sir. 
· By Mr. Bird: The last question is objected to as irrelevant· 
and immaterial. The question is what they did consider it as. 
That is the question. 
X5. That issue was fully presented to you by Counsel for 
Mr. Pruner in argument and by evidence, wasn't it? 
A. Yes, it was. 
\! 
. I 
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By Mr. Bird: That is objected to as ~irrelevant and imma-
terial; the question is not what was put before them, but what 
they considered. I · 
X6. Mr. Viers, in every one of these, cases, that is in the 
cases of J. C. Ifawkins, Ed Garrett, Ha\\rkins and Gibson, and 
J. A. Pruner, you have undertaken by your testi-
page 77 ~ mony to impeach and set aside the report that you 
signed as a commissioner, ha:Ven't you Y 
By Mr. Bird: That is objected to as absolutely inadmissible 
and improper cross examination. He can state what they did 
consider. 
A. What did I say about the Garrett case 1 
X7. You reme:i:nber what you said. Isn't it a fact in every 
one of these cases that you have acted as a commissioner and 
signed a report which you made to this court, and then in· 
these hearings you have come in here and undertaken to im-
peach that report 1 · 
By 1\!fr. Bird: That is objected to as inadmissible and im-
proper. · 
A. I haven't said a word about the J. C. Hawkins report. 
XB. The J. C. Hawkins hearing has not been had, but you 
were ready to testify in that Y 
A. I didn't say we didn't give them enough-never said it 
to nobody. · 
X9. You were called as a witness and. you had been in.ter-
viewed as a witness for them, hadn't you' . 
A. No, sir, except about the dam business down there, if 
we considered that business. Mr. Hawltins never named it 
to me. I 
XlO. They called you as a witness, as the very first man 
when they started to go into that evidence, didn't they7 
A. They may have done it. I don't k:riow. 
Xll. Yon know they did. I 
page 78 ~ A. No, sir, I don't know wh~t they called me for 
just then. ~ 
Xl2. You know when the J. C. Hawkins case was called 
von 'vere called as the first witness? i 
"' A. He had me summoned. I don't know what he expected 
to prove by me, because he never named lit to me. 
X13. When you made your reports w,re you undertaking 
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and trying to discharge the duty imposed on you by the 
Court¥ 
A. Yes, sir1 I 'vas1 if I am allowed to explain it. 
Xl4. Yes, sir, go ahead. 
A. On ~Ir. Pruner's case we was equally divided. I did 
think we wasn't giving him enough and finally w·e compro-
mised and I did sign it. 
X15. How much 'vere you dividedf 'Vhat was the amount 
of the division? What were you contending f()r t 
A. Well, l think $2,500.00. 
X16. $2,500.00 and some of the others were for giving him 
a lower amount than that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
X17. And yon finally got together on $2,250.0'0, is tnat 
right? 
A. That is right. 
XIS. In connection witi1 your contention for $2,500.0(}, 
weren1t you attempting to allow $750.00 on account of the 
filling· station just to the north of the old highway f 
A. I never said notbinK about allowing $750.00. I sai.cl 
that was a damage to it, but I never estimated it being $750.0a .. 
Xl9. You were undertaking to allow him and you wanted 
to allow Mr. Pruner a considerable an1ount for what vou 
thought was damage to the filling station just to the north of 
the old highway, weren't you? 
A. Well, I can tell you that was his property 
page 79 r and it was hurt but I never said nothing about J!O 
$750.00. 
X20. That is clearly cnt off and not a part of this tract 
of land at all, is itY · 
A. The lot is cut off. 
X21. And it is not any part of this tract of land Y 
A. The view I take of it the new road would take the traffic 
away from the store is what I thought, and I didn't know 
whether it was legal or not so I called you and Mr. Bird and 
asked about it. 
X22. It was contended by counsel at that time, by counsel 
for Mr. Pruner, that you ought to allow something for that 
:filling station f 
A. Yes, I suppose counsel did, and yon and tbem disagreed 
on it. · 
X23. I want to aslr you this question: At the time you 
were contending for this allowance of $2,500.00 for Mr. 
Pruner, isn't it a fact that your view ·was that for the land 
taken and the damages to the residue of this· property they 
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went through, you wanted to allow him $1,750.00 and $750.00 
for that filling station damage f 
A. No, sir, not a word of that. 
X24. That isn't true? 
A. Not true at all. I never said no amount he ought to 
be allowed for him at the filling station. 
X25. You kno'v this property of 1\Ir. Pruners has been 
owned by him for over twenty years, don't you Y 
A. I guess so. 
X26. And never a foot of it has been uaed for lot purposes;_ 
except the Fletcher lot on t there Y i.-· · 
page 80 ~ By Mr. Bird: This question is objected to be-
cause absolutely inadmissible and contrary to the 
law of the case. 
X27. Isn't that right? 
A. Certainly it is right. . 
X28. It has always been and is now being used as farming 
land? 
By Mr. Bird: Same objection. 
A. Yes,- except the lot you spoke of. 
X29. Practically all this land that the highway went through 
is outside the corporation of Lebanon, isn't it? 
A. I guess it is. I don't kno'v just where the line runs. 
By Mr. Bird: Objected to as irrelevant and immaterial. 
X30. There isn't a street laid out on it, is there? 
! 
By 1\tfr. Bird: Same objection. - \ 
A. No. . 
X31. There isn't a sewerage line on it Y 
I 
I 
By J\{r. Bird: That is absolutely inadmissible. 
I 
A. No, I don't suppose it is. 1 
X32. There isn't a sidewalk on it antwhere, is there Y 
I 
By Mr. Bird: Objected to as irrelevant':and immaterial. 
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A. No. 
X33. There is nothing there in the way of the essential im-
provements to warrant that being considered as building lots, 
is there? 
page 81 ~ By Mr. Bird: Same objection. 
A. I told you I considered it a farming proposition. 
X34. You considered it as a farming proposition after both 
. sides of the controversy were presented to you Y 
·-0"\.A. Yes, that is the way I thought about it. I don't know 
yet it would be any town lots. 
X35. You know that property in its present condition is 
not capable of being used as town lots until some work is done 
on it? 
By Mr. Bird: We object to that as inadmissible and im-
proper examination. 
A. I don't reckon any lots can be used until work is done 
on them and houses built on them. 
X36. I am not talking about houses. Don't you have to 
have something in the way of a sewerage system and streets 
laid out and sidewalks and things like that before property 
is available as town lots 7 
By Mr. Bird: Same objection. 
A. Yes. 
X37. And there is nothing of that sort out thereY 
By Mr. Bird: That is absolutely inadmissible. 
A. Why no. 
By Mr. Bird: I will sho'v your Honor authorities on that. 
By Judge Lively: We are ready with authorities when you 
are. 
page 82 } By the Court: The witness is rather clear that 
both sides of the controversy were presented to the 
Commission, an<) the Commission, under all the circumstances, 
took the view that it was proper to treat it as agricultural or 
farming land proposition arid not as a town lot proposition. 
I think the witness is rather clear on that. . 
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· A. That is exactly the way it was as f~r as I am concerned-
! don't know how the others took it. I · 
X38. Mr. Pruner is president of the :First National B~nk 
here, isn't he? 
A. Yes, I suppose so. 
X39. He is active in that capacity! 
A. Why I suppose so. 
By Mr. Bird: Objected to as irrelevant and immaterial .. 
X40. Are you a stockholder in that bank f 
.A. Yes, I own a little stock in it_ 
X41. How much 7 
By Mr. Bird: Same objection. 
By Judge Lively-: I don't think I wil~ ask that. 
By the Court: The witness has made it clear the Co·m ... 
missioners differed slightly, but not very materially, on the 
amount of the damage, and that they QOmpromised on this 
amount, which is just what they should have done, and there 
is no improper conduct charged-
page 83 } A. It was friendly controversy between us all 
· and we were trying to do the·i best we could. 
X42. You are still of the opinion you were trying to do 
the best you could and you did do the best you could Y 
A. Well, the best we could see it at the time. 
By the Court: Did you take the evidence before the com· 
missioners and do you now have it written up on this g_ues-
tion. of its feasibility of being used as a town lot proposition 1 
By Mr. Bird: Yes, sir, and Mr. Lively bbjected strenuously 
to every question and moved to strike it but before the Com-
mission. i 
By Judge Lively: I plead guilty to that charge. 
By the Court: You don't deny you ar~ still objecting to it. 
By Mr. Bird: He objected throughoufl' the hearing before 
the Commission. ! -
By the Court: The Court will take judicial notice of the 
fact that Judge Lively did object. \ 
X43. For this land taken you allowed: Mr. Pruner $1,500, 
is that right' 
A. I believe that is the way it was. 
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X44. That is at the rate of $500.00 an acre. Did you ever 
know of any farm land anywhere in ~ussell County being 
sold for $500.00 an acre? fi· A. Well, I don't know that I ever did, but I have 
:, : page 84 ~ been told h~ conic"~: have got ihat for it at any time 
! 1f he wanted 1t. 
\J X45 .. You don't know of anybody that does nor of any 
that has sold for that f 
By Mr. Bird:. Objected to as irrelevant and immateriaL 
A. No, I don't know that I do. 
X46. Yon hadn't been told that he could have got $500.00 
for that as farm land, had you? $500.00 an acre? 
A. Well, I don't know what they wanted with it. I don't 
suppose they did aim to have it for farm land. I don't gue$S 
they rlld. · 
X47. But you had understood in a· general 'vay that he 
could have gotten $500.00 an acre for this land for the pur· 
pose of a subdivision, or something of that sort Y 
A. I didn't kno'v what the parties wanted with it. I was 
told that. 
X48. It didn't strike you that a man would pay $500.00 
an acre for farm land f 
A. No, I didn't have any idea he "rould, but if the land was 
worth it for anything, it was worth it, I reckon. 
X49. That is what yon considered, 'vasn't itY 
A. Well, of course as farm land-he could have sold it 
.mighty high as far1n land as far as that is concerned. 
X50. He couldn't have sold it for $500.00 an acre for farm 
land, could heY 
A. A fellow l1as a rigl1t to do as he pleases with it. 
X51. He couldn't have sold it for anything like $500.00 
an acre for farm land, could he f 
A. I don't suppose he could. 
X52. In addition to the $500.00 an acre, or more 
page 85 } than $500.00 an acre as it was less than three 
acres, you allowed him in addition to that $750.00 
damages also, didn't you Y 
A. Yes. They cut off a strip there that lool{s like it can't 
be used very well for cultivating, building or anything else. 
X53. You took that into consideration in allowing him this 
$750.00f 
A. I just took into consideration it 'vas damaging the other 
land. 
~ j'. 
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X54. In connection with the discharg~ of your duties did 
you consider that 1\{r. Pruner's property would be benefited 
by having this modern highway going through there 1 
A. Well, we talked that. · ! 
X55. How much did you consider that would beY 
A. Well, he already had a pretty good road through there. 
X56. It doesn't go through it at all except between it and 
this filling station 1 
A. Well, it is right where a man 'vduld want it, on the 
line right beside it. 
X57. For farming }Jurposes Y 
A. Yes. 
X58. But not where you wanted to sell it ·as lots 1 
A. Well, I don't suppose it is. · 
X59. The advantage of this highway as a lot proposition 
is that it cuts the land in two and would permit you to sell 
lots on both sides of a good highway, wouldn't it Y 
A. If . you were going to run a street through there you 
would run it straight. You wouldn't run it in the fashion 
that .will run. 
X60. I am asking yon if the highway wouldn't do that? 
A. If it run straight it would help him I guess, but it's 
not run straight. 
X61. Wouldn't it help the ·way it is f Do you 
page 86 ~ undertake to tell the Court that to construct this 
highway through Mr. Pruner's land the way ~t is 
proposed to be constructed wouldn't increase the value of 
his land? 
A. It might increase it some. 
X62. Wouldn't it? 
A. I doubt whether it would ·bring any more or not. 
X63. Yon doubt whether it would bri)lg any more? 
A. Yes, but if they run that road straight there-
Note : T~ere was a discussion had o~ the record. 
! 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bird: 
Ql. You were asked about that store property. You came 
out of the committee· room when yon ~ere considering that 
question and called Judge Lively and m~self and asked if it 
was proper to consider any damage to
1 
that lot which was 
cut off of the rest of the land by the old road-
1 
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By Judge Lively: The. present highway. 
Q2. (Continuing). And Judge Lively insisted that yo\1 
couldn't consider it, and I told you that I thought perhaps 
you could. As a matter of fact you did not consider it, did 
youY 
A. No. 
By the Court: There is no assignment of that as an ex-
ception. 
By Mr. Bird: That was passed off in that way. 
By Judge Lively: I don't know that I am will-
page 87 ~ ing to agree with Mr. Bird. He said he thought 
perhaps they could-
By Mr. Bird : I told them perhaps they could if they con-
sidered all the items of damage. He says they didn't con-
sider it. 
B:y the Court: You mean he did not insist on it Y 
By Judge Lively: I mean he did insist on it. I am not 
willing to say perhaps. 
By Mr. Bird: But you 'vere emphatic that they could not. 
By the Court: It is not a question of whether they should 
or should not here. 
Q3. Mr. Viers, in the argument of this case and in the in-
troduction of evidence showing the adaptability of this land 
for a lot proposition, didn't my friend Judge Lively strenu-
ously object to the admissibility of the evidence and move to 
. strike it out. 
By Judge Lively: That is objected to because confusing 
and misleading. I do not mean Mr. Bird is attempting to do 
that. 
By Mr. Bird: It is all in the record. 
By Judge Lively: The evidence offered was ob-
page 88 ~ jected to. In the argument of the case counsel for 
the Highway Commissioner expressly stated to the 
Commissiopers and repeated it that we did not care at all 
whether they considered it as a lot proposition or as an 
agricultural proposition. 
By 1\ir. Bird : I don't remember that. 
By Judge Lively: The objection is in the record, and Mr. 
Viers testified that to the Court, and I will prove it by the 
other Commissioners. 
By the Court: I will take pleasure in reading that when I 
' 
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get time. What I am trying to get at is the exception~. AS -
I have stated the one side states that they didn't consider 
it as a lot proposition, and the proof yon offer says that 
they didn't consider it as a lot proposition. Now the other 
is as to the quantity of land cut off, and this witness ·says they 
considered that and allowed for it. Now on the question of 
whether or not it should have been considered as a lot proposi-
tion or as a farm proposition-I take :it your evidence. is 
already made up on that point in the record? · 
By Mr. Bird: Yes, sir.• . 
By Judge Lively: We introduced no evidence before the 
Commission on that, but we did know the Comm.is-
page 89} sioners had been out on the land and knew it them-
selves, and we were relying on their knowledge of 
the facts. , . 
By the Court: That is the best evidence on that question. 
The Court is not passing on that question now. I will Wa:I\t 
your authorities submitted on that, although I have had oc-
casion recently to go into it very fully, as I am still open 
to conviction. I will take time to consider that feature. I 
understood your proof, the exceptor's i proof that it was 
adaptable and feasible as a lot proposition is now in the 
reeord. Is that right? 
By Mr. Bird: Yes, sir. 
By the Court: Then it looks to me ,like under these ex-
ceptions your case is about brought to a, close with the privi-
lege of the Court reading that record. 
By Mr. Bird: If you don't care to hear further evidence 
on this point, as to what they considered it-
By the Court: He has said they considered it as a farm 
proposition, and that is what you say in iyour exceptions they 
did do. Now there is no disagreement there. The only ques-
tion for the Court to decide is whethe~ or not that is the 
thing for them to have done, or whether or not they should 
have considered it the other way. I 
By Mr. Bird: All rig·ht, sit, I think that is suffi-
page 90 } cient. I 
By the Court: You have Jjlroved how they con-
sidered it. I 
By Mr. Bird: Yes, sir. That will be !;sufficient then as far 
as that is concerned. The rest of it is ilD. the record. 
By Judge Lively: I move to strike !out the testimony of 
this witness in its entirety because it isl' not sufficient to sus-
tain the exceptions. , 
By the Court: The Court is of the rinion that this wit-
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ness ~s testimony was that the Commissioners had before them 
both contentions as to whether the land should be considered 
as a farming proposition, or whether it should be considered 
as a lot proposition, and they adopted the former. The Court 
is of opinion that this witness's evidence shows clearly that 
the Commissioners took into consideration the item embraceCD 
,in Exception No.4, and made an allowance therefor. Taking 
that as, true, the Court is bound by that allowance for Excep-
tion No.4, and that ·would be out of this case because the Ex-
ceptor has disproved the allegation in the Exceptions. 
As to Exception No. 3, the Court will take time to read 
this evidence offered as to ·whether or not it should have been 
considered as a lot proposition, or whether it should have 
been considered as an agricultural proposition, as a matter 
of Ia'\\r and on the evidence which yon have taken. 
By Judge Lively: When you are through I 
page 91 ~ want to introduce some testimony on that one 
proposition. 
By Mr. Bird: vV c have other evidence here, of course. 
By the Court: As to the same thingf 
By ~Ir. Bird: Yes. 
By the Court: You have proved what the Court has already 
said you have proved. 
By ~Ir. Bird: We have the otl1er commissioners here. 
By the Court: The Court will talre it this way, if it is 
satisfactory to counsel on both sides, take it on Exception 
No.3. 
By Judge Lively: When they get through I ·want to ask 
a question or two of Mr. Pruner, and I 'vant to offer some 
other evidence as to how they did consider it, as to what my 
contention was and what the facts are. 
By the Court= They had it all before ti1em and they con-
sidered it. 
By Judge Lively: 1\IIy evidence will ·be short, but after 
they get through it won't tal{e me but a little while. 
page 92 } ROY PURCELL,. 
the next 'vi tness called by and on behalf of the 
Defendant Pruner, being first duly SV{orn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Bird~ 
Ql. Were you one of the Commissioners who was appointed 
in this condemnation proceeding to assess damages for the 
H
. I ~ .. 
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construction of the proposed road through Mr. P:runer 's 
land and other lands-you are the J. R. Purcell named as 
one of the Commissioners·Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q2. I will ask you to state please if hi assessing the dam-
ages to Mr. Pruner's land you took into consideration the 
adaptability of the land, Mr. Pruner's land out there, for 
subdivision into lots, town lots, or whether you considered 
it a.s a farming proposition aloneY 
· By Judge Lively: That is objected to because it under-
takes to impeach the report of the Commission by the testi-
mony of a Commissioner without any undertaking to show 
any misconduct on the part of the Commission or the Com-
missioner. 
A. Why we considered it as a farm proposition. 
By the Court: Did you have the other contention presented 
to youY 
A. Yes, sir, it was talked a little bit. 
By Judge Lively: 1\.fotion is here made to strike out the 
testimony of this witness, and without waiving said 
page 93 r motion, but relying and insisting on the same, Coun-
sel for the Highway Commissioner proceeds to 
cross examine the witness as follows : 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By ,Judge Lively: 
Xl. 1\ir. Purcell, you went on this land along with the 
other commissioners, and looked it over ¢a.refully and took a 
long time to do it, didn't you T 1 · 
A. Well, we tried to look over it as carefully as we could. 
X2. And all these questions of its availability for a lot propo-
sition and any proposition othe.r than farfning w·er~ presented 
to you by J\fr. Pruner, and h1s two sorl;s, and h1s attorney 
Mr. Bird when you went over the land, wasn't it? 
. ~· I don't remember ~hey said. anythh{g about a lot ptopo-
s.Ihon when we 'vere go1ng over 1t. They may have. 
X3. Didn't Mr. Geo1'ge A. Pruner spend a good deal of 
time arguing with the Commissioners about the fact that his 
father had sold a lot up there for $1,700~00~ 
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By Mr. Pruner: We object to any argument with the wit-
ness. 
~y the Court: He is asking whether that happened. 
A. I heard some talk about that lot. 
X4. You heard that when you were going over that land, 
didn't you, about the Fletcher lot Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
X5. And you heard it afterwards? 
page 94 ~ A. No answer. 
Q6. The Highway Department didn't undertake 
to introduce or offer any evidence that it wasn't availabl~ 
for lot purposes, did it Y 
By Mr. Bird: Objected to as irrelevant, immaterial and in.;. 
admissible. 
A. No, sir, I don't think it did. 
X7. The land owner, J\!Ir. Pruner, did put on some land 
boosters here didn't he as to its availability as a lot proposi-
tion? 
By ~r. Bird: That is objected to as improper examination. 
XB. He put on these auction salesmen, didn't heY 
A. Yes, sir. 
X9. That was the character of testimony he offered as to 
its availability as a lot proposition-these auction salesmen, 
wasn't it? 
A. I suppose so. 
XlO. And the business of those people is to go around 
and offer land for sale on commission, isn't it?. 
By Mr. Bird: Objected to as irrelevant, immaterial and in-
admissible. 
A. I suppose so. 
Xll. Isn't it also a fact that in the argument of this case 
after the testimony was all in, Counsel for the Highway 
Commissioner stated to the Commission that it was immaterial 
to the Highway Commission whether they considered it as .a 
lot proposition or as an agricultural proposition Y 
I 
page 95 ~ By Mr. Bird: I don't think that is material. 
The question is how they did consider it. 
I 
I 
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A. I just don't remember about that,
1 
how that ·was. 
X12. Wasn't it stated, and can't you remember that it was 
stated and argued to -you if you considered it as a lot' propo· 
sition here was a new highway going through the land which 
opened it up for lots on both sides of the highway, and if it 
was opened up by the individual himself he would have to pay 
for opening streets, etc., don't you remember that. was done? 
A. Yes, I heard that talked. 
X13. After hearing this evidence introduced by Mr. Pruner, 
and after the viewing the land, and after hearing the· argu· 
ments, you gentlemen decided that it \Vas proper to consider 
this as a farm proposition 7 
A. Yes, sir, that is what it was at the present time. We 
didn't consider it as anything else-at least I didn't. 
X14. You live in town 7 No, you don't Jive in town, do youT 
A. No, sir. 
X15. You know the land the highway went' through had 
no se,verage system on it, did it? 
By Mr. Bird: Objected to as immaterial.. 
A. None that I know of. 
X16. There were no streets on it1 
By ~Ir. Bird: Same objection. 
A. No, sir. 
page 96} X17. It doesn't have any sidewalks? 
By Mr. Bird: Same objection. 
A. No, sir, I didn't see any. 
X18. All in the world it is is a cultiyating field, isn't it! 
A. Yes, sir, that is what it is· now. 1 
X19. Before that property 'vould be available for sale as 
lots wouldn't it be necessary to have thdse things on it? 
By Mr. Bird: Objeeted to as irrelevalt, immaterial and in-
admissible. . I . 
I 
A. I don't know about that. ! 
X20. You are related to Mr. Pruner' by marriage, aren't 
you! 
A. No, sir, I reckon not. I don't Imyw of it. 
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X21. Didn't your arrnt marry Mr. Ptnner's wife"s brotherf 
A. Y~s, sfr. 
X22. So Mr. Pruner's brother-in-law is· yottr- ttncle ·by mar-
tiagef 
~ Yes, sir. 
By tl1e Conrt: TI1ete is· no exception filed Iwre contending 
that the Commissioners allowed Mr. Pruner too mucn, and 
this witness hasn't attempted in any way to reffect on there-
port of the commissioners in the a'vard tl1ey· made. He hasn't 
intimated tnat they did not aliow enough so it would be 
absolutely immaterial as to what moved hin1 to make the 
allowance is not questioned in any way by the otner side. 
· By Judge Lively~ If the C'ourt please, my un-
page 97 ~ derstanding is tbere will be some conflict in the 
testin1ony of these C"onrmissioners ; I expect to in-
troduce sotne of the Commissioners, and I am asking him that 
for that purpose. 
By the Cout:t: But this man signed the report, and there 
is no exception to it because they found too n1uch, and as far 
as he has gone he I1as not attempted to impeach the report 
or hasn't attempted to say he didn 1t allow enough. 
By Judge Lively: I think that is true. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. B.ird: 
Ql. I believe I omitted to ask yon if yon bad considered this 
proposition-Let me ask you first, in the argument of the case 
and in the introduction of testimony if Counsel for the High-
way Commissioner: didu 't object strenuously to the admission 
of an.r evidence showing the adaptability of this land for sub-
division into lots? Didn't they object to the admissibility of 
any evidence on the gronnd, and didn't they move to strike 
it ottt f 
By Judge Lively: I desire to object again to tbat form 
of question. I objected to it once before. I don't think Mr. 
Bird means to be misleading and confusing. The question 
as put is whether in the argument of this case and 
page 98 ~ in the admission of testimony weren't objections 
made. 
By the Court: I take it that the record will show what 
happened? 
By Judge Lively: It doesn,'t show the argument. 
II· 
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By the Court: It will show the positions each party took. 
It would make but little difference, or! make no difference 
whether Counsel for the Highway Corrimissioner contended 
they oughtn't to lay it off as a lot pr6position or whether 
they said they could lay it off either way. 
By Mr. Bird: All right, sir. That is in the record. It 
shows throughbut the record and it shows in the evidence 
here. 
· Q2 .. If you h.ad taken into consider~¥.o~ th.e adaptability 
of this land of Mr. Pruners for subdiVIston Into town lots 
would you have allowed greater dama?es than you did allowY 
By Judge Lively: The question is objected to for all the· 
reasons heretofore assigned, and further because leading 
and suggestive, ahd asks for a mere conclusion of· the wit-
ness, and is immaterial. · 
Q3. Did you get the question t 
A.. Not exactly. . 
Q4. I asked you if you had considered the adaptability and 
suitability of Mr. Pruner's land for subdivision into lots 
· whether or not you would have given greater dam-
page 99 r ages- than you did in considering it as farming 
proposition 7 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. 
A. I think so. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATiON. 
By Judge Lively: i 
Xl. How often have you consulted 'Pth Counsel for Mr. 
Pruner and Mr. Pruner himself since y~u made this report? 
. A. I believe I talked, or Mr. Bird talfed to me one time a 
little about it. ' I · · 
X2. Has anyone else talked with yo-q;, Mr. Pruner or his 
sons Y I' 
A. Well, I believe they have maybe said something or other · 
about it. r 
X3. How many times Y 
A. I don't remember-maybe a time or two-I don't know. 
X4. Have you changed your opinion as to what the prop-
! 
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erty is out here, whether it is town lots or a farming proposi-
tion? 
A. No, sir. 
X5. You still are of the opinion it ought to be considered as 
farming property 1 · 
A. Yes, sir, and that is the way I considered it. 
Witness stood aside. 
Note: At this point the evidence of F. L. Ketron was phy-
sically stricken from the record. 
. By Mr. Bird: I expect it would be very well to show the 
acreage and size of this particular tract of land-I think there 
is about seventeen acres of it. I can show that by George A. 
Pruner. About seventeen acres of your father's land is in 
. tba t tract that the road runs through Y 
page 100 ~ By George A. Pruner: I should say between 
seventeen and twenty aeres. 
By Judge Lively: We want that in the form of testimony. 
By Mr. Bird: Does the record show that? 
By Mr. Pruner: I think so. . 
By Mr. Bitd: ·I am not quite certain on that. Mr. Pruner 
says he thinks the record shows that. I think that is ·all.'' 
And the plaintiff, to maintain his motion to reject and over-
rule defendant's said exceptions, and for the confirmation 
of the said Commissioners' report, introduced the follow-
ing evidence : 
''J .. A. PRUNER, the Defendant, 
called as an adverse witness subject to the rules of cross 
examination, being. first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
EXAMINATION .. 
By Judge Lively: 
Ql. J\llr. Pruner, you have owned this land ho'v Iongf 
A. Since 1912-about twenty-six years. 
Q2. In addition to this land you also own a considerable 
boundary of land 'vi thin the corporate limits 1 
A. Yes, it is connected with this. 
Q3. You mean it is the same boundaryf 
A. The line runs down the branch. 
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Q4. Outside of this lot you sold to ~Ir. Fletcher have you 
ever sold a lot there since you have owned this land? 
A. No, but I have repeatedly refused the sale 
page 101} of them. · 
Q5. It has ·been testified to here by H. J. Tate 
and ~Ir. }fullins about this land for a lot proposition-these 
men are auctioneers, aren't they? 
A. Yes, sir. Mr. Tate and Mr. 1\{ullins are not auctioneers. 
Q6. They work with Horney Brothers who conduct an auc-
'tion company? · 
A. They are promoters of that kind of business. 
Q7. The business they are engaged in is· going aroun:d and 
getting people to put up their land for sale, and then they 
offer it for sale at public auction? 
By Mr. Bird: That is inunaterial. 
A. Yes. 
QB. And for that they get a commission' 
A. I don't kno\v. I suppose they get paid out of it some 
way. I don't know how-I never sold any that way. 
Q9. It was testified to by one of these witnesses as to the de-
mand for lots in the town of Lebanon. .A.ren 't there a whole 
lot of lots and land that has been sold out here in the town 
of Lebanon and nothing has ever been done with it at all? 
A. I don't know of but two lots on the west end o£ Leba.lion. 
QlO. You know about the Methodist ,Parsonage property 
about a block from the Court House, ddn 't ·you? 
By Mr. Bird: That is objected to a.s immaterial. 
A. Yes. , 
Qll. rrhat 'vas sold out in lots Y I 
A. It was principally sold to the Lebanon Hospital to build 
a hospital on. I' page 102 ~ Q12. A number of people .bought lots besides 
the Lebanon Hospital, didn, theyf 
I 
By Mr. Bird: That is irrelevant and !immaterial. 
A. I don't remember. Might have b~en two or three or 
four more. I don't remember how many. 
Ql3. And there has never been but one ittle building started 
on that? · 
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By Mr. Bird: We make the same objection. 
~ .. I don't know of any others~ 
Q14. The A. C. Ferguson property was also sold into lots 
a considerable time back, wasn't it,: and that is right in town! 
By Mr. Bird: Same objection~ 
A. Well, the A. C. Ferguson property never was divided 
up. Right west of him they sold some lots-I don't know who 
owns those lots. . 
QlQ-. That was sold out by one o-f these auction companies 
to different people? 
A. Yes, I think it was. 
Q16 . .And the only building that has ever been built on any 
of those lots is Grady Jessee's honse, which is being built 
up there this springY 
By Mr. Bird: Objected to as irrelevant and immateriaL 
A. Yes. 
Ql7. He has moved in there. He is the deputy cle-rkY 
A. Yes. · 
page 103 ~ Q18. On the east side of. town and right baclt 
. of the Court House here the·re is plenty of fin~ 
land available for building lots; if it were opened up, isn't 
theret 
By Mr. Bird: Same objection. 
4. t don't know how :fine it is. It ain't out on the west 
eiid 9~ Lebanon. . 
Q19. What do yon meari Y . 
A. I mean these lots here are not ont there. 
Q20. But this land here is closer to the center of towri 
and closer to the business section of town f 
A. Yes, it is closer to Lebanon. 
Q21. There is plenty of land all around Lebarion, isn 1t 
thereT 
By Mr. Bird: Same objection. 
A. I don't know how much. 
Q23. You know there is a good deal, don't you t 
II 
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A. I don't know of any out that way. 
Q24. I will get out that way in a little while. You know 
there is plenty around the Oourt IIouse and the business and 
residential section on each end, don't you? 
By Mr. Bird: That is irrelevant and .immaterial. 
A. I don't know. This land to the north here is steep and 
rough, and having the jail back here it is not very desirable 
property-! kno'v that. 
Q25. You woulqn 't consider this land of the Hendricks and 
Giles Dickenson desirable bUilding property? 
page 104 ~ A. I would ~Ir. Dickenson's. 
Q26. That is closer to the Court House than 
yours is? 
By Mr. Bird: Same objection. 
A. About the same. 
Q27. Isn't it a good deal close1·? 
A. That over there on the back alley may be. 
Q28. There isn't any alley at all through yours, is there, 
a back or front alley? 
A. I kno,v, but I have a road out there, the highway. 
Q29. That runs along the upper side only? 
A. 1Ces, sir, certainly. 
Q30. Lebanon is a little town of ho'v many people? 
A. Oh, I don't know-some seven or eight hundred, I 
reckon. 
Q31. How long has it had about that many people? 
A. I can remember back when it didn't have but about 250. 
Q32. Ho,v long ago is that? I 
A. A long time ago. 1
1 Q33. It has had seven or eight hundred people for the last 
twenty years, hasn't it 1 
A. I don't know that either. I haven't ,got the statistics on 
that. 
Q34. You are a man who has lived h re during all these 
years. 
A. It's been increasing gradually, and ore in the last two 
or three years than it ever has. 
Q35. Couldn't one safely say that the Pq_Pulation of Lebanon 
hasn't increased as much as one hundrefl in the last twenty 
years? 
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By Mr. Bird: Objected to as irrelevant and immaterial. 
page 105 ~ A. No, I couldn't. 
Q36. You won't say it has increased more than 
that? 
A. I can. 
Q37. How much? 
A. I don't know how much but I can say it has increased 
more than that. 
Q38. How can yon say that Y 
A. ~fy memory teaches me that. 
Q39. What families or parties that you know of have moved 
here and caused that increase in the population Y 
A. I couldn't sit down here and enumerate all these fami-
lies. I know and I think I can prove by witnesses there have 
been a great many more than that. 
Q40. You think there has been an increase of more than a 
hund1·ed in the last twenty years Y 
A. I do. 
Q41. Isn't it a fact about one or two or three residences· a 
year is about the growth of Lebanon? 
A. Well, I don't kno,v. I believe there have been a dozen 
or more in the last twelve months. 
Q42. What were they? Let's hear you name a dozen Y 
A. There is three right out there across the street from 
me, and two or three up in the Banner Addition, and two or 
three more in the Burns Addition. 
Q43. What are the two or three in the Burns Addition Y 
A. I don't remember. I hear of them being built. 1\{r. Mun-
sey lives out there. 
page 106 ~ Q44. That house has been built a good deal more 
than a year, hasn't itT 
A. I think there are some on the State Highway-Mr. Har-
gis built one. 
Q45. That is one instead of some, isn't itT 
A. I know of one out there. 
Q46. The Munsey property has been built a good deal longer 
than a year, hasn't it? 
A. One or two years, something like that. 
Q47. You l1ave named three houses that have been built on 
Main Street and two houses in the Banner Addition. 
A. I think you can count them ·better than I can. I don't 
remember just ho'v many' there was. 
Q48. That is an unusual building spree for that many houses 
_to be built in Lebanon in a year, isn't it? 
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By Mr. Bird: Objected to as irrelevant and immaterial. 
A. I don't lmow about that. 
Q49. Six houses in the run of a year. is an unusual num-
ber, isn't it? 
A. In twenty years that would be 120 hou·ses .. 
Q50. That is an unusual situation, isn't itY 
A. I don't lmow about that. 
Q51. You, I believe, testified your property was given in 
for taxation as about $30.00 an acre Y 
A. I remember you went over that. 
Q52. Isn't it a fact it is just $22.00 an1 acre? 
By Mr. Bird: Objected to as irrelevan~ and immaterial. 
page 107} A. I don't remember about that. I didn't look 
at it. . · 
Q53. Will you look it up Y 
By Mr. Bird: That is objected to. It is all in the record. 
That was all gone over before the Comrissione·rs. 
By the Court: What are you trying to get at? There is 
no exception here that Mr. Pruner has been allowed too much. 
On the question of whether or not the property should have 
been treated as town property or farming property, the Court 
is of the opinion, as heretofore announced, that that was a 
question that was open to be considered by the Commissioners. 
They could treat it either way, and however they elected to 
treat it this Court would be bound unless there was some-
thing to show that they acted improperly, or were unduly 
influenced, or that it was such a gross· abuse of their dis-
cretion as to shock the conscience of the Court. Now i:f the 
Court should conclude that the Court is wrong on that-! 
have announced I would give you an dpportunity to bring 
in all the people you wanted to at his h~aring, but I can see 
that some 'vill testify one way and som~ the other way, and 
we would be here a long tin1e, but I don'~ believe now that it 
will be necessary to do that. I,. . 
By Judge Lively: The idea I had was 1:the way Mr. Prun~r 
had given his property in for taxation woi:Uld indicate the kind 
of proper~y he considered it was. . 
By the Court: Of course they treated it as a 
page 108 } farm on the books up to this time, and the Com-
missioners have treated it a~ such. 
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Q54. Will yon look at the Commissioner"s book and deter-
mine the rate at which you gave your property in for tax-
ationf · 
A. You want to know that T 
Q55. Yes. 
A. Go upstairs, George, and ~ee. I don't know. 
By the Court: ~ust state about what it is. 
A. I think about $25.00 or $30.00. 
By Judge Lively~ We will want the Commissionerrs. book. 
Our recollecti'on is $22.00. We won't take the time now, but 
will get it later. 
Q56. There are no streets or alleys laid off th~ugh this 
property at all, are there, Mr. Pruner? 
By Mr. Bird: Objected to as irrelevant and immaterial. 
A. No, sir. 
Q57. There are no sidewalks through it! 
By Mr. Bird: Same objection .. 
A. No, sir. 
Q58. And no sewer line f 
By Mr. Bird: Same objection .. 
A. There is a sewer line. 
Q59. Where is tile sewer line f 
page 109 r A. It is connected with that same boundarv 
down below the gate there-just a little piece 
below that gate there. 
Q60. What gatef 
A. There is a gate there-I have a fence-maybe you never 
noticed about it-it is about 100 feet or h\ro below where the 
high,vay rm1s through there and cuts off this lot this side of 
the branch. 
Q61. "Where does the sewer line run from f 
A. It runs from my house and Mr. Jessee "s hvo houses and 
another house there. 
Q62. Yon mean that just runs over to the first branch Y 
A. Oh, certainly. That is alL 
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.Q63. That runs through a very small portion of this prop-
erty? 
A. What is in the corporation is all. . 
Q64. Over to the branch 1 
A. Over to the branch 1 
Q65. That is a very small portion of this property? 
A. Certainly. 
Q66. That wouldn't be available to more than one or two 
houses..:......it wouldn't be available to any house that could be 
erected there now? 1 
A. It would be available on the. far side of the branch and 
this side of the branch to a certain extent-it slopes into it. 
Q67. On the far side of the branch? 
A. Certainly. It slopes this way into the creek. 
Q68. What do you mean by the far side? 
A. The west side of the branch from here. 
Q69. That just runs to the branch? 
A. Certainly, but one could be put over there and brought 
back to the branch and go down it. 
page 110 r Q70. You couldn't connect: that sewer line with 
this sewer line. You could bring this other to the 
branch where this goes to? 
A. Certainly. 
Q71. That wouldn't connect with this at all? 
A. No. . 
Q72. This sewer line that is in there wouldn't be available 
at all, or wouldn't be necessary for any of that property? 
A. No, sir. That is right. I 
Q73. For any building that could be' located out there a 
sewer line would have to be built to this branch? 
A. Certainly. 
1 Q7 4. There is. no sewer line through ;:ny of this property? 
By Mr. Bird: All this examination, is \objected to as irrele-
vant and immaterial. ; 
A. No. I · 
Q75. There is no preparation at all ma.de to use this as 
building lots, and hasn't been? I 
By Mr. Bird: We object- to all that. i 
A. It has been talked about-I know jthat. 
Q76. I am talking about preparation--there hasn't been · 
anything done about it? 
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A. No. 
Q77. You know before you can have this property sub-
divided into a subdivision and sell it to people for lots that 
you will have to lay off streets, and have sidewalks and roads 
and sewer lines and things like that, don't you? 
page 111 ~ By Mr. Bird: Objected to as irrelevant and im-
material. 
A. Don't they do that-build sidewalks and all after they 
get a lot and build a house. This division I get out there by 
the State Highway kills my subdivision to a certain extent-
I've got none now and won't have any. 
Q78. Don't you think the highway helps your land Y 
A. No indeed. 
Q79. Isn't it a fact the way it runs through your land there 
it will permit you to sell lots on both sides of it? 
A. Yes, but what shape will they be in when they get out 
theret That piece is absolutely destroyed when you get out 
there. It runs in a diagonal shape-it is not in line with 
the street but cuts through there to the southwest. 
Q80. There is still plenty of your property on both sides 
for lots, isn't there 1 
By Mr. Bird: Objection is made to that. 
A. After you get past this place that is destroyed, beyond 
that cut-there is small strip in there, right smart strip, 
several hundred feet long. 
Q81. What do you mean by several hundred feet long that 
is destroyed? 
A. From the tin1e this fill starts in over to the cut and 
from the cut on out in the meadow I guess five or six or seven 
hundred feet-I don't know. 
Q82. How wide is your land above the road there 1 
A. What road? 
Q83. The new road? 
page 112 ~ A. One strip there is just twenty-six feet wide. 
Q84. How long is that twenty-six feet wide 
stripY 
A. 270 feet. 
Q85. What is the depth of it after thatY 
A. It begins to run out in a smoothing-iron shape. It widens 
out. 
Q86. Beyond that point you have room for lots Y 
I 
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A. Yes, in an ill shape. 
Q87. It faces the highwayT 
A. No, it don't. 
Q88. I mean this land you say is cut off in an ill shape faces 
the highway, doesn't it, on one side and' the old highway on 
the other? 
A. Yes, it faced it good on both sides. 
Q89. It don't take you very long to get out to where the 
lots are long enough to be available on both sides of the 
highway, and on both highways? 
A. Well, if you wanted to get down to the new highway you 
would have to have a Jacob's Ladder or a stairway or some-
thing to get down to it is all I have got to say about it. You 
have got to go about sixteen feet to get down to the ditch line. 
Q90. Where is that? 
A. On that hill. You were out there-this side of that gate. 
Q91. You mean where the cut is? 
A. Yes. Mr. McSpadden can tell you how far the cut runs-
I don't remember-three or four hundred feet. 
Q92. You know it doesn't extend very. far out there Y 
A. I do. It is 'vay out in that meadow. 
Q93. This narrow strip you are talking about doesn't ex-
tend very far¥ 
page 113 } A. No, that don't run far~ 
Q94. Beyond that you have got your lots not 
only facing the new highway but facing the old highway, 
and the new highway that is being built :through there-that 
merely opens up these lots 1 
A. It opens it up, but I don't know what sort of shape 
they will be in. · 
Q95. They are facing that new high'ray, aren't they? 
A. Yes. 1 
Q96. And on the other end your property faces the old 
highway? 1 
A. Yes. 
Q97. The new highway makes the otheJi, side available clear 
along through it the whole length of it, doesn't it' 
A. The old highway? I 
Q98. No. I am talking about the new h~hway, to the south, 
on the south there? ! 
A. In a diagonal shape it does. I 
Q99. You are talking about in a diago~al shape. You are 
basing that on the shape of your field, aren't you? 
A. No, I am not. That field is in a 1. esirable shape the 
way it is. 
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QlOO. I understand the field is in a desirable shape, but 
you are talking about this being in a diagonal shape. That 
is based on your :field, the present shape· of your field Y 
A. Why certainly. 
QlOl. Yon have the land on beyond that field, don Tt yon t 
A. Yon mean south! 
Q102. Yes. 
A. Yes, south I do .. 
Q1(}3. liow much have you down there f 
A. I don "t know how much-it is right smart .. 
page 114 r Q104. If ow much is in tl1at boundary~ 
A. Well, I guess twenty-five acres-more than 
that, twenty-seven or eight in that boundary. 
Q105. And on beyond that it just keeps on being your 
land clear back to the top of these hills over here' 
A. The creek cuts it off, then I go back into that cleared 
land there. 
Q106. When you talk about the road running diagonally 
you are talking about the 'vay your fences are located? 
A. My fences are located with the old road-east and 
west .. 
Q107. This new highway there doesn't run parallel with the 
old roadY' 
A. No, southwest. 
Q108. But except for a little strip on this end wl1ere the 
depth isn't sufficient, the new highway bas the effect of mak-
ing you two situations there where you could sell lots, if 
you wanted to sell it in lots, lots off of the old road-I mean 
with lots facing on the old road and also lots facing on the 
new road after yon get beyond that strip? 
A. Yes, but I have to go a right smart piece before I get 
the depth of a lot. 
Q109. As soon as you get out there sufficiently far to have 
the depth of one lot, that lot would face on both roads! 
A. Yes. 
QllO. And as soon as you get far enough on to· have the 
depth of two lots, you would still have two roads f 
A. Certainly. 
Qlll. So yon would have two lots available by reason of 
the construction or the new road as you have this road 
on the north side of your propertyf 
A. Certainly, if you don't care how yon make 
page. 115 } them. 
Q112. On the soutl1 side of that road you have 
the lots facing that new road all the way across~ .don ''t you t 
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A. Certainly, until you get out so far, and then there is a 
slight cut and you would have to go up a bank to get to them 
lots. 
Q113. There is not much bank on that side f 
A. Yes, before you get to the line there is a rig·ht smart 
cut, four or five or six feet-Mr. McSpadden can tell you 
how much there would be on one side there. I don't remem-
ber about .that. 
Q114. In any event no streets have been opened up out 
there, or marked off, or surveyed, and nothing has been done 
in the way of improvements or towards the lot situation Y 
A. Not a thing. 
Q115. It is simply a corn and wheat field and nothing else 1 
By Mr. Bird: That is objected to as irrelevant, immate-
rial, and inadmissible. 
A. It has been up to this time. 
Q116. The land which this highway takes of yours inside 
the corporation limit is .354 acres, isn't it-? 
A. You mean what it takes in the corporation Y I guess 
that is right. I don't know. 
Q117. That land they take inside the corporation is land 
that is rocky and rough-the rocks extend to the top of the 
ground along· there f 
A. Just for a little piece up on the upper side, next to Mr. 
Jessee's lot. 
page 116 ~ Ql18. There isn't much land down to the branch 
there? 
A. It's not far down there. They do cut off an angle of 
mine at the street that I could get $50.00 for now for a twelve 
or fourteen foot garage. ' 
Qll9. And when the new higlnvay coTites in there you can 
get twice that for it, can't you? . _I 
A. No, on the old road I could g·et thlt today if I wanted 
it. They cut that out. , 
CROSS EXAMINATI9N. 
By Mr. Bird: , 
Xl. Mr. Pruner, you have been asked jP- great many ques-
tions a bout lots back of the jail and off the' road and all around 
through Lebanon. Let me ask you about i some lots that were 
sold out there just across the road from you-
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X2. The road begins where that piece of gro~nd ends? 
By Judge Lively: This is objected to because leading. 
A. Just a few feet from it-I would say fifty or seventy-
five· feet. 
X3. What have some lots sold for out there? 
By Judge Lively: That is objected to as immaterial. 
A. If I am allowed to tell it, if my memory runs right 
Mr. Powers will tell you he paid $1,640.00 for 100 feet fac-
ing the street there. and Dr. Kirby paid $800.00 for 50 feet; 
Mr. J\.Ionk b11ilt a little brick house across the street there 
and paid $800.00 for 50 feet. There are one or two across 
the sink hole and I think Mrs. Wilson gave $800.00 for that 
across that sink hole. 
page 117 ~ X4. How much land was in the tract that was 
subdivided T 
A. I wouldn't say exactly, but one .and three-fourths of an 
acre, I think. 
X5. What did it bring? 
A. $5,220.00. 
X6. How far is that.from your land? 
By Judge Lively: Same objection .. 
A. Just a short distance. I never measured it or never 
ste·pped if off or anything. 
X7. It is approximately how farT 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. 
A. I would say fifty or seventy-five feet. 
X8. I believe you said that acre and a fraction brought 
how muchY 
By Judge Lively: Same objection .. 
A. $5,220.00. 
X9. Is there any more land available 7 Has the town built 
up to your land now T 
By J ~dge Lively: Same objection. 
I 
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A .. Yes. 
X10. Is there any more land available for lots beyond, any-
where this side of your land' 
By Judge Lively: That is objected to because it asks-for 
a conclusion of the witness. 
A. No lots out there except the fair grounds. 
page 118 } There is a lot there beyond my house and no more 
until you get to .Mr ......... out there. 
X11. You were asked about the old road. Isn't the new 
road supposed to take the place of the old road' 
By Judge Lively: That is objected to. 
A. I don't know. 
X12. If a nP.W road is established, state whether-
A. I know one thing. I tried to get them to make it straight 
and take it all on the front, on the north side of my property, 
and I would have given the State Highwtty $300.00 in money 
to keep out of there. 
X13. You were askP.d about the shape, this road runs 
through your land diagonally-
By .Tndge Lively: We object to the question. It ~mounts 
to testimony by Counsel and does not seek to elicit any facts 
from the witness .. 
A. It was in a bad shape I know that. 
X14. In what shape does your land lie-a triangle, rectangle 
or what? 
A. J\IIore of a rectangle. 
Xl5. vVhat is the most desirable shape in which to have . 
land, a triangle or rectangle, for any purpose Y 
. I 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. i 
A. I don't know. I am not acquainted enough with di-
viding it up for lots. 1 
X16. For any purpose is it desirable i to have a lot as a 
square, rectangle or triangl~? · 
page 119 } A. Either one-a rectangle or a square-
either one is all right for fa$ing purposes. 
X17. What about trian~les and acute ~nglesY 
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A. They are pretty undesirable, and we will have some of 
them down on the end. 
XlS. Isn't that a bad shape in which to have landt 
By Judge Lively: Same objection .. 
A. Yes. 
X19. That is the worst shape you can get it in1 is it notf 
By Judge Lively: Same objection . 
.A. I think so. 
X20. If yon were to sell lots running through there, the lots 
would have to fit in that way on account of that diagonal, 
wouldn't they~ {Illustrating.) 
By Judge Lively: If the Court please, I desire to object 
to Mr. Bird's testimony, including the demonstration. 
By the Court: We are a long way from law. 
X21. The way the situation is there now you could sen lots 
on the old road with an alley behind them, and then you could 
run another street through there parallel with the old road 
and sell off lots on that, couldn't you f Isn't that correct t 
By Judge Lively: We object to that-
A. ·Yes. 
page 120 ~ X22 . .A.nd you could repeat that on backf 
By .Judge Lively: This amounts to counsel testifying. 
A. I have got some now that want to take the field at $500.00 
and cut it up into lots running with the old road. 
By .Tn.dge Lively: We object to that as not responsive. 
X23. Yon could lay off streets parallel with the present 
road r.Iear hacir to that back part of your lot 1 
A. Back as far aR thP. clover meadow goes. 
X24. But you can't do that the shape thP. new road is in T 
By .Tudge Lively: We object to that as leading and imma-
terial. 
I 
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A. No, sir. . 
X25. You would have angles and triangles all through the 
field? 
A. Yes, sir, and rectangles too. 
By Judge Lively: We object to the foregoing question and 
answer. 
X26. Isn't the most desirable shape to have land in for. 
subdivision a rectangle or square where you could lay off 
the lots and streets parallel t 
By ~Tn.dge Lively: We object to the question as leading, 
suggestive and immaterial. 
A. That is correct. 
X27. If you undertake to lay off streets parallel with this 
road running diagonally through there, ; what sort of shape 
would it be in? I 
page 121 } By Judge Lively: We object to the leading. 
X28. Would there be other diagonals on each side with 
acute angles? 
By .T udge LivP.ly: We object. The question is leading 
and suggestive and assumes a.s facts that which has not been 
shown in this case, and amounts to counsel testifying. It 
doesn't ask the witness anything but to confirm what counsel 
says. 
X29. Laying it off in such shape as th~d, you would have a 
:fine kettle of fish, is that correct? I 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. 
A. Well. I don't know how it would look. You would have 
all kind of different lots. i 
X30. Mr. Pruner, do you know how far it is from where 
the cut ~:ives out beginning where the new road leaves the 
Main Street of town out th~re. to beyo!nd the fill to where 
the cut gives out-how far it is from the corner here at town' 
A. You mP.an to go thP. full length of the fill and the full 
length of the cut, botl1 combined? 
X31. Yes. 
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.A. No . 
.A. I don't know. You will have to get that blueprint. I 
don't know-several hundred feet, I know that. 
X32. W ou.ld it be as much as 875 feet Y 
By ,Judge Lively: That is objected to since the 'vitness 
has shown he doesn't know. 
page 122 ~ A. It wouldn't be that much. I would say be-
tween six and SP.VP.n hundred feet. 
XB3. I-Iow far is the old road from the new road from that 
point where the cut gives out, and from there into Lebanon 
to where the new road starts, what 'vould be the distance be-
tween the old road and the new road Y 
A .. It varies. 
X34. What would you say would be the greatest distance 7 
A. Well. it would be down here opposite that storehouse 
maybe 100 feet. 115 or 120, something like that. 
X35. At the lower part of it where the cut gives out 'vould 
it he 175 feet? 
A. No. it wouldn't be that much out there. 
X36. Where the cut .aives out? 
A. No. I don't think it would. I don't think it would be 
that far out there. · 
X37. I say the distance bP.tween thP. old and the new roads T 
A. That is what I mean. 
X38. It would be 175 feet? 
A. I don't believe it would. 
X39. And as yon come this way that would narrow Y 
A. Yes, until it gets up to twenty-six feet. 
X40. Down to twenty-six feet at the lowest pointY 
A. I think I am right in that now. 
By ,Judge Lively: That testimony is all objected to be-
cause the 'vitness undertakes to give his guess when it is a 
matter for exact determination. 
pag·e 123 ~ By the Court: The ·Court has held that is all 
absolutely immaterial, the whole thing. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By .T udgP. Lively: 
Ql. These lots you were talking about having been sold 
out here. they were on Main Street. weren't they? 
A. Yes, sir, certainly. 
Q2. You know that the location on the Main Street in a 
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town like Lebanon is the main thing that governs the price 
of lots f 
A." I think it doP.s .. 
Q3. They were on an improved street with sidewalks and 
sewers? 
A. No sidewalk there. 
Q4. The sidewalk extends right up to them t 
A. On one side-sidewalk on the opposite side .. 
Q5. It is right opposite your resid.eiice out there f 
A. The brick house is nearly opposite, not quite. 
Q6. You know it is true the value of a lot situate on Main 
StreP.t here is not a very good criterion of what one is worth 
even 100 yards off of it, don't you Y 
A. Of course it depends on the location altogether .. 
By 1\tir. Bird: Your land now binds on the same Main 
Street extended f 
A. Exactly, plumb through. 
By .Judge Lively: That is objected to. 
Q7. Is therP. any main street into your property? · 
A. They don't call it a street, call it a road. It is the same 
thinp; as a street though. 
page 124 ~ Q8. You mean that depends on how far out you 
get1 
A. It is all a road out there, about as good as a street. 
By ~Ir. Bird: With houses built on the upper sideY 
A. Yes. 
Q9. There is no sidewalk on out there' 
A. I didn't mean to say my lots woul~ bring as much as 
thosP. ; I didn't mean to say that, but thejy have got as much 
value accordin~ to the location. i 
QlO. That gives a good deal of room for differen~e, doesn't 
it? i 
By the Court: You are in the fteld of ispeculation now. 
I 
I 
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RE-CROSS EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Bird: 
Xl. .Are there any buildings under construction in Lebanon 
at the present timet 
A. I don't know. 
X2. Is the theater in process of construction T 
A. I don't know. 
X3. Down the street heref· 
A .. No answer. 
X4. Is there an apartment hoti.se nnder construction here t 
A. They have been talking al?out one and they are build-
ing up a movie house· or theater or something down here. 
X5. Isn't there an apartment house going np down he-ret 
A. I just heard it talked. 
X6. ·Can't you see it from hereY· 
A. I gtiess yon could. 
page 125 } X7. And other buildings: are going up and have 
l>een going upY . 
By .Tudge· Lively: We make the same objeclion. That is 
more testimony by counseL 
.A.. I've heard ten of it. 
XB". And property in :Lebanon is inc·reasing in value f 
By Judge Lively: That is leading and suggestive. 
A. Yes. 
Witness. stood aside. 
H. 0. PRATT. 
a witness called by and on behalf of the 8tate Highway Gom-
missione:r, being first duly sworn, testified as follows :. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Lively~ 
QI .. 1\lr~ Pratt. 1ve:re yoJI one of the Commissioners who 
signed this report on the Pruner land f 
A. Yes,. sir. 
Q2. Did you go over the land along with the othe-r Com-
missioners f 
A... Yes,. sir-. 
I 
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Q3. Was the land and the surroundi;ng land closely ex-
amined by you allY 1 
A. It was, yes, sir. . 
Q4. Were the points of value and inter~st to the land owner 
well 'J?Ointed out to you by Mr. Pruner, his sons and Mr. 
Bird7 
A. Yes, sir. They did a good deal of ,talking. 
Q5. Did they also introduce evidence as to the availability 
of this property for a lot proposition before you Y 
page 126 } A. Yes, sir. 
Q6. In the argument of this case by counsel 
for the Highway Commissioner, was it stated to the Commis-
sion that they had no objection to you considering it either 
as a lot proposition or as a farm proposition, to use your own 
judgment? 
A. I just don't recall that. 
·By Mr. Bird : I don't think anything like that was said. 
By Judge Lively: I know there was. 
By Mr. Bird: All right. 
By the Court: Were both contentions put before you, that 
it might be treated as a farm ·or lot propqsition Y 
A. Yes, sir, we had all that before us. 
By the· Court: You had it all before you Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q7. In your deliberation and consideration of this matter 
did you discuss and consider it both from the standpoint of 
a lot proposition and from the standpoint of a farm proposi-
tion? 
A. We had both sides of the propositi9n up. 
QB. ·You mean the Commissioners did·Y 
A. Y P.S, sir, it was talked. and it was ~a little confused in 
my mind as to which to do. They were ~peaking of lots and 
then speaking of the entrance to the upp¢r side with wagons 
and so forth, and it "ras a question in my rtlind which it was to 
be used for, and I didn't decide on either ohe. Its general loca-
tion was one thing we consid~red. 
page 127 } Q9. The location of the p~operty was consid-
~redY . 
A. Yes. I think 1\tir. Viers made mention in the opening 
'\ 
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that we ought to consider the damage what it did to the other 
lands. 
QlO. Its p1~oximity to the town of Lebanon and to the built-
up portion .of the town, and the location of it with reference 
to that was considered1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Qll. And talked by the Comnrissioners 1 
A. Yes, sir, it was. 
Q12. I:n making your award what did you do or try to do· 
in fixing the value of it? 
A. Well, there was some discussion of what it would bring, 
and we tried to fix the price up-I understood he had some 
offers for it, and lVIr. Viers made mention of what he could 
get for the land. 
Q13. What did lVIr. Viers say he thoug·ht he could get for 
itt 
A. $500.00 an acre. 
Q14 . .A.nd that was what you considered? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Ql5. Did you consider that it was worth that or did you 
ever hear he had been offered $500.00 an acre for it as farm-
ing property T 
A. I wouldn't know what the use was. 
Q16. But you would know from your general knowledge 
that there wasn't anybody offering him $500.00 an acre for 
that as farming property, wouldn't you? 
A. Well, sir, there are all classes of people, and I don't 
know whether anybody would offer that or not. 
Q17. Did you ever hear of anybody giving $500.00 an acre 
for farm land in this country? · 
page 128 ~ By :Mr. Bird: That is objected to as irrelevant 
and immaterial. 
.A. No, sir. 
Q18. What you undertook to do was to consider the loca-
tion of this land and its present value on account of its loca-
tion and the lay of the land, and the situation there and every-
thing around it Y 
A. That is my understanding. 
Ql9. That is your understanding of what the 'Commission 
did? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
I 
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CROSS EXA~fiNATION. 
By Mr. Bird: 
Xl. 1\fr .. Pratt, I believe here on Page 11 of the record as 
taken down, the following appears: ''By Commissioner 
Pratt: I thoug·ht it was ruining those fellows up through our 
country, but I believe it helped them all. Take the Stuarts 
and Suodgrass-it looked like it was ruining_ them, but it 
didn't.'' 
A.. I made a statement of that kind. 
X2. How far is that land from Lebanon Y 
A. It is I gt.IP.ss ten miles. 
X3. Ten or fifteen miles. It is not near any town t 
A. No, not near a town. 
X4. That is out in the open country? 
A. Yes. 
X5. ~[r. Pratt, I believe the damage that you allowed Mr. 
Pruner ·was $2,250.00 all told? 
.A. $750.00 damage and $1,500.00 for the land. 
Q6. Totalling $2,250.00 Y · 
page 129 } A. Correet. 
X7. Do you remember it was stated to the 
Commissioners while they 'vere considering that proposition, 
that a friend of Mr. Pruners had stated to you that he thought 
J\tir. PrunP.r would take $2,250.00 and be satisfied? 
By .Judge Lively: Objected to unless he stated it to the 
Con1missioners. 
X8. Was there a statement of that sort made? 
By Judge Lively: We object to the question if he made 
any statement of that sort. If Mr. ~Bird knows the Commis ... 
sioner let him state who the Commissioner was. 
By the Court: Let him state all he kno}vs about it. 
A. If you want to know all the conv~rsation, Mr. Viers 
raised that argun1ent and said that a man in the bank said 
1\Ir. Pruner wouldn't be satisfied unless h~ got $2,500.00. 
X9. He said a man in the bank said i that Mr. Pruner 
wouldn't be satisfied unless he got $2,500.00? 
A. Mr. Viers made that statement, and I followed that 
· statement and said I knew a pretty closJ friend of his and 
thought hP. would be satisfied with $2,250l00. 
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By the Court: · If there was an exception that there was 
too much damage awarded the Court would .be glad to hear 
that., but it has got no bearing here. There is. no evidence 
of undue in:fluP.nce here. That wouldn't impeach the report. 
You are taking the position he did not profit by that 'I 
· · · By lVIr. ·Bird: No., sh·. It was prejudicial to 
page 130:} him, and highly so. 
By the tCourt : There is no charge in here of 
undue influence on the Commission. 
By Mr. Bird: I want to show he didn't make any state-
ment of that sort. 
By the Court: There is no charge of undue influence. 
By Mr. Bird: Any talk that Mr. Pruner would be satisfied 
with that amount of damages would be prejudicial to him. 
By J udg·e Lively: If it is wrong for the witness to make 
that statement it was wrong for Mr. Viers to make the state-
ment that the man in the bank of which Mr. Prlliler is presi-
dent made to him, that he would be satisfied with $2,500.00. 
By Mr. Bird: I don't care who said it, any talk of that 
kind is prejudicial. I • 
By thP. Court: That is not in the exceptions.. The excep-
tions don't charge anything that would justify this Icind of 
proof. ' 
By Judge Lively: If he wants to go into it I will go all the 
way into it. 
page 131 ~ ·By the Court: The court will adjourn this 
hearing until some time when the Court takes a 
notion to hear it. 
This cause came on again to be heard on this the 28th day 
of .September, 1938, before his Honor, A. A. Skeen, Judg·e of 
the Circuit Court of Russell County, on the exceptions filed 
by the defendant Pruner as to the report of the Commis-
sioners. 
(Same appearances.) 
Whereupon, the following proceedings were. had, to-wit: 
By Judge Lively: We desire to offer at this time the tran-
script of the proceedings before the Commissioners had at 
the time this land 'vas viewed .. 
By Mr. Bird: All right. 
i 
1 
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called as a witness by and on behalf of: the State Highway 
~Commissioner, was examined and testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXA!:IINATION. 
By Judge Lively: 
Ql. ·Your name is T. B. Ferguson' 
A. ~es, sir. 
Q2. Where do you live, Mr. Ferguson¥ 
A. I live about eight miles east of here. 
Q3. Is Lebanon your nearest town? 
A. Yes, sir. 
pag·e 132 ~ Q4. Ho'v long have you· been acquainted with 
Lebanon and been frequenting the town of Leba-
non? 
A. All of my life. 
Q5. Yon acquainted ·with the conditions around the town 
of Lebanon, and land values in a general way? 
A. Well, I hear a good deal of it. 
Q6. How often are yon in the to'vn of Lebanon? 
A. Pretty often. I don't know exactly~ 
Q7. About how many times a week would you average? 
A. Oh, I guess a couple of times a week any·way. 
Q8. You were on this Commission that reviewed and re-
ported compensation for Mr. J. A. Pruner, were you notY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q9. Did you vie'v the land, Mr. Ferguson? 
A. Yes, sir. ' 
Q10. Did you know the land before you viewed it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q11. Did the Commissioners hear the attorneys for the 
land owner and the land owner's statement of his views as 
to what should be considered, etc., durin~ the time you were 
going over !he land? · -
1 
A. Yes, srr. · ~ 
. Q12. Did Y?U have a bP.ar.in~: here ~n hich the land owner 
Introduced witnesses after von had VIew :d the land? 
A. Yes, sir. ~ I 
Q13. Did you then hear argument of cdunsel on both sides f 
A. Yes, sir. ! 
Q14. After that you reached a conclusion and sig·ned a re-
port, which is now under exception here, did you? 
page 133 } A. Yes, sir. 
Q15. Was your action in ~uit respect in good 
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faith and the result of your carefully considered judgment T 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bird: 
Xl. I believe you live east of Lebanon? 
A.. Yes, sir. 
X2. How far did you say from the town T 
A. Eight miles. 
Witness stood aside. 
By Judge Lively: I think that is all we have at this time." 
And, thereupon, the defendant, to further maintain his 
said exceptions, on his part introduced the follo'Ying evi-
dence: 
''GEORGE A. PRUNER, 
the first witness, being duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bird: 
Ql. I believe yo'ur name is George A. Pruner Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
By 1\tlr. Bird : The land owner in question is ill and has 
1 been for some weeks. He is still confined to his house and 
unable to leave his house at this time, on account of weak-
ness resulting from severe recent illness. In that event, 
counsel for 1\fr. Pruner are introducing his son, 
page 134 } George A·. Pruner, who can answer substantially 
the questions which counsel for Mr. Pruner 
planned to have him ans,ver, and his son is introduced in 
lieu of him by permission of the Court, under the· peculiar 
circumstances existing. 
Q2. I believe you are a son of Mr. J. A. Pruner, the land 
owner whose land is being condemned in this proceeding? 
A. That is correct. 
Q3. What is the condition of your father at this time, is he 
in condition to appear here? 
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By Mr. Lively: ·You stated he -was ~ot, and we made no 
objection to it. 
1 
By Mr. Bird: I suppose there is no question about itt 
By Mr. Lively: None whatever. . 
Q4.. What business are you engaged in at this time f 
A. I am an attorney at law. 
Q'5. Pra~ticing attorney at this bar? 
A. 1res, sir. . 
Q6. How long have you been practi~ingt 
A. Four years. 
Q7. Do you make your home with your father, Mr. J. A. 
Pruner? 
A. 1r es, sir. 
QS. Are you still unmarried? 
A. 1r es, sir. 
page 135} Q9. Mr. Pruner, Mr. H. J. ~ate who testified in 
this case, and who was introduced as a witness 
by your father-first I will ask you to state, please, if you 
know-I don't believe these .questions were asked at the time, 
and for the purpose of getting it into the record, I will ask 
you what, if any, official positions Mr. Tate has held in this 
·County? 
By Judge Lively: That is objected to because it was shown 
in the record. and if it was not shown, it is not material. 
By the Court : Let him answer. 
By Judge Lively: Exception . 
.A. He \Vas Treasurer of Russell County for two terms. 
QlO. Has he held any other position in Russell Countyt 
A. He has represented this County in the State Legisla-
~m. I 
Qll. I believe he stated he had lived in Lebanon for quite 
some time? . j 
A. 1r es, su. 1 
Ql2. I will ask you to state please whether or not the land 
immediately across the road from yourf:father 's land, situ-
ated in the west end of Lebanon and a. jacent to the west 
end of Lebanon, all along the opposite si e of the road,. from 
the beginning of your father's tract of land in question, to 
the end of it, has been sold in lots and ;whether or not· the 
greater part of those lots have been buil~ upon Y 
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· By Judge Lively: Objected to because irrelevant and not 
proper rebuttal examination. 
page 136 ~ By the Court: Overruled. 
By J udg·e Lively: Exception • 
.A. ·Yes, siP; tl1at is true, beg·inning at the west corporate 
limits of Lebanon and extending out to the property that is 
being condemned, the length of the property that is being 
condemned, and on the north side of this property, there are 
several residences, and on the west side of the property that 
is being conden1ned is the residence of ].irs. T. L. Bundy. 
· Ql3. Has the town of Lebanon been built up out to the 
east end of this property, does this property begin at the 
east end of the built-up part of Lebanon, that is your father's 
property~ 
By Judge Lively: San1e obj,ection and exception. 
A. Yes, sir, the town is built out to this property, and along 
the north side of' it, and on the west side of it. 
Q'14. Has there been a residence built at the west end o.f 
this propertyt 
A. Yes, sir .. 
By Judge Lively: Same objection, and further, because 
repetition, the "ritness having stated ~Irs. T. L. Bundy has 
a residence at the west end of this property. 
:i ! Q15. Is tl1at the residence of Mrs. T. L. Bundy! 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. 
page 137 } Q16. I will ask you to state if all along tile road 
from this property has the land been divided up 
into lots and sold for that purpose f 
By Judge· Lively: This question is objected to because 
repetition, the witness has already fully answered, and also 
because leading and suggestive. 
A. Yes, sir, that property on the north side of the prop-
erty of J. A. Pruner has all been sold and houses, e'rected 
up on it, with the exception of one or two lots. 
i 
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Q17. Have the one or two lots you men~ioned been sold for 
that purpose? 1 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. 
A. I am not sure whether they have been sold or not. There 
is one lot which was formerly owned by E. M. Wolfe and 
which is now owned by J\tirs. George Wall{er. 
Q18. Did J\frs. Walker buy the lot from the original owner 
of the land or her husband did? 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. 
Q19. Will you enumerate all the residences built up on the 
north side of the road there, beginning at the east end and 
continuing out to the west end, along the road there, opposite 
your father's property? 
By Judge Lively: Same objection . 
.A. l\frs. Ollie Davis, l\{rs. Will Bausell Mr. 
page 138 ~ Harold Bausell, ~Ir. John Ketron, J\frs. Geo. Wal-
ker, Mrs. Lou Fuller, Mrs. ICate Williams, Mr. 
George Fogleman. · 
Q20. State whether or not these lots have been built upon, 
most of them, and the character of residences that have been 
built there? 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. 
A. All the houses that I have mentioned are-with the ex-
ception perhaps of one--fine residences. I 
I 
By Judge Lively: This answer is objected to and motion 
is made to strike it out, for the reasons !assigned in the ob-
jection, and further because it states a conclusion of the wit-
ness, is indefinite and uncertain. . I 
A. (Continuing)-Especially the prop~rty of J\frs. George 
Walker, which is considered as one of the most valuable prop-
erties in Lebanon. I 
By Judge Lively: Same objection and same motion with 
reference to the additional answer. 
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Q21. Has there been a filling station and mercantile estab-
lishment put on any of these lots; and, if so, mention any 
lot that may have a m-ercantile establishment, or a filling sta-
tion? 
A. There is a small lot owned by J. A. Pruner on the north 
side of the property being condemned, at the intersection 
of Virginia State Highway #19 and the road that leads from 
Lebanon to Cleveland. There has been erected on this lot a 
mercantile establishment and filling station. 
page 139 ~ Q22. Is the mercantile business and filling sta-
tion still carried on there by the merchant or 
proprietor? 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. 
Q'23. Do you remember what that lot sold for in r-ecent 
years? 
A. The lot was purchased several years ago by R. B. Mat-
thews from 1\{rs. Ella Bausell for a consideration of $1,300, 
without the building on it. 
Q2'3. What is the size of that lot? 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. 
A. It is a triangular shaped lot, 83x83x94 feet. 
Q24. l\{r. P·runer, there has been referred to in the evi-
dence, and I think stated here, a strip of land between the 
old road and the new projected road just between the cut 
which the n-ew road provides for, and the old road-I believe 
it has been stated here a distance of 270 fP.et, shown by the 
scale of th-e blueprint filed in the case, varying in width from 
fifty feet to twenty-six feet at the narrowest point. I will 
ask you to state please-Well, that would be substantially, 
by a very simple calculation a mean width of about forty-
two feet, and make in feet about practically a quarter of an 
acre-I will ask you to state whether or not across the road, 
on the opposite side of the road from this strip there has 
been a quarter of an acre lot sold within the last y-ear or two, 
if you know? 
.A. Yes, sir, I know there l1as been a lot sold there. 
Q25. Did you have any connection with that transaction 
as an attorney? 
A. I drafted the deed and closed the matter out between 
the vendor and vendee. 
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page 140} Q26. Was that a vacant lot! 
A. Yes, sir. ! 
Q27. What did it bring! 
By Judge Lively: Same objection. 
A. $410.00. 
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Q28. State 'vhether or not a lot on the opposite side from 
that of your father's land is less valuable or more valuable 
for building purposes than this lot, describe the two 7 
By Judge Lively: Same objection, a~d further objection 
is made because it calls for the opinion and conclusion of the 
witness and is immaterial. 
A. I prefer to give a description of the property rather 
than to pass an opinion on it. 
Q29. Give it in your own way. 
A. Well-( interrupted). 
By Judge Lively: This could not be considered rebuttal 
evidence under any pretense, and this hearing will drag on 
for a week at this rate. 
By the Court: It takes the same time ~o put it in the reg1l-
lar way, if the Court sustained the objection they would have 
a right to put it in another way to make up their record. That 
is not affecting this Court, unless some · fraud is shown on 
the part of the Commissioners. You are makin~ up a record 
for another Court and the Court has to let it 1n, but wants 
to make it as short as possible. , 
By Judge Lively: Will the. Court permit us to 
page 141 } make a general objection to :this testimony, be-
cause it is not proper rebuttal t 
By the Court: Yes, sir. I 
By 1\ir. Bird: It is proper evidence, w~ether it is rebuttal 
or not, but the Court adjourned rather !abruptly when the 
matter was under hearing before, and hese matters were 
omitted at that time, because we were in) a great hurry, but 
these questions 'vere to be asked 1\fr. Pr~ner when the mat- -
ter ·was then under investigation. We think the evidence is 
proper and should be put into the record. 
By the Court: It is not a question, so :far as the Court is 
concerned as to the manner it is put in-
1 
the Court admits 
the other hearing broke up rather abrupjly and . counsel for 
the land owner did not have opportunity, to put in his evi-
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dence in full and the case is now open for the purpose of com-
pleting the testimony. 
A. The lot about which you speak was sold by Mrs. Mae 
Cross to Kate Wallace. This lot is situated directly north 
of the property being condemned, and on the opposite side 
of the state highway. It contains one-fourth of an acre and 
has a frontage of sixty-six feet. It is situated on a high bank 
leading back from the state highway. 
Q30. Does that lot lie practically opposite to the 270 
feet'l 
page 142 } A. Yes, sir. 
Q31. The narrow strip of 270 feet I mentioned 
in the question and referred to in the evidence heretofore¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q32. Does that 270 feet border on the road, the present 
road, as it is now located¥ 
A. That is correct. 
Q33. Is it practically level with the present road as now 
located' 
A. The lot is situated about ten feet above the present 
highway and the lot slopes back from the highway and is not 
level. 
Q34. I am talking about on your father's side, between the 
270 feet .strip, the lay of the land there, is what I am asking 
about¥ · 
A. Part of the 270 feet is practically level with the high-
way, but some of it raises above the highway four or five 
feet. 
Q35. Will you speak as to the comparative value of the 
two lotsY 
A .. I think the land of J. A. Pruner is more suitable for 
building purposes than the other lot, and is more valuable. 
Q36. ·You were asked about the lots alo~g the highway 
opposite to your father'·S tract of land in question. I will 
ask you to state whether or not the town has extended its 
water ·mains out to those lots and all the way out to Mrs .. 
Bundy's lotf 
A. The town has extended its water mains out to the west 
corporate limits and beyond there, along the north side of 
the property being condemned, as far as the residence of 
Mrs. T. L. Bundy. The water mains run through the north-
west edge of the land being condemned a distance of about 
100' or 150'. · 
I 
I 
J. A. Pruner v. State Highway COifmissioner. 
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Q37. How doP.s your father's tract ofiland lie with refer-
. -ence to installing a sewerage: system Y 
page 143 } A. It is very adaptable land for that purpose. 
On the west end of the land there is a natural 
slope from this land toward the south, a distance of about 
1,000 feet to Little ·Cedar Creek, which. affords a very desir-
able se,verage disposal. On the east end of the land being 
condemned there is a branch which flows into Little Cedar 
Creek and along 'vhich said branch can be placed a sew-erage 
line. · -
Q38. Do you know a tract of land owned by ~Irs. B~ T. Wil-
son, a small tract of land out in the west end of the town of 
Lebanon, diagonally across the road from the beginning cor-
ner of your· father's land? 
A. I know a strip of land that was formerly owned by Mrs. 
Wilson. 
By .Judge Lively: Do you cont-end that is something Mr. 
Pruner omittP.d? 
By ::Mr. Bird: Yes, sir, that was something I had a memo-
randum to ask him about. 
By ,Judge Lively: I think the record will show it was not 
omitted. 
By Mr. Bird: I think I failed to ask him about that. 
By Judg·e Lively: Here it is in the record. 
By Mr. Bird: Does it state the distance? 
By Judge Lively : Yes, sir. 
page 144 } By J\!Ir. Bird: If I did ask, it I have forgotten. 
I don't want to repeat it if I did ask it. 
Q39. I 'vill ask you to state, please, how many residences 
have g·one up or how many buildings have: gone up in Lebanon 
during th-e past one or two years, if you ~now? Do you have 
any memorandum to which you can r~fer to and refresh 
your men1ory; if so, I will get you to refer to any memoran-
dum you have? j 
A. I have recently estimated the buil~ngs that have been 
-erected in Lebanon within the last two )fears, or perhaps in 
some cases three years, and have made1 a memorandum of 
that estimate this morning. i 
Q·4o. Will you refer to your memorandum and give the 
dates and about the approximate cost, or will you file that 
memorandum showing the buildings that have gone up in 
Lebanon in the last few years, showing the dates and the 
expenses incurred in the erection of the 'ijuildings? 
A. Yes, sir, I 'vill file this memorandufb.. 
I 
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By 1\{r. Bird: We offer that as George A.. Pruner Ex-
hibit No. 1. 
Note: Said paper was marked and filed as George A.. 
Pruner Exhibit No. 1, and is hereto attached, being in the 
following words and figures, to-wit: 
page 145 } 
1: Grady ,J ess.ce 
2. J. A.. Monk 
3. .T. A. 1\!fonk 
4. Charlie Powers 
Charlie Powers 
5. W. C. Elliott 
6. W. C. Elliott 
7. Jack Hargis 
8. Gordon 1\{unsey 
9. Marvin Hess 
10. Dr. G. B. Davison 
11. C. M. Puckett 
12. ~c. M. Puckett 
13. Jim 1\!fays 
14. Edd Mays 
15. Harold Bausell 
16. Mrs. Roy Finnev 
17. Gi"llenwa.ter 
RESIDENCES 
1937 
1936 
1938 
1937 
1937 
1937 
1937 
1937 
1936 
1935 
1938 
1935 
1938 
1937 
1937 
1938 
1938 
20. Mrs. R. !{ate Williams 
2i. Dr. W. 0. Elliott 1936 
22. Bill Dickenson 
$3,000 
3,500 
3,500 
2,700 
3,000 
3,200 
3,200 
4,000 
3,000 
4,200 
2,200 
2,000 
1,500 
3,000 
500 
3,000 
6,000 
4,000 
Q41. Do you have a memorandum showing the business 
buildings that have gone up, buildings in the town of Lebanon, 
within the last few years? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q42. I will ask you to file that, marked George A. Pruner 
Exhibit No. 2, showing the dates and amounts expended in 
thP erection of the buildings. 
page 146 } A. I will. 
Note: Said paper was marked and filed as George A. 
PrunPr Exhibit No. 2. and is hereto attached, being in the 
following words and figures, to-wit: 
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BUSINESS BUILDINGS 
First National Bank 
J enks-l{etron Bldg. 
Russell Theatre 
Filling Station and Store 
Frank ........... . 
·Lebanon Funeral Home 
~I. E. Church (South 
Baptist Church 
Russell Hardware Company 
Marvin Hess Apt. 
1938 
1936 
1938 
1937 
193'7 
1938 
1938 
Annex 1937 
1938 
Addition to Lebanon Tea Room 
$3,400-$33,()00 
2,500 16,000 
23,000 
5,000 
1,000 9,600 
6,000 
5,000 7,ooo 
2,500 
8,000 
Q43. I will ask you to state, please, whether or not a good 
deal of the population centering about the community in 
which the town of Lebanon is situated. if the center is rather 
densely populated, and whether or not a considerable por .. 
tion of the population of the community centering in Lebanon 
livP. outside of the corporate limits of the town in various di-
rections f 
A. Yes, sir, Lebanon is densely populated for a town of 
its size, and a good many of the residences which are com-
monly called part of Lebanon, lie without the corporate 
limits. 
Q44. State whethP.r or not there have been a number of 
residences built outside the corporate limits of the town of 
Lebanon near to the townY 
pag·e 147 } A. Yes. sir. 
Q45. I will ask you to state please whether or 
not Lebanon is the county seat of Russell County? · 
·A. It is. : 
Q46. Please state whether or not there are paved roads 
leading from the various sections of the ,~o. unty into the town 
of Lebanon? 
.l\.. There are hard surfaced roads lea~iing in from every 
direction and ~cction of the county. I; 
Q47. I will ask you to state please wpether or not there 
are any bus lines through the town of ~banon, and· if so, 
what~ i 
A. There are four Atlantic Greyhound buses operating 
through LP.banon each way daily, and pesides these buses 
there are two mail cars, one from Cleveland, Virginia, and 
one from Bristol, Virginia. Lebanon i,1,, situated on State 
Highway No. 19 which leads from Blue ~ld, West Virginiat 
I 
I 
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into Knoxville, Tennessee,. and the property being condemned 
in this proceeding lies on the south side and adjacent to State 
Highway No. 19. 
Q4R. What are the terminu,s of. the bus lines and also state 
whether or not it is the Greyhound Bus Line! 
A. I' believe I covered that in my last answer. The terminu.(): 
ar·e 'Bluefield, West Virginia, and l{noxville, Tennessee. 
Q'49. Is there a newspaper published in the town of 
Lebanon! 
A. There is a weekly publication in Lebanon .. 
Q50. What is the name of the. paper~ 
A. The Lebanon News. 
Q51. Has there been any notice published or any comment 
in that paper by the editorial management on the growth of 
the town of Lebanon in recent years? 
page 148} A. There have been comments in the Lebanon 
News prior to the institution of this con-
demnation proceeding, which I have noticed, but failed to 
keep copies thereof, and in addition thereto there have been 
comments since the institution of this suit, copi-es of which 
I now '4ave in my posse·ssion. 
Q52. Will you file those copies and mark the notices or 
items you refer to? 
A. In order to make ti1e record clear I will refer to the 
dates in chronological order: 1\Iay 20, 1938~ August 5, 1938-,. 
.September 2, 1938, and September 23, 1938. 
Q53. Will you take a pencil and dra'v a line around the 
items you refer to and give us the pag.-e t 
A.. I will. 
By Judge Lively: That is emphasizing a certain portion 
of the -evidence. 
By the Witness: Later I can give the page and column· 
number. · 
By Judge Lively: I object to that. I want it done now so 
we can get through 'vi th this case. 
A. In the publication dated ~fay 20, 1938, on page 2, column 
2, there appears this comment: 
"Despite the fact that several new homes were built in 
Lebanon the last few months all available houses are occupied 
and the demand for living quarters in the county seat town 
grows. Surely Lebanon is a good place to live." 
J . .A. Pruner v. State Highway coLissioner. 
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Q54 . .All right, take the next one. 
A. In the publication dated August 5, 1938; 
page 149 } Page 4, Column 4, there. appears this comment: 
''Houses in Lebanon for rent are just as scarce as before 
the many new hon1es were built this year. Dr. George Hurt 
took time by the forelock and has rented part of the lower 
floors in the Hess apartments." 
Q55. What is the next one 1 
A. In the issue dated Friday, September 2, 1938, on page 
1, column 5, there appears in big letters: 
"lVLORE HO~fES ARE NEEDED IN LEBANON. 
"That Lebanon is an ideal place in which to live is proven 
over and over by the scarcity of homes to rent. Not a vacant 
house in Lebanon to supply the daily increasing demand of 
families that would like to live here. 
''Fifteen or twenty homes are in demand right at this time; 
and since rent is equal or better than in larger cities, we sug-
gest that someone with a little extra money get busy and erect 
the homes needed at this time." 
Q56. What is the next Y 
A. In the issue dated Friday, September 23, 1938, on page 
3, column 3, there appears this comment: 
"The new houses in the east end R!ld west end of Lebanon· 
are nearing completion. Lebanon has outstepped any town 
in the Southwest in gTowth the past two years, and the end 
is not yet.'' 
Note: Said newspapers are hereto att~ched. 
I 
Q57. 1\Ir. Pruner, taking the scale of the blueprint at 100 
feet .to the inch, how far is I. it from where the 
J)ag·e 150 } cham .. qes in the new road lea~ps the western part 
of the town of Lebanon to wHere the ·cut through 
your father's land gives out; how many f~et, the cut that has 
been referred to gives out, do you recall·f 
A. Approximately 875 feet. 1 
Q58. How far at that point where the <rut gives out is that. 
on a straight line across to the old road,! as it now runs, the 
present road? 
A. Approximately 143 feet. 
1 Q59. State whether or not the distanT between the pro-
, 
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jected road and the old road breaks off or narrows abruptly 
from that point on down? 
By Judge Lively: This question is objected to because the 
b1ueprint is in evidence here. 
A. Yes, sir, it does. 
Q60. If you go 605 feet from where the new road, the new 
piece of road starts in, at the west end of the town, what is 
the distance between the new road and the old road at that 
point what does it narrow down toY 
A. I believe at that point it narrows to (interrupted)--
Q61. I mean by that, 605 feet out from there, out along the 
ne'v projected road, that would be some 270 feet from where 
the cut gives out, east of where the.cut gives out, do you re-
member the width of the road there that it narrows down 
toY 
. A. No, sir, not at that given point. I know about the nar-
rowest strip there. 
Q62. Taking the blueprint-875 feet out from where the new 
road, the new section of road, starts in at the west end of 
I..Jebanon, and at which point the distance between the new 
road and the old section of road is 142 feet, what 
page 151 ~ would be the acreage between the two roads, be-
ginning- at that point on the west and coming on 
toward the town of Lebanon, what would be the acreage, if 
you had that computedt 
A. I might say I have had a competent engineer to com-
pute the acreage between the two roads. 
Q63. Fr01n the point mentioned 7 
A. Yes, sir, from the point mentioned, with a pedometer, 
and found there is approximately 1.49 acres. 
Q64. Leaving out then the strip about which I asked you, 
that is 270 feet long, varying in width from 50 to 26 feet, 
which would figure out about one-fourth of an acre, how much 
acreag·e then would that be; that would reduce it by a quar· 
ter of an acre, wouldn't it? 
A. That is cor root. · 
Q65. That would be practically 114 acres Y 
A. If you deduct the 170 feet strip from the 1.44 acres, 
which I mentioned, there would be left approximately l¥1: 
acres between the old and the new road, east of where the 
cut runs out. 
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Q66. What effect would the cut and fil~ then have upon the 
value of that land for a subdivision or ~for any purpose? 
A. Mr. Bird, I have known this land all of my life, and I 
fe~l that ·with this cut there, a fill of 19 feet at the branch, 
and a cut 13 to 16 feet deep west of the branch, that it prac .. 
tically destroys the value of the land on both sides o.f the 
new road a distance of 875 feet for building purposes. 
Q67. Would the narrow strip of land ~you just mentioned 
be affected for any purpose in value, a long narrow strip be· 
tween the two roads 1 1 
A. Yes, sir, for building purposes it would be 
}Jage 152 } practically destroyed, because t~ere would be a 
cut and fill on the south side, and it narrows down 
to such a small distance that it couldn't be divided into build· 
ing lots. 
Q68. If the distance between the old road and new road 
600 feet out from where the new section begins at the west 
end of Lebanon, is only 50 feet at that point, would it be any 
more than that for the whole strip of land between that point 
and where the road starts in at the west end of Lebanon; 
would there be any part of that section more than fifty feet 
between the two roads, and if so, where would it be7 
A. This narrow strip widens east of the branch to a dis-
tance of approximately 100 feet, which ,is the widest place 
in the strip from where the new road encroaches, out to 'vest 
of the cut. 
Q69. At that point is that at the bottom of the fill, at the 
base of the fill f 
A. Practically at the base of it. 
Q70. Does the proposed new location through there follow 
in the main and general direction of the present paved road 
leading from Lebanon in the same dir~ction toward Han-
sonville and Abingdon 1 
Jl. ~o, sir. r 
Q71. I mean by that, is it an entirely new road, or does it 
follo-w the general direction of the present road, the same 
general direction? 11 
A. ·No, sir, it does not follow the gen~ral dirootion of the 
present old road. I 
. Q72. Suppose the new road is constructed, where does it 
lead to from Lebanon, wha~ point does it lead 
page 153 ~ to ? 1 
A. The old road Y 
Q73. The new road, where would it Ie d to? 
A. It would lead to Hansonville. 
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Q7 4. And from Hanson ville to Abingdon t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q75. Does the old road, the present road, lead from Le~ 
anon to Hanson ville ~l 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q76. Does the new road lead to any point the old road 
doesn't lead to, any point of in1portance you know of 1 
A. The new road leaves the old road and excludes the high-
way that leads to St. Paul and Norton. 
Q77. V\That I am asking you about is whether or not th(}. 
new road follows the general contour, the general direction 
of the present road, does it lead to any new point, or town,. 
the present road doesn't connect with, that you know oft 
A. No, sir, it doesn't. 
Q78. Does it open up any new territory,. I mean~ 
A. N.o, &ir, it does not. 
Q79. It is simply a departure from the old road at points 
along the line of the old road¥ 
A. That is correct. 
By !1:r. Bird: That is aiL You may cross examine. 
By Judge Lively~ Motion is here made to strike out the 
testimony of this witness, because wholly irrelevant and im-
material, and exactly the same matters he is now stating 
through this \vitness, he argued before the Com-
page 154 ~ missioners when they \Vere on the land, and in-
troduced evidence before the Commissioners after 
they had viewed the land, and before they made their report. 
The evidence is also immaterial because largely responsive 
to leading questions, because it details conclusions of the wit-
ness, and because in some respects it details hearsay testi-
mony, and because it is otherwise irrelevant, immaterial and 
improper. 
Note: This motion discussed at some length off the record. 
By the Court: The motion to strike sustained. 
By Mr. Bird: I except and would like to be heard on that 
point. I would like to give you a brief on it. I think you 
are in error. 
By Judge Lively: If the Court mig·I1t change I1is opinion· 
on the admissibility of this evidence, I want to reserve the 
right to cross examine this witness, because he made some 
statements, particularly about the water, that are not correct. 
This is a private water line that runs out from the corporate 
J. A. Pruner v. State Highway <:;1oxp.missioner. 129 
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limits to Mrs. Bundy's, and n9t a public water line 
page 155 ~ at all. 1 . 
By the Court : The motion to strike will be 
sustained and you can take your exception. 
Note : There was further discussion off the record. The 
evidence of the witness in regard to the ~water line was read 
by the reporter. 
By Mr. Bird: 
Q80. Mr. Pruner, you stated, you were asked, if the town 
had extended the water line out to the lots along the north 
side of the road. I will ask you to state,· please, if you know 
whether or not that water line was extended out there bv the 
town or whether by the owners of the property, if you know, 
so as to get the record straight on that point, as there seems 
to be some confusion about that¥ 
A. It is my understanding that the mains have been built 
out there by the separate landowners, but they use the city 
or town water and pay rent on it as other property owners 
do, and it is available for any residence' that might be built 
in that neighborhood. 
Q81. Is that the situation as to t4e water mains as you 
understand it 7 
.A.. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMLNATION. 
By Judge Lively: , 
X1. You did not state it as an understanding awhile ago, 
did you? 
A. When I spoke of water mains I nieant, of course, the 
lines that carry the water out through there, and there are 
separate lines that run off the main line to the separate resi-
dences. ' . j· • 
X2. Isn't it a fact, and don't you know it is a 
page 156 ~ fact, that that water pipe lin~ from the corpora-
. tion limit belongs to four people living out there 
in that country? ! 
A. You heard my answer. I said it w~s constructed there 
by private property owners. I 
X3. Which one of your answers? i 
A. The last answer I made. 
X4. What about the first one? 1 
A. I said it was constructed there-! believe the record 
• 
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will show I said it was constructed there by the town, the 
corporation. 
X5. You also made a ·statement just now that the water 
from the town is available for any residences that may be 
constructed out in that section, didn't you? 
A. I made that statement. 
X6. What did you base that on, your knowledge of law or 
knowledge of facts? 
A. I based it on the assutuption that the people. who have 
built out there have been able to get water when they wanted 
it. 
X7. Don't you know there is an ordinance no'v on the rec-
ords of this town, and has been for sometime, preventing any-
one other than those who have water already, from g·etting 
the town water? 
A. No, sir, I have not been informed on that. 
X8. Do you still n1ake the statement water is available for 
anyone who builds out in that section Y 
A. It is my understanding it is. 
X9. What do you base that understanding qn? 
A. I base it on the ground that it is the attitude of the 
to,vn authorities to build up the town and to as-
page 157 ~ sist those who construct residences within or 
around the corporate limits of the to'vn of Leb-
anon, and that if ne'v residences were constructed along there 
that authorities would continue the attitude they have bad 
in the past. 
XlO. If they have put down an ordinance forbidding it, 
'vould you still have that understanding? 
A. I don't know they have put do'vn an ordinance. 
Xll. I said if thev had ·f 
A. On any particular line I presume so. 
X12. Haven't they put do·wn an ordinance applicable to all 
lines outside the corporation, which forbids the town furnish-
ing water to any additional or new users. outside the townY 
A. I an1 not posted on that. 
X13. That w·ould be a pretty good indication of the attitude 
of the town authorities, wouldn't it? 
A. I suppose it 'vould. 
Xl4. Do you have any information from any of the town 
authorities to the contrary Y 
A. I don't know there has or l1asn 't been an ordinance put 
down of that kind. I know there is a lot of residences out-
side the corporate limits of Lebanon not only in the general 
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direction of this property being conde~ed, but in other sec-
tions of the town. 
X15. And there is no water out on that property, is there, 
available for use to people who might want to build there? 
A. There is a town mairi, as I understand it, that runs 
right to the edge of this property, the main main of the town . 
. Xl6. That is in the corporation, isn't it Y 
page 158 } A. This land is in the corporation, too. 
X17. What land1 
A·. This land being condemned. 
•Xl8. All of itY 
A. Not all of it. 
X19. How much of it! 
.A. I don't recall now. 
X20. Just tell how much of it 1 
By ~Ir. Bird: That question is wholly immaterial. 
X21. Is there a tenth of it 1 
.A. I can't answer exactly. 
X22. Is there one-twentieth of it? 
A. I can't say how much. 
X23. Why did you say the land being condemned is in the 
corporation 1 · 
A. It is in the corporation, part of it. 
X24. That would have been a correct answer, wouldn't it, a 
part of it, and a very small part, would.n 't it~ 
A. No answer. 
By ~Ir. Bird: The foregoing cross examination is asked 
to be stricken out, with the exception of the statement of the 
witness in correcting an error which was, probably suggested 
by the form in which the question was ~ut br counse!1 who , 
was not aware of the fact there were a~y private claims of 
ownership of the water line out there, bu~ was under the im-
pression, and it seems a nfrstaken impression, 
page 159 ~ that it was put there by the tpwn. With that ex .. 
ception, and with the correctiO.n of that statement, 
all of the rest of the cross examination ~s absolutely irrele-
vant and immaterial and impertinent, and is asked to be 
stricken out, because it is a known fact jwhere a community 
builds up there is never any trouble ab01;it getting water out 
to it, and when a subdivision goes up an· there is a demand 
I 
I 
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for .water and a sewerage system the public authorities will 
put it through, not only for the purpose of public health and 
sanitation, but because of the increased taxable values of· the 
property. 
By Judge Lively: Counsel for the Highway Commission 
agrees with counsel for the landowner, and thinks if there 
was any demand for this, or any disposition to make an addi-
tion to the town out of it, that water would be. put in there, 
either by private parties or by extending the corporatioJJ. so 
the corporation could furnish it, but those things. are: not be-
ing done; there has been no demand for water out there, and 
there is no water out there available for use in connection 
with thls.property, and you cannot ha:ve a town addition with-
out water. . 
By Mr. Bird:. Counsel replies that that is. entirely beside 
any question involved here. If this property is valuable for 
a subdivision, that is the question involved here, and those 
questions will only arise after there is a subdi-
page 160 ~ vision and property is improved and buildings go 
up, and this would follow in that ~vent. 
By Judge Lively: I desire to have the liberty to offer fhis 
ordinance which forbids the town to furnish water to any 
people outside the corporation,. other than those that are be-
ing furnished. · 
By the Court: You can put it on in rebuttal.. 
By J ndge Lively: And I move to stn"ke out the e-vidence .. 
By Mr. Bird: Any ordinance of the town in the present 
status of this case is absolutely inadmissible and irrelevant 
for any purpose, and when offered it will be strenuously ob-
jected to. 
It is agreed bet,veen counsel for the State Hig·I:tway com-
missioner and the landowner, J. A. Pruner, that the town 
• of Lebanon, put down an ordinance more than a year ago,. 
forbidding anyone 'vho lived outside of the corporate limits 
of the town of Lebanon to attach line to the lines of the town 
water system or to have water from the town water system, 
except those who had already attached and ·were then re-
ceiving water from the same, and that said ordinance has 
been in effect since that time and is still in effect. 
page 161 ~ The. ab?ye agreement ho·wever is made subject 
to obJection by counsel for defendant that· said 
ordinance is irrelevant and immateriaL 
I 
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RE-DIRECT EXAl\IINATION. 
By Mr. Bird: 
Ql. I forgot to ask you as to the acreage of the tract of 
your father's land through which the proposed change in 
the road runs diagonally. If you run a line from where 
the proposed change in the road leaves your father's land and 
passes on ·to the Bundy land across, substantially parallel 
with the old road, to the branch which runs under the cul-
vert, what would be the acreage of the tract of land included 
between the old road and such a line, what would be the ap-
proximate acreage? 
A. As I understand your question, Mr. Bird, if you begin 
at a point where the new road leaves my father's land, and 
run a line parallel with the old road, east to the branch, there 
'vould be approximately nineteen acres in this tract which is 
considered as a meadow, and now used as meadow property. 
By ~fr. Bird: That is all. 
page 162 ~ And, thereupon, the plaintiff moved the Court 
to strike out all the testimony of the witness, 
George A. Pruner, as above set forth; which motion, over the 
objection of the defendant, the Court sustained and struck out 
the testimony of the witness, George A. Pruner, as above set 
forth, to which opinion and ruling of the Court, in sustaining 
plaintiff's motion to strike out all of the testimony of the 
'vitness, George A. Pruner, the defendant, by his counsel, ex~ 
cepted and tendered this bill of exceptions, and which he 
prays may be sig·ned, sealed and made a part of the record 
in this case, and the same is according·!~ done this 19th of 
October, 1938. , 
ALFRED A. ,SKEEN, (Seal) 
,Judge of the
1 
Circuit Court of 
Russell C1unty, Virginia. 
I 
BILL OF EXCEPTIONS NO. 2. 
I 
Be it remembered, that, after all of the proceedings were 
had and all of the evidence had been inhroduced before the 
Commissioners, both the evidence and proc~edings before them 
while making the view of the premises a1d the evidence in-
r---
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troduced before them after they had completed their view 
of the premises, which was proquced in writing before the 
Court, and all the evidence had been introduced before the 
Court in the order in which the said proce.edings were had 
and in which said evidence was introduced, as fully set out 
in defendant's Bill of Exceptions ~ o. 1, being all of the evi-
dence introduced in the cause both before the Commissioners 
and before the Court, ·and the cause was submitted to the 
Court for its decision upon said Commissioners' report and 
defendant's exceptions in writing thereto, the 
page 163 ~ Court rendered its judgment overruling all of de-
fendant's exceptions to said Commissioners' re-
port and confirmed the said report, to which d~cision, ruling 
and judgment of the Court, in overruling all of defendant. 's 
exceptions to said Commissioners' report and confirming said 
Commissioners' report, the defendant, by his counsel, ex-
cepted and tendered this, his bill of exceptions, and which he 
prays may be signed, sealed and made a 12_art of the record 
in this cause, and the same is done accordingly this 19th of 
October, 1938. 
ALFRED A. SI{EEN, (Seal) 
Judge of the Circuit Court of 
Russell County, Virginia. 
page 164 ~ And on another day, to-wit: 
On the 6th day of October, 1938, the following Court's No-
tice on Exceptions to Commissioner's Report, was filed, which 
Notice is in the words and figures following: 
J. A. ·Pruner 
ads 
State Hig·hway Commission. 
COURT'S NOTICE ON EXCEPTIONS TO COMMIS-
SIONERS' REPORT. 
The chief objection urged by counsel for the landowner is, 
that the commissioners in fixing the damages to the land-
owner failed to consider the land as a lot proposition. The 
brief of counsel for the landowner, which is able and exhaus-
tive quotes from the decisions of many states to the effect · 
that the landowner, when property is taken for public uses, 
is entitled to the gTeatest value for which his land is sns-
I 
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ceptible of being used. These holdings a;re in accord with the 
rule laid down by our own court. Th~ holding is that the 
landowner is not bound to be confined to !the value of the land 
for the uses to which it is being put, but if it is susceptible 
of more valuable uses, then or in the near future he is entitled 
to the better figure. 
There can be no question as to the landowner's right to · 
put before the commissioners his contention that his land 
sought to be taken is susceptible of a d~vision into town lots 
in the near future which would make it more vain-
page 165 } able than other lands of the. same quality not so 
situate. The record shows that this was dorie. 
This contenti9n was pressed before the commissioners in their 
view of the premises and also by the proof taken before them. 
The evidence of the commissioners themselves is in conflict 
as to whther they in fact aug·mented the landowner's dam-
ages on this account. However, it is quite clear that the com-
missioners in fixing the damages took into consideration th~ 
location of the land, its proximity to town and all the other 
surroundings. This is proven by the a~ount fixed. Counsel 
for the landowner disect the amount of damages and reach 
the conclusion that for the land actually taken the commis-
sioners fixed its value at $500.00 per acre. Surely it cannot 
be contended that the value of $500.00 per acre was fixed on 
this land purely as a farming proposition. Something else 
had to be taken into consideration to ghre it this value. The 
court is driven to the conclusion that the commissioners ac-
tually took into consideration all of the things necessary or 
proper for them to consider in making up their findings. 
The court is of opinion that unless the evidence shows 
clearly that the commissioners failed to. take into considera-
tion proper evidence of damage, which they should have con-
sidered, then their finding is conclusive a;nd binding upon this 
court. The record shows rather a painstaking and exhaustive 
view of the premises by the commissioners. It 
page 166 r further show.s that all of the cpntentions now made 
were fully put before the 
1
commissioners, and 
after having the controversy thus! befqre them they made 
their solemn finding and returned it into court in obedience 
to the court's order. i, 
The court is of opinion after carefuil consideration that 
there is no just grounds shown against] the confirmation o.£ 
this report. The order may go overruling the exceptions and 
confirming the report. 
page 167 ~ And on the same day, to-Wit: 
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On the 6th day of. October~ 1938, the following Decree was 
entered, which Decree ii:r· in the words and figures follow-
ing: 
Circuit Court of tbe County of Russell on Thursday the-
6th day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand nin(} 
hundred and thirty-eight~ 
Present: The Honorable Alfred A. Skeen, Judge. 
State Highway Comn1issioner of Virginia, Complainant~ 
v. 
J. A .. Pruner, Defendant. 
DECREE.. 
This cause came on to be' heard upon the papers· formerly 
read in the cause, former orders and decrees, and upon the 
report of the Oomn1issioners heretofore appointed in this 
cause, filed on the 13th day of April, 1938, to which report 
exceptions were filed by the defendant on the 21st day of 
April, 1938, and was argued by com1sel : 
On consideration whereof, it appearing to the Court for 
reasons stated in writing and filed and made a part of the 
record in this cause, that said exceptions are not well taken,. 
said exceptions are therefore overruled, to 'vhich ruling of 
the court the defendant, J. A. Pruner, by counsel, then and 
there excepted, and it further appearing to the Court that 
more than thirty days have elapsed since the filing of said 
report, that the State Highway Commissioner has paid to 
E. F. Hargis, Clerk of this Court, the sum of $2,250.00, as 
the amount ascertained by said Commissioners 
page 168 ~ in said report, which payment is evidenced by the 
receipt of the Clerk filed with the papers in this 
cause, and tbat the property hereinafter described is nece~­
sary for the use of the State as a State Highway, therefore,. 
the Court doth approve, ratify and confirm said report in 
all respects and doth confirm unto the Commonwealth of Vir·-
ginia, as provided by law, the fee simple title to all of the 
property belonging to the said defendant, J. A. Pruner, and 
described as follows: That certain strip or parcel of land, 
situate in Russell County, Virginia, and bounded and de-
scribed as follows : 
I 
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Beginning at a point on the center liie of Route 19 from 
0.1098 mile east of W. C. L. of Lebanon to Int. Rt. 71, shown 
on plans as being Sta. 778 plus 20, the point of encroachment; 
thence to the left on a 8 degree curve 369.9 ft. to Sta. 781. 
plus 89.9 Back equals 1 plus 04.9 ahead; thence S. 55 degrees 
04' W. 1052.7 ft. to Sta. 11 plus 57.6; thence to the left on a 
2 degree curve 462.4 ft. to the point of dlgression, being Sta. 
16 plus 20. 
The land to be acquired hereunder being a strip or parcel 
of varying width lying on the south (left) side of and a4-
jacent to the hereinabove described centerline and being 33 
ft. wide at Sta. 779 plus 00; thence widening to ~0 ft. at Sta. 
779 plus 50; thence widening to 50 ft. at Sta. 780 plus 50; 
thence narrowing to 49 ft. at Sta. 780 plus 80 ; thence nar:-
roWing to 33 ft. at Sta. 2 plus 00 (781 plus 89.9 equals 1 plus 
04.9) and continuing 33 ft. wide to Sta. 15 plus 
page 169 ~ 90; thence diverging from the said centerline and 
narrowing with the property line ofT. L. Bundy 
to 0.0. ft. at a point 33 ft. opposite Sta .. 16 plus 20. .Also a 
strip or parcel of varying width lying on the North (right) 
side of the said center-line and being 0.0 ft. wide at a point 
8 ft. opposite sta. 778 plus 20; thence widening to 12 ft. at 
a point 8 ft. opposite Sta. 778 plus 38 ~nd continuing 12 ft. 
wide at a point 14 ft. opposite Sta. 779. plus 00; thence widen-
ing to 26 ft. and becoming adjacent to the said centerline at 
Sta. 779 plus 00; thence widening to 35 ft. at Sta. 779 plus 
50; thence widening to 40 ft. at Sta. 780 plus 80; thence nar-
rowing to 33 ft. at Sta. 1 plus 50 (781 plus 89.9 equals 1 plus 
04.9); thence widening to 45ft. at Sta. 3 plus 00; thence nar-
rowing to 33 ft. at Sta. 5 plus 00 and continuing 33 ft. to Sta. 
15 plus 60; thence narrowing with the property line of T. L. 
Bundy to 0.0 ft. at Sta. 15 plus 90. · 
The above described strips or parcels containing 2.94 ac~·es. 
more or less. 
The Clerk of this Court is hereby directed to record the 
decree of this court appointing commie~ioners in this cause, 
the report of the commissioners filed iln this cattse on the 
13th day of April, 1938, and this decree! in the current deed 
book in his office and index the same i¥ the name of J. A. 
Pruner (widower) as grantor and the Commonwealth of Vir-
ginia as grantee. , 
page 170 ~ The Clerk of this Court is hereby directed to 
pay said sum of $2,250.00, to J. A. Pruner, or to 
his attorney of record, and take his recel.pt therefor. 
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. page 171 r CLERI('S CERTIFICATE. 
Virginia: 
County of Russell, to-wit: 
I, E. F. Hargis, Clerk of the Circuit Court of the County 
of Russell, State of Virginia, do hereby certify that the fore-
going is a true and correct transcript of the record in the late 
case of State Hig·hway Commissioner v. J. A. Pruner, lately 
pending in said Court, and that before said transcript 'vas 
made out and delivered the attorneys for the plaintiff, State 
Highway Commissioner, had notice of the transcribing of 
the sanie. 
Given under my hand this 19th day of November, 1938. 
Fee: $16.14 pd. 
0 
E. F. HARGIS, 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of Russell 
County, Virginia. 
A Copy-Teste : 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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